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PREFACE
Yakov Malkiel's 1975 Lingua article, 'Etymology and Modern Linguistics,' deplores the divorce of etymological and
general linguistic research, calling for each to shed light
on the other.
This call raises several questions.
How much insight into broader linguistic issues (i.e.
general linguistics) can etymology provide? How much light
can general linguistics theory shed on etymological problems?
And assuming that etymology really is a source of general linguistics insight, how does etymology compare in importance to
other possible sources of insight, e.g. mathematics?
The answers to these questions will determine whether
Malkiel's assessment of the linguistic scene is correct, and
if it is, linguists are . overlooking a very profitable- perhaps the most profitable avenue for their theorizing.
Simply
raising this possibility is controversial, as indicated by the
(approving) comments of Edward Tuttle to Malkiel's 1983 article,
'The Interlocking of Etymology and Historical Grammar•: 1
'To be blunt, what initially struck me in your pap er,
Professor Malkiel, was the simple affirmation that etymology could recover a productive relation to grammar .
•.. The mere assertion that etj~ology has a future as a
useful branch of linguistic research now seems audacious.
In order to see where Malkiel's theorizing might lead I
am starting the monograph series Etymology and Linguistic
Principles, with the working assumptions that the discovery
of linguistic principles should be the main goal of linguistic
research and that etymology can play a major role in this endeavor.
Etymology is here defined loosely as the search for
the origin of linguistic features: words, idioms, morphological elements, writing systems. And although principles
may be discovered in a flash, they are more likely to result
from the composite of many small pieces of insight.
So the
obtaining of linguistic insight, any insight by whatever
means, becomes the primary task of a theorist.
Before starting, I would like to express my gratitude to
all the scholars who have encouraged me and offered very helpful criticism over the years; their influence is reflected in
my overall outlook on language.
For now might I limit myself
to mentioning those who have helped me with the items in this
monograph: George Shevelov, Rado Lencek, and the late Boris
Unbegaun (my graduate school professors); Emmett Bennett,
Eric Hamp, J. Peter Maher, Yakov Malkiel, Edgar Polome,
1

in From Particular to General Linguistics.
John Ben4amins.
iv

Amsterdam:

Jacques Rosenman (Austin, Texas), Nathan Susskind, and Joseph
Wallfield. Often this help extends back 10-15 years, and I
hope I have not overlooked anyone. Also, it goes without saying that any shortcomings in my treatments here are solely my
own responsibility; this disclaimer is of special importance
given the admittedly controversial territory I have chosen to
enter.
Thanks are due too to the staff in the interlibrary loan
section at UMR; to my family for its constant encouragement;
and to my university administration for its support of my research efforts, particulary to David Oakley, Marvin Barker,
Harry Sauer, and Martin Jischke.
Most of the articles in the present volume first appeared
as working papers in my Comments on Etymology, a full set of
which is available at:
Reference Desk
Library
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, Missouri 65401
and
Center for Applied Linguistics
3520 Prospect Street, mv
Washington, D.C. 20007.
August, 1987

Gerald Leonard Cohen
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, Missouri 65401
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TO~~ARDS A BETTER LINGUISTICS TEXTBOOK 1
Gerald Cohen
'If a man does not keep pace
with his companions, perhaps
it is because he hears a different drummer. Let him step to
the music which he hears, however
measured or far away.'
--THOREAU
During the 1970s I taught an introductory linguistics course
and have often regretted the absence of a suitable textbook.
I am seeking a book which gives in broad strokes the history
of linguistics, shows how the various branches of linguistics
developed from the main trends, and in general, imparts to
the student a sense of what linguistics is all about (its controversies, achievements, breadth, work remaining to be done,
etc.). What I find instead are numerous textbooks with no
awareness that modern linguistics can be understood only in
the light of what has preceded it - and many textbooks which
dwell upon a theory or two, to the exclusion of other linguistic work. Meanwhile, most textbooks which treat specific
linguists read like paeans of praise - and one searches them
in vain for a hint of the controversy that really exists.
These works, moreover, usually fail to give an overall picture of the linguists they treat; the authors see the trees
but not the forest.
We deal perhaps with a matter of judgement
or taste, and I have no desire to dissuade linguists from textbooks with which they are satisfied. But my own experience
has been that students are usually turned off by the readings
in the present textbooks, and I have therefore decided to write
my own. The project is planned as a long-term one (15 years?),
with the chapters appearing in my Comments on Etymology and
with revisions coming along the way.
In the meantime I am proceeding with the presentation of chapter 1 here, which despite
its textbook format contains my overall view on the nature of
general linguistic study.

1 First presented in Cornm·e nts· on· Et"ymology, Nov. 15/Dec.
1, 1979, IX, #4-5; a few revisions have since been made.
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OUTLINE:
GENERAL SITUATION IN LINGUISTICS:
BASIC PAP.ADOX
Linguistics si!

Linguistics no!

potentially highly interesting

often not very interesting ;
major linguistic theories:
1. poor quality ·
a. not really new; essentially just a refinement or variation of
traditional grawroar.
- Traditional graiTmar
as a straightjacket -

A. Questions:
the soul of
linguistic work

b. not really precise definitions are not
analyzed, particularly
those borrowed uncritically from the sciences
(e.g. structure, system,
generative).
2. · hot readily accessible
(modern theories) because
of the explosion of new
terminology

B. Many interesting linguistic features
(usually spin-off
·from the major
theories, e.g.
blends)

y

3. much ballvhoo Linguistics
onward and upward!
'revolution',
'precision'

'science',

BUT
1. They are not integrated
into a larger theory;
(fragmentation of linguistic work)
2. Usually are not seen by
linguistic students, at
least not in the introductory classes.

c.

Historical linguistics - linguistics
at its best (in my
opinion)

BUT
1. somewhat inaccessible;
broad preparation in languages is required to
appreciate it.
2. basically a nuts-and-bolts
operation (e.g. history of
a particular · vowel or verbal ending) .
broader theories basically
a side-show
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This course begins with some very basic questions: What
is linguistics? what do linguists do? What are the main
linguistic theories? How good are they? How much of linguistic work is comprehensibl~ to non-specialists? What work
remains to be done? In short, what is going on?
To answer these questions I have organized my thoughts
around a basic paradox that I have labeled 'Linguistics si!
Linguistics no!' The 'Linguistics si!' part means that linguistics is highly interesting and 'Linguistics no!' means
just the opposite: it is· n·o t. interesting; rather, it is humdrum, unnecessarily mystifying, and a subject to be carefully
avoided by students. Both sides of this contradictory picture are correct - hence the paradox - with the resolution
coming in the distinction between what linguistics potentially
is (highly interesting) and what linguistics looks like in
all too many introductory courses (awful) .
At this early point I must observe that linguistic study
differs from that of other fields by its immediate and fundamental controversy. In mathematics, history, etc. one can
proceed at least through the basics without encountering the
controversy that one finds at the very beginning of linguistic
study. This controversy calls into question the value of the
main linguistic theories and is embodied in the paradox set
forth above.
Is the setting up of a 'Linguistics si! Linguistic no!' paradox justified? I tell my students that they must
judge this matter for themselves, although a fairly confident
decision might not come at once.
THE POSITIVE SIDE:

LINGUISTICS SI!

QUESTIONS:
The positive side of the paradox consists first and foremost of the innumerable questions that flood in upon the mind
of an observer of language. How, for ex~1ple, can English
permit many a to exist (e.g. many- a st·u dent)? Mahy denotes
the plural, while a is used for the singular, and so logically
the two should not-appear together.
Or look closely at just. How could this term, which
originally meant 'righteous' (borrowed ultimately from Latin
iustus; cf. a just man; our cause is just) come to mean 'only'
(just two apples) or to express emphasis (That's just impossible!). Just can also designate immediately preceding action
(I just ate-the cake); how did this come about? What, incidentally, does just mean in e.g. He just may be the next president? And if just can mean 'precisely' (That's just what I
wanted.), how does it link up with about, which designates
1mpreciseness, in e.g. It's just about ready?

- textbook -
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How does one explain in the know (the before a verb),
a friend of mine (why not of me?), long~me, no see (syntax
here: ?) , go bananas (why· bananas? why not e.g. go grapefruits?), make with the jokes (why with here, and if make
with the jokes is possible, why not also make with a JOke
or make with the remarks), I'm better off now (off what?),
on the fritz (why Fritz?), in full, in vain (prep. +adj. but
no following noun) , now then ( e . g . Now then, where w·e ·r e we?) ,
getting down to brass t ·a cks (.w hy brass tacks?)?
How does one linguistically treat the myriad uses of
English of? There are at least 60 different uses of the preposition-,-e.g. house of stone, give of yourself, Of Human
Bondage, rule of thumb, days of old, etc.
How did rap come
to mean 'talk'? How can time and again exist, since and
should join only items of the same category (but time - noun,
again- adverb)? And if time and again can exist, why is
again and time not permitted too? If we can say I took sick
is acceptable, why isn't I took ill also possible? The expression is rather I was take~ ill.
As one turns to other languages the questions keep pouring
in. Hebrew, for example, presents nasaq meaning 'to kiss;
to be armed'. What is the semantic conriection here? Likewise
Hebrew sarah (= to soak; dwell) and Mongolian oy (= forest;
anniversary) seem semantically anomalous. Heanwhile, Hebrew
presents two odd expressions for 'although':
'af ral piy,
which literally means 'nose on my mouth, ' and 1 af 'al· gav
(=nose on back); origin: ?
And if one applies the oddities of language to the various
major linguistic theories, still more questions arise.
If
a sentence is composed of a noun phrase + a verb phrase - as
generative grammar asserts -what does one do with Like father,
like son? If it is not a sentence, what is it, and how will
it be handled by e.g. generative grammar? Or if the Law of
Least Effort is correct, why does French have the so-called
pleonastic ne, since this ne adds no meaning to the sentence
and yet requires some minimal effort (e.g. Il est plus riche
que je ne pensais =He's richer than I thought; literally:
He's richer than I didn't think).
The questions facing an observer of language are the
heart and soul of linguistic work. They are (or at least
should be) the driving force behind the linguist's search
for explanations and they are valuable for underscoring the
teeming variety of linguistic features that an observant eye
may notice.
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The questions are moreover the proper starting point
for linguistic analysis and can serve as a measure for the
value of any linguistic theory. At present the starting
point for most linguists is the observation that linguistics
is the science of language; the key word here is 'science'
which in turn implies precision. The search for precision while admirable at first glance - has had the unfortunate
side-effect of sweeping troublesome problems under the rug;
'explaining away' is a phrase in frequent use in modern linguistic literature. We therefore deal with a fundamental
difference in approach; while the major linguistic theoreticians look upon exceptions/problems/etc. with irritation
(these problems are a hindrance to their theories) , I look
upon these questions with avidity. They are the source of
inspiration and insight to me, and they are the base upon
which any linguistic theorizing of mine will be built.
As for their value in measuring the success of any given
linguistic theory, they provide a ready list of thorny problems for the theory to handle (any theory can look successful
if its advocates deal only with regularities), and secondly,
linguists should ask what specific problems can be solved
by a given theory.
If none can be solved, and if no insight
can be provided for specific problems, the theory may well
be just a rehash of what is already known.
MORE QUESTIONS:
Presented now are more problematical items - taken primarily from English and presented in list fashion for the
sake of brevity (i.e. in most cases they require no specific
explanation of what is troublesome).
It goes without saying,
of course, that the list is not complete.
dead right

Stalin dies in Moscow (headline; pre.s ent tense for past)

at large
go for broke
running a fever

('You can't leave now!')
· The hell I can't.
It's a long ways to go
(vJhy -s in ways?)

damn nice
not at all
What the hell (are
you doing here)?

Stop already!
Alright already!

some 50 men
sort of nice
Why, it's Groucho Marx.

I had a busy day (In e.g.
German one must say:
I was
busy todav) .

- textbook -
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This dress becomes you
(vs. He became a man)

hurry up (Why up?)
I can't stand him.

He happens to be a
senator (happens action? state of being?)

to stand the test of time

a great many

but in e.g. Nobody, but nobody
undersells Hacy's

at once

Eay a visit

now that (e.g. Now that
you've spoken, ... )

(I have him) dead to rights
wash up (why up?)

Is he for real?
come alive
to take place
That's just like him (to leave
us waiting) .

to skip town
to a man (e.g. To a man
they opposed the new
regime.)

make a

All aboard!

save face

(no verb)

That's for the birds.

take up chemistry
(5:30) bus

made = compelled, e.g. He
made me go

That's for sure.
We want out.
Down with Fascism!
verb)

(no

the very person (I
had in mind)
take care of him
take a bath

The bus came to a halt.
He aave a start
all tuckered out, and It
petered out. Are tuckered out/
petered out one word or two?
If two, what do tuckered and
petered mean?

all of a sudden
(To leave)

for good.

on the go
Give him a call
Surely and a certain used to express uncerai nty, e . g . S~re~y
there are mor e . A
certain Mr. Smith ~

This is a fine

how-do-you-~~-

yet away with murder

We gave him the slip.
think· positive (not
po·si tively}

make light of something

7
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talk turkey

get a move on

talk shop

take a liking to

fly Pan Am (but not:
to fly airplane)

He was hard up

to jump the gun

at last

He jumped for joy.

newfangled (What is fangled?)

It's a good 2 months
since •••

old geezer (What's a geezer?)

once upon a time

inept (Is there 'ept'?)

I couldn't make it to
the meet1ng (make what
to the meeting?)

in the nude

How come .•. ?

Good grief!

know it cold

German: Es karnen 3 Professoren
literally:
It (they) came 3
professors ..

booze it up (What does
it refer to?)
He's a damned sight
smarter than his brother
take exception to
You're putting me on.
So far, so good.

German glauben (to believe)
helfen (to help) dienen (to
serve) antworten (to answer)
etc. take a direct object
in the dative, not the accusative case.
(Cf. also Greek,
Latin, Russian, Sanscrit,
etc.)

(no verb)

INTERESTING LINGUISTICS FEATURES
Many of the questions that an observer of language may
notice have in fact been answered by linguists. For example,
time and again is a syntactic blend, i.e. parts of two constructions have combined to form a third construction; here
time after time and again and again have blended to produce
time and again. Another example is to gild the lily, known
to derive from the first two of three poetical expressions
Shakespeare used to describe something superfluous:
'to gild
refined gold, to paint the lily, to throw a perfume on the
violet. '
There is a feature with the unfortunate name of 'contagion' or 'contamination', whereby one linguistic element becomes
'contaminated' with the meaning of another. The best example
is French~ (=step), which came to be linked with ne (=not)

- textbook -
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in the expression 'not to go (a) step'. Then pas became 'contaminated' with the negative meaning of ne, and hence French
ne ... pas is now used for simple negation--(e.g. Je ne parle
~ = I don't speak).
If ne drops out, then pas can stand
by itself as a negative, e--:-<1. P<:_~__!ll_<?! ( = not me).
One may also find it interesting that two such different
names as Yokum and Swashing (Creek; in Missouri) are derived
from the same name: St. Joachim, which in its German form
came to be pronounced Yokum in the U.S. and which in French
is /~was~/; the French form was of course simplified by Americans with no knowledge of French, and the resulting form
was Swashin. Then, someone must have thought that SWashin
was a sloppy pronunciation of Swash~ng and therefore 'restored'
the -g; this sort of incorrect restoration is known in linquistics as hypercorrection.
The various interesting features of language such as
blends and hypercorrections are usually spin-offs from the
major linguistic theories of the 19th or 20th centuries.
For example, blending arose from the psychological trend in
linguistics, which flourished in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries. The psychological trend, as its name implies,
concentrated on the psychological aspects of language, and
since blending involves a mental lapse (the confusion of two
constructions), this feature gained its greatest prominence
during the psychological period.
BUT .
I must now anticipate the 'linguistics no!' discussion
and comment that the most interesting features of language
are often passed over in silence by linguistics teachers.
Not always - but enough to rank a rather large number of
their introductory classes at 8 on a Richter scale of boredom.
Students are therefore often left to themselves to ferret
out the interesting features of language. Incidentally, students should realize that linguistic work is very fragmented with research being conducted on everything from spectograph
phonetics to Swahili pronouns - while the major linguistic
theories are really just a small (and often irrelevant) part
of linguistics. It therefore seems incorrect to visualize
linguistics as consisting primarily of its main theories,
with everything else falling outside the mainstream of linguistic work.
Rather we deal with a sort of variegated mosaic,
composed of numerous linguists working in their own specialties, and an awareness of the most interesting work being
done (or waiting to be done) is by no means a peripheral linguistic achievement.

L
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ACHIEVE~ENT

Historical linguists can point with pride to the achievements of their field, which - in my opinion at least - is
linguistics at its best. A recitation of the Great Vowel
Shift in English (which sent hus to house, /fcrd/ to /fud/,
i.e. food, /rTde/ to /raid/, i.e. ride, etc.) by any teacher
familiar with its details will usually strike any class as
an interesting and perhaps remarkable series of changes. A
look at the monumental work done by such Indo-Europeanists
as Brugmann can only produce awe and wonder, although a competent Indo-Europeanist would have to explain the nature of
the achievements. And if one is curious about the difference
between e.g. German Bruder vs. English brother, French vie
vs. Spanish vida (= life), Greek pente (= five) vs. Latin
quinque (= five), one has only to turn to the proper historical l~nguist, who can draw upon 150 years of scholarship to
shed at least considerable light on the question posed.
So the potential for historical linguistics to be interesting for students seems very clear to me.
In the words of
a young woman in g~aduate school (a literature specialist required to take introductory Slavic linguistics), who had just
heard a lecture on the Old Russian vowels known as jers, 'Hey,
linguistics is cool.' And the lecture had been delivered by
a literature professor (pressed into service for the introductory Slavic linguistics course) , who was far from comfortable
with Slavic linguistics, but whose lecture succeeded on the
sheer interestingness of the material it contained.
BUT .
In spite of the very favorable comments I have just made
about historical linguistics, a few difficulties exist in
presenting it to students. As a start, much of historical
linguistics is somewhat inaccessible, requiring a broad preparation in languages to appreciate it. This is particularly
true of Indo-European linguistics - the bastion of historical
linguistics and the inspiration for the creation of histories
of Latin, Germanic, Common Slavic, etc. - which requires
familiarity with Latin, Greek, Sanskrit, Slavic, etc. etc.
etc. as well as the modern languages French, German, English,
(and some Italian) to read the scholarly works on Indo-European.
One can of course read about a language (e.g. a certain vowel
change), but from my own experience I can say that if a linguist does not know the lanquage he/she is reading about, any
discussion ab out the language will seem dist a nt und abstruse .
Secondly, historical linguistics is basically a nutsand-bolts operation, e.g. the history of a particular vowel
or verbal ending.
Such discussion can be interesting in many
instances, but if the class starts getting restless, there
are few broader theories to fall back on. And the few that
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do exist in historical linguistics are basically a side-show
to the determined and monumental effort at explaining the
thousands of linguistic features individually.
And, of course, historical linguistics has greatly receded in importance as the 20th century has progressed, yielding to the nonhistorical (or 'synchronic') approach. So,
even if teachers can make their introductory classes interesting with just historical material, they will be compelled
to give this subject at best a relatively short treatment
in order to move on to the modern linguistic theories.
LINGUISTICS NO! - CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE YillJOR LINGUISTIC THEORIES
The major linguistic theories - the subject of most introductory courses and supposedly the products of the best linguistic minds of Europe and the U.S. - are disappointingly
weak. Moreover, due to an explosion of new terminology, they
are unnecessarily mystifying, and to top things off, they
are accompanied by an almost Hollywood-like ballyhoo. The
result is much obsfuscation, with students being subjected
to a first-class snow-job from their textbooks and teachers.
How can an undergraduate - a rank newcomer to linguistics possibly mount a serious challenge to the value of these
th e ories, propounded by schol a rs who ar e f r eque ntly dubb e d
'genius' by their peers? Doubts- yes, but serious challengeno, and so students often not only turn away from linguistics
in bewilderment, but are unfortunately reinforced in their
belief that, after all, they are not too bright, particularly
with respect to language.
POOR QUALITY
The blunt reality about linguistic theories is that most
or all of them are not very good. They are first of all not
really new, being essentially just a refinement or variation
of traditional grammar.
Beginning students who may wonder
what traditional grammar is, need only try to think of anything they know about grammar:
noun, verb, future tense,
possessive case, etc., and that is traditional grawmar. There
is nothing a stuqent knows about g rammar that is not p art o f
traditional g rammar. Now, if noun, verb, e tc. is traditional
g rammar, what is nontraditional g rammar? Here one encounte rs
first and foremost generative grammar, but when one looks
closely at generative grammar one finds nouns, verbs, past
tenses, etc. - often in dis g uise, it is true, but there nevertheless.
Interested students may turn to any linguistics
textbook that treats Chomsky's ideas (don't expect to understand them, though) and find all these traditional items mentioned.

11
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Now, virtually all linguists agree that traditional grammar has serious shortcomings, and although these shortcomings
have not yet been spelled out in a unified treatment, one can
readily spot at least the main ones. The generative grawmarians correctly point out that traditional grammar is only a
hazy set of rules for producing sentences - with a success
rate well below 100 percent. Numerous other scholars observe
that the definitions of noun, verb, etc. are far from airtight. They point out, for -e xample, that a pronoun is supposed to stand for a noun, but in fact it may be the noun
that stands for a pronoun; i.e. I will first say something
like 'He hit me,' using a pronoun, unless this· he would be
ambiguous - in which case I substitute a noun: -yohn or that
man, etc. Meanwhile a verb is supposed to differ from a noun
by denoting action or a state of being, but one finds such
nouns as action, turmoil, ~a~e, which also denote action,
and e.g. essence, which denotes being. And scholars familiar
with some exotic languages have drawn attention to the shortcomings of traditional grammar in the light of these languages;
cf. Benjamin Whorf's 'Linguistic relativity' in Sol Saporta's
Psycholinguistics, pp. 455-456. Writing about Hopi, an American Indian language, Whorf says:
'In the Hopi language 'lightning, wave, flame, meteor,
puff of smoke, pulsation' are verbs--events of necessarily brief duration cannot be anything but verbs.
'Cloud' and 'storm' are at about the lower limit of
duration for nouns. Hopi, you see, actually has a
classification of events (or linguistic isolates) by
duration type, something strange to our modes of
thought ... '
But even though linguists may find fault with traditional
graromar, they have not been successful in producing something
to take its place, and so the student who expects to find a
clear alternative to traditional grammar will be disappointed.
Even the generative grammarians - who are most vehement in
their denunciations of traditional grammar -make use of .most
of its terminology. We deal here with the distinction between
proclaiming the creation of something radically different and
actually creating it. Traditional grammar may be viewed as
a mental strait jacket upon linguists - who, imbued with the
categories of noun, verb, etc. since childhood - have simply
been unable to break away from it.
NOT PRECISE
Although precision has become the holy grail of the modern
linguistic theories, this work really turns out to be not precise at all.
If generative grammar borrows virtually all the
imprecise terminology of traditional grammar and then disguises
it in symbols (S, NP, VP, etc.) we have in effect just the
appearance but not the substance of precision. Furthermore,
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modern linguistics has borrowed uncritically some of its most
important terminology from the sciences, e.g. structure, system, generative. Rather than asking whether a term like
'structure' (used e.g. in biology) has any relevance to linguistics, the term was merely imported with the unquestioned
assumption that yes, indeed, it is relevant. Hence the term
'structural linguistics' and the article of faith that language
has structure.
But just what the distinction between structure, order, and system is has never been spelled out. And
just how the numerous exceptions fit into the picture has not
yet been dealt with either. There is much in language that
is unsystematic; how can there be a system which is unsystematic? And if language is a system, what kind of a system is
it?
(A look outside of language reveals many different types
of systems.) Can a language have order but not system? Order
but not structure? I must frankly say that when I try to
visualize just what structure is in syntax, I draw a blank.
Rules, yes. Exceptions, yes. But structure? What does this
mean? And what does one mean by structures (i.e. plural) in
language; cf. the title of Chomsky's classic work:
Syntactic
Structures.
The issue of the search for precision in language requires
also a brief look at several related issues: the issue of
definitions, the issue of the profound influence of the sciences on the thinking of many linguists, a nd the issue o f
insight vs. precision.
ISSUE OF DEFINITIONS
The issue of producing precise definitions may be formulated as follows:
(1)

It is very difficult to define precisely any giv~n
term. For example, such terms as music, love, scientific, structure, war, patriotism, and even 'chair,'
will provide great complexity to anyone who tries
to produce a precise, air-tight definition.

(2)

Terms, even though partially unclear, may be profitably used until their imprecision is challenged.
For example, everyone knows what a manned bomber
is, but such a term may come in for the closest
scrutiny during disarmament talks to b e sure the
other side does not engage in semantic chicanery.

(3)

When an imprecise term is challenged, attention
must be directed toward clarifying the definition
of the given term. Precise results cannot be obtained by the use of imprecise terminology. And,
to repeat, in linguistics one deals with the imprecise terminology of traditional grammar and the use
of terminology adopted uncritically from the sci- .
ences.
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ROLE OF THE SCIENCES IN LINGUISTIC THINKING
Much of what seems confusing in modern linguistic thinking can be clarified by realizing the profound influence that
the sciences have had on linguistics. We deal not just with
the borrowing of such important words as structure, system,
etc. but with the powerful conviction that the goal of linguistics is to become a science. Note, for example, Bernard
Bloch's praise of Leonard Bloomfield:
'There can be no doubt
that Bloomfield's greatest contribution to the study of language
was to make a science of it' (cited in J. Waterman's Perspectives in Linguistics, 1st ed., p. 88). Note also the concluding
sentence of Waterman's textbook (lst ed.) -which in effect
portrays linguistics as riding off gloriously into the sunset:
'With the publication of (Zellig Harris') Methods in Structural
Linguistics American structuralism clearly reached its majority,
and could take its place in the world of scholarship as a major
discipline uncompromisingly dedicated to the scientific study
of language.' And, for good measure, here is a quote concerning
Roman Jakobson - perhaps the most eminent linguist of the
twentieth century:
'\~en his father, a chemist, asked the
younger Jakobson once what he was working on, the son explained
that, just as chemists and physicists were trying to find the
finite elementary particles of matter, linguistics was looking
for the finite units of language.' (in:
'Jakobson: Great in
any language,' by Israel Shenker; NY Times, Oct. 11, 1971,
p. 39/1).

Many linguists, in short, have had an inferiority complex.
While their colleagues in physics, chemistry, and mathematics
could walk with their heads held high, linguists saw themselves
compelled to slink along the corridors - unable to say that
they too were engaged in science. This second-rate status·
(noticed by no one but the linguists themselves) could be
altered only by making linguistics a science too - and a massive effort was undertaken to achieve this goal. To cite
just one example:
the extraordinary attention that minimal
elements in linguistics have received - particularly during
the Bloomfieldian era- is due . to linguists imitating physists
and chemists, for whom such minimal elements as atom, molecule,
neutron are the basis of their work.
Now it would be helpful if linguists would admit to students that we are try i ng to im i tate the natural sciences.
Not only would the motivation behind much linguistic work
become clear, but students could then wonder openly whether
such a preoccupation with the sciences is justified. Does
it really matter whether linguistics is a science or an art
or something in between? Just what is it that makes a science a science? Why is becoming a science the be-all and
end-all of linguistic endeavor? What are the advantages of
trying to make linguists a science, and are there any drawbacks?
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PRECISION VS. INSIGHT
If science implies anything, i t implies the striving
for precision. As mentioned e~rlier, the search for precision may seem admirable at f~rst glance but has the unfortunate side-effect of causing problematical features (the
features that most deserve scrutiny) to be swept under the
rug.
In some cases whole linguistic areas are shunted aside
simply because they are troublesome - e.g. the study of meaning
(1930's-1960's). The argument against such study- although
not spelled out in such precise terms - goes something like
this:
(1)

Linguistics is a science.

(2)

Therefore linguistic statements must be precise.

(3)

Semantics is confusing and very imprecise.

(4)

Therefore semantics is not part of linguistics.

As a result, semantics was largely ignored in U.S. linguistic study for some thirty years, when an offshoot of generative grammar - generative semantics - rediscovered the
obvious (about 1970), viz. that semantics really is important
in language.
Cf. also Jakobsen's remark (article on him,
op. ciL, p. 39/2):
'Professor Jakobson opposes linguists
who refuse to study meaning ... Linguistics without meaning
is meaningless. '
Syntax was also largely ignored in U.S. linguistic study
from the 1930's-1950's- again because it does not readily
yield to precise formulations.
Perhaps the main reason for
the bewilderingly electric effect that Chomsky's work has had
on linguists is that he brought a major area of language into
the purview of accepted linguistic study.
I.e. He took the
forbidding subject known as syntax, showed (to the satisfaction of his followers) that it can be treated scientifically,
and thereby made it a fit subject for modern linguistic analysis. The emotional effect of this work on his followers can
be compared to the combined enthusiasm one gets from contemplating the discovery of a new continent and the reclamation
of large portions of the sea by the use of dikes.
Now, if the determined search for precision is inappropriate, what, instead, should be done? The answer, I believe,
is to search for insight.
Instead of asking, 'How can I make
a precise statement about e.g. time and again?' we should be
asking 'How can I understand this linguistic oddity better?'
Instead of trying to 'explain away' exceptions to the various
rules that we or our colleagues devise, we should seize these
exceptions and lovingly try to squeeze every bit of insight
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out of them.
The name of the game is understanding, not precise statements.
Furthermore, it seems that if linguists can obtain true
insight into a linguistic subj .ect, the precise description
should come along as a by-product of this insight.
Therefore,
to the linguists with their eye solely on precision I would
say that I - with a primary emphasis on insight - will achieve
true precision before they do - at least in the areas that
I deal with (semantics, syntax).
And yet, I would never consider this precision as an even moderately important achievement; as mentioned above, it is just a by-product.
HOW CAN I BE SO CRITICAL?
It may be asked how I, as a linguist, can be so critical
of the main theories set forth by my fellow linguists, and
in reply I would point out that my criticism is by no means
isolated; the uniqueness of my criticism is only that it is
appearing in a textbook.
Students should know that at least
a third of all linguists find little of interest in the main
theories and merely dismiss them as irrelevant to their research.
Meanwhile, a smaller minority (10 percent) have
sharply criticized the modern theories, with the bitterest
disagreements concerning generative grammar.
Just why this
controversy has failed to surface in the textbooks is not
clear, since it is one of the facts of life in linguistics.
The point is this:
if your instincts, common sense, and
knowledge of language tell you that a given linguistic theory
is seriously flawed, do not give up your doubts until they
have been effectively removed.
Under no circumstances should
you submit to the argument that any theory accepted by the
large majority of linguists in America's most prestigious
universities must be correct.
Linguistic theories, like
fashions in clothing, come and go; the gospel truth of the
1930's and 1940's is now rejected, and the gospel truth of
the 1980's may suffer the same fate in twenty years.
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ETYMOLOGY OF INDO-IRANIAN ARYA-

(=

ARYAN)l

Gerald Cohen
ABSTRACT
The present article is intended to provide both a reference tool for etymologists interested in arya- and a possible
solution to this word's origin: ~rva- < £ (= go) + -ya(nominal suffix), i.e. the Aryans were 'those who go' and
were named for their migrations.
Of special importance is
the possibility of convincingly deriving the forms known to
be related to arya- from a Grundbedeutung 'go' too, e.g. Skt.
aryama- (= companion, friend; cf. Skt. sahacara~ German Gef~hrte).
I.

INTRODUCTION

Perhaps no word in the Indo-European languages presents
as much etymological complexity as ~rya-:
(1)

The search for the etymology of ~rya- must also explain
the origin of OI ari- (=enemy, etc.) and aryaman (=companion, friend; name of a god), which are acknowledged
to be related to arya-.

(2)

Ari- presents a thicket of lexical problems.
It is widely accepted that ari- presents conflicting meanings (e.g.
enemy; devoted), but worse than this, its meanings are
by no means agreed upon.
There is sharp controversy as
to whether ari- might mean stranger, guest, 'other moiety
in an exogamic society' (Benveniste 1973: 303), etc.
\qhatever etymological problems other words present,
scholars can usually agree on the meanings of these
words, but this basic assurance is not present for ari-.

(3)

We not only deal with semantic controversy. The phonetics
of ari-/Arya- could not be less certain if they were
specially planned to be so.
In Indo-Iranian, a can go
back to an original e, o, or a, and etymologies with all
three possibilities have been-proposed. Secondly, r can
derive from r or 1, and here again, etj~ologies with
both possibilities have been set forth.
Finally, the
root is very short, permitting a possible linkup with a
large number of other roots.
Any IE root with e/o/a + r/1
is a candidate.
- - 1

This article is a slightly expanded version of a working
paper I presented in Comments on Etymology VII, #5, 1977, a
very preliminary version of which was presented to the annual
meeting of the American Name Society, Dec. 1975. Also, I am
grateful to Emmett Bennett and Joseph Wallfield for some bibliographical assistance and to Edgar Polome for his encouragement
of my research on ~rya-.
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(4)

Even morphologically there is uncertainty. Do we deal
with an original -i- st·em (with -ya:_ being secondary),
or was -ya- present first with -i- being a mutilated form
of -ya-?

(5)

The semantic importance of arva- (the name of the IndoIranians) assured that this word would get considerable
etymological attenticn, and this massive attention in
turn assured that no possibility for error, confusion,
misinterpretation, etc. would be left unturned.
In particular, confusion abounds in the etymological treatments
of ~rya- as to who first proposed a qiven-etymology, and
derivations are often presented without a clear awareness
of just who has defended or attacked the etymology in
question.

{6)

As the confusion has increased, the interest of linguists
in etymology has decreased.
I suppose that this lack of
interest is the reason why no graduate student has been
given the etymology of ary-a- as a Master's thesis or dissertation, and no scholar has hitherto done the research
either.

I have therefore undertaken this task myself. A detailed
study of the earlier literature on ~rya- is necessary as a
reference tool for scholars who wis~to write about arya- with
thoroughness and clarity, and the present article represents
a first step towards the preparation of such a reference work.
II.
A.

ETY!vlOLOGIES PROPOSED FOR ARYA-

ARYAN < NOBLE/DEVOTED/FAVORABLE/ETC.

A frequently advanced etymology is that ~rya- (= Aryan)
derives from one of the attested adjectival meanings of arya(noble, devoted, favorable), particularly 'noble'. The first
written attestation of this etymology (with 'noble') is apparently Benfey (1840: 3), although it very possibly existed
orally prior to this time. The advocates of this etymology
did not seem troubled by the possibility that 'noble' etc.
might be derived from 'Aryan' rather than vice versa and simply
ignored it.
Instead, they directed their efforts at findin g
·an IE basis for their etymology b y relating the ar- root in
arya- to other IE forms.
I n orde r o f imp ortance~his s e arch
centered on Celtic, German i c, and IE f = go, ar- = get.
1.

CELTIC AIRE

(=

NOB LE , CHIEF), ET AL.

The etymology connecting I-I arya- with Celtic aire et al.
began in the nineteenth century, and after a long and tortuous
history is left with only two major supporters (Buck 1949:
19.36, and Dumezil 1949: 112). The pertinent Celtic forms are:

- arya -

Airem:
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legendary Celtic hero

aire, gen. airech (= noble, chief; -ech < ~jak/-jak
--according to e.g . .Pedersen (l9~lOO};C{-=---of
~rjakas = venerable man.
Ariomanus, Ariovistus, Ari·o briga (Gaulic names; hereafter referred to collectively as just AriomanUs).
A search for the first appearance of this etymology leads
back to Pott's time (early 19th century), although I have
been unable to specifically locate a proponent of it then.
Kretschmer (1970: 130) speaks of Pictet (1858: 81 ff.) being
the first to connect I-I· !rya- with a Celtic form, but Pictet
(1858: 81) mentions a quote by Pott (1836: 187) that ridicules
this suggestion. The connection of arya- with a Celtic form
had therefore clearly been made prior to Pictet (since Pott
saw fit to reject it) , but I have been unable to locate any
earlier references to it. Perhaps this etymology had been
suggested orally prior to Pott without having been set down
in writing.
The scholars whose names are most frequently connected
with a Celtic etymology for arya- are Pictet (ibid.) I Zimmer
(1879: 148 ff), Guntert (1923: 80), and to a lesser extent
Pedersen (1913: 100). Most other scholarsl who subscribed to
this view have done so without contributing anything new or
at least offering a spirited defense of it.
This etymology went unchallenged (except for Pott) until
1908, when Meillet (1967: 41) rejected the connection of
aire and Ariomanus to I-I arya-. His most telling point
concerns aire; he derives this word from Irish ar- (= before),
therebv denying a direct link between Celtic aire and I-I
arya-.2 No scholar has attempted to ref~te Meillet on this
point, but Meillet's rejection of aire: arya- has surprisingly
been ignored by later etymologists~uck (1949: 19.36), for
example, makes the above connection without mentioning Meillet's
criticism of it. Later rejections of aire : arya- appear in
Thurneyson (1936: 353f.) and Specht (1944: 51), but neither
scholar substantiates this rejection with specific arguments
or reference to Meillet's treatment.

1 e.g. Brugmann (1967: 73: 'perhaps'), Buck (1949: 19.36),
Fick (1894: 19; = Bezzenberger and Stokes 1894; but not Fick
1890: 168), Lommel (1935: 20; unenthusiastically), Schnetz
(1928: 128), Siegert (1942: 85), Uhlenbeck (1973: 14), Vendryes
( 19 18 : 2 6 9 - 2 7 0 ) , ~vi n disc h ( 18 7 7 : 211 :
' perhaps ' ) .
2As for Ariomanus, Meillet (1967: 41) asserts that this
name is derived from the same root (ar-) as appears ~ in aire,
and hence Ariomanus also has no direct link to I-I arya~
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Shortly after Meillet (in 1908) rejected the connection
of ~ry-a- with Celtic· ·a ·i ·re and: A.ri·oman·u s, another attack was
made on the Celtic etymology of ~frya-: Meyer ( 1912: 94) rejected the connection of AiYem : !rya- on the grounds that
Airem is really unattested. · This name appears only as Er·e mon/
~rim6n and is derived from Er:iu.
Later etymologists have
accepted Meyer's viewpoint, with official sanction first
coming in Walde-Pokorny's dictionary (1932: 80).
In sununation, the connection of I-I arya- with Celtic
forms has been largely set aside by linguists, surviving only
with respect to aire. Ariomanus and Airem are totally set
aside, while aire is connected to ~r·ya- in Buck ( 1949: 19. 36) ,
Bailey (1959b: 99; tentatively and confused), Dumezil (1949:
112), and Walde-Pokorny (1932: 80). Pokorny 1959 (pp. 24,
67}, however, clearly has second thoughts on this matter and
is very noncommittal in his support of such a connection. Meanwhile, Mayrhofer (1963: 62, 79} rejects arya- : ·a ire in favor
of another (Thieme's and Specht's} hypothesis. ---2.

GERMANIC

Several scholars have also sought to identify I-I ~ryain various Germanic forms, particularly personal names. This
identification had perhaps been made by Pott's time, since
his 1859 Etym. Forsch. (1: 70 ff.} is cited by Mlillenhoff as
a source for it; the specific reference is in error, however,
since I find nothing on arya- or Germanic names in these pages.
In any case, the suggestion of· arya- appearing· in Germanic
names was not original with Mullenhoff but was developed by
him, Schonfeld (1911: 25}, and Meringer (1915: 449, 451, 453};
their examples are: Arland, Eriland, Ariovistus ('of Aryan
seed'} , Ariobundus ('related to the Aryans'} , Ari.aricus,
Ariarith, et al. Krause (1937: 539} adds a new wr.inkle with
his original translation of a runic inscription arjosteR as
'die Vornehmsten' (= the most noble) and his relation of
this form to I-I ~rya-.
Only a few more scholars have supported the presence of
Lindquist (1937: 333}, Schnetz (1928:
128}, Scherer (1955: 203), Siegert (1942: 84-85}, and Bailey
(1959b: 99}. The objection to it is that Germanic Aria- may
derive from *harja (= army}, an observation ~ade by Forsternann
(1900: 146; without direct reference to the 7rya- hypothesis}
and recognized as a possibility by Vendryes 1918: 269-270}
and even Schonfeld (1911: 25} and Krause (1937: 539}; Krause
points out that we might deal with an inaccurate Greek or
Latin rendering of the name.

- ~rya- in Germanic:

- arya -
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3.

IE ROOT

~

(= GO)

Two attempts have been made to derive arya- from £ (= go)
The first was made in 1867 by Lassen (1968: 6), who wrote:
'The word must come from the root ai- (=go) ... although the
semantic development is unclear; arya- probably literally
means "the one visiting" ('der zu besuchende') '. Lassen's
suggestion has apparently been totally ignored by scholars,
perhaps because the thought of the Indo-Iranians' migration
as a 'visit' might seem farfetched.
The second attempt was made by Lanman (1971: 121, 126;
1st ed.: 1884), who reconstructed a semantic development of
'go > faithful > Aryan.'
Specifically:
(1)

(p. 121): arya- (= faithful, attached, kindly, favorable)
is derived from an £ root and originally meant 'going
eagerly to ' ;

(2)

(p. 126): arya- (= Aryan) originally meant 'belonging
to the faithful,' and as a masculine noun it meant:
man of one's tribe, an Aryan.

Lanman's etymology, like Lassen's, is not even referred
to in any later etymological work, but it does deserve comment:
(1)

My own doubts about the correctness of Lanman's hypothesis are based on arya- (= faithful, etc.) being attested
in Sanskrit alone, whereas arya- (= Aryan) is common
Indo-Iranian. Unless arya- (= faithful, etc.) can be
shown to have existed in Proto-I-I, the derivation of
~rya- (= Aryan) from this word is just speculation.

(2)

I believe, however, that Lanman was correct in deriving
arya- (= faithful, etc.) from r (= go).
I have incorporated this suggestion into my own proposal on the
etymology of arya- and its related forms (set forth
below, pages 29-31).
4.

ARYA- < AR-

(= GET)

This etymology is set forth only by Bailey l959a, and
even here the presentation is not completely clear. Bailey
seems to be presenting a dual etymology for arya-. For
arya- (= noble) Bailey suggests ar: get > beget, be born >
well born > noble. For arya- (= Aryan) he sugg ests ar:
ge t > poss e ssor o f wealth > Ary a n.
In his l959b ar ticl e , h e
seems to side with Thieme's view (discussed later) of the
Aryans originally being named for their hospitality:
(p. 141)
' ... and the arya- (=owner), like the ari-, is the rich owner
who is expected to be the hospitable host.' Bailey (1959a)
gets into difficulties, however, when he connects arya-
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(= noble) with supposed Celtic and Germanic cognates (e.g.
Irish aire = noble).
Since ar- (= get) is posited as the
source root, this is the form which should be sought in other
IE languages.
If ar- (= get) cannot be shown to have existed
outside I-I, one may question whether· ar- could have undergone the semantic development 'get >beget >be born >well born'
outside I-I, as Bailey implies .
.....

5.

ARYA-

(=

ARYAN) < ARYA-

(=

FAVORABLE)

For the sake of completeness it may be noted that the
hypothesis in the heading just above must have existed at
least orally at the turn of the century, since Meillet (1967:
40) specifically rejects it:
'One might see a connection
with Skt. aryaQ (= favorable), but this seems tenuous and
of little interest.' On p. 170 Meillet identifies Bartholomae
(1906: 108) as the source of this tenuous etymolog¥, but the
reference must be inaccurate; I see nothing about arya- here .
.....

B.

ARYA- < ~

(=

GO) :

GO> VISITOR> ARYAN

See above, page 20.
y_

C.

I-I ARYA- < AR-

(= PLO~v)

A third etymology regards ftrya- as originally meaning
'plowman'; cf. Latin ar6 (= I plow). The earliest work containing this etymology is apparently Muller (1866: 204), and
later Wust (most clearly in 1937b: 51; also 1937a: 3) arrives
at the same etymology independently.! In the latter work
Wust goes one step further and connects Greek arotes (= plowman) with aristoi (= the best, aristocrats), and arete (= virtue), thereby suggesting that nobility and farming could be
semantically linked; the Aryans were therefore originally
'noble farmers' ('Adelsbauern'). This view is effectively
attacked by Specht (1944: 42), who points out that ar- (= plow)
is unattested in I-I and therefore not a likely source for
arya-. He also challenges the view that plowing is a noble
activity, asserting that the Indo-European peoples regarded
animal husbandry more highly than crop raising, which was
done by women and slaves. As a result, subsequent etymologists
have abandoned the suggestion of the Aryans originally being
'noble plowmen.'

1 v·l list (1937b: 51) incorrectly cites Coomaraswamy (1935:
lf.) as a proponent of ~rya- < plow. On p. 1 Coomaraswamy
specifically rejects this etymology:
'Any connection with
Lat. ar- may be doubted.'

- arya -
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D.

.w.

I-I ARYA- : ARMENIAN ARI- (= BRAVE)

A fourth etymology is that ~rya- is related to Armenian
ari (= brave}.
I have been unable to locate any advocate
of this view, but it must have circulated at least orally,
since Meillet rejected it in 1908 (1967: 40}; he states here
that Armenian ari is derived from aru (= man, i.e. vir),
and that the etymology of the Aryans as 'the brave onrs'
is unsupported by any ar- root (=man; brave} in I-I.
E.

""

ARYA-

(=

ARYAN) ULTIMATELY FROM *AL- (= ZEAL)

A fifth etymology would derive ~rya- from *al- (= zeal) .
Although this etymology is not directly stated anywhere, it
is the logical extension of Uhlenbeck's remark (1900: 10;
and 1973 - reprint of 1899 ed. -: 13} that Skt. arya- (= devoted, kind) and ari- (= covetous) are connected with Gothic
aljan (= zeal}; Uhlenbeck sees here a Grundbedeutung of
striving or desiring. If this etymology were correct, arya(= master) and arya- (= Aryan} would derive from either
arya- (= devoted, kind) or ari- (= covetous). Uhlenbeck,
however, not only fails to spell out just how t~e semantic
development might have gone (e .g. zeal > devoted > Aryan >
master} ; he even seems unaware of any possible connection
between Skt. arya- (=devoted) and arya~ ( = master)/arya(= Aryan).
When treating the noun arya-3, he merely says:
'cf. Irish aire ... '
A few years later Uhlenbeck (1905: 259} rejected his own
theory, commenting tersely:
'I incorrectly connected (Gothic)
aljan (=zeal} with Skt. ari-, arya-'. Later scholars have
let the matter rest there, but I would like here to state

1 Although Meillet's remarks appeared in 1908, a variant
of the etymology relating I-I arya- to Armenian ari can be
seen to have existed by 1883, when Hubschmann (1883: 11)
rejected the connection of Arm. ari (= brave) to Skt. arya(= devoted, loyal).
HUbschmann says only that the meanings
of the two words do not jibe.
2

'devoted> Aryan'
presentation, but this
scholars, most clearly
1884; discussed above ,
3

is the missing link in Uhlenbeck' s
development has been posited by other
in Lanman (1971: 121, 126; 1st ed.
p age 20).

uhlenbeck makes the distinction arya- (= Aryan; noun)
vs. arya- (=Aryan; adj.). Although arya- (=Aryan; noun)
does occur occasionally in the Rg Veda, the usual form is
arya-. As for arya- = master, Uhlenbeck makes no mention
of this. Uhlenbeck's dictionary is, in short, disappointingly
incomplete.
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specifically the reason for setting Uhlenbeck's hypothesis
aside:
there exists no evidence for the presence of *al(= zeal, desire, etc.) in I-I, and hence any derivation of
I-I words from this root is mere speculation.
~

F.

I-I ARYA- : SLAVIC ORI

(=

STEED)

In spite of efforts for almost a century to find the
origin of ~rya-, Meillet could write about this word in 1908
(1967: 40):
'The etymology of the noun is unknown.'
Etymologists remained undaunted, however, and several more etymologies emerged.
An etymology connecting arya- with Slavic (e.g. Old
Russian) ori (= steed) was set forth tentatively by Lowenthal
(1923: 29or-and a few years later more assertivelv bv the
same scholar (1929: 59). Arya- presumably meant 1 horseman,'
although Lowenthal's brief treatments do not state this
directly. Lowenthal's suggestion has been ignored by other
scholars, except for Vasmer (1955: 279), who rejects it.
Space did not permit Vasmer to elaborate on his rejection
of this suggestion, but he possibly found it unacceptable
because of the absence of ar- (= steed) in I-Il.
G.

ARYA- <PIE *AR- (= BIND) :

BIND> ALLY >ARYAN

Another etymology that emerged in the 1920's is Glintert's
(1923: 79-80) derivation of arya- from PIE *ar- (= bind, tie);
we deal here with a semantic development of • bind > ally /fellow
tribesman > Aryan 2 .
Ee bases this hypothesis on Greek ararisk-c>
(= to join, fasten, fit together), arthmos (= a bond, league,
friendship) et al. and sees Skt. arjaka- (= grandfather) and
Av. airyaman (= companion) as also deriving from *ar- (= bind;
Glintert reconstructs the meaning 'relative' for both ~rjaka
and airyarnan).
This theory has not won any other adherents,
however, although later works do not specifically criticize
it.
Specific shortcomings can be readily found, however:
there is no evidence of *ar- (= tie, bind) ever having existed
in I-I, and there is not even clear evidence that it existed
in PIE.
There is furthermore no evidence that ar- ever meant
'ally' in I-I, and Glintert's hypothesis is therefore based
on a very uncertain reconstruction.

1 vasiP.er (ibid.) also refers to Sobolevskij (1911: 416ff.)
as a proponent~tpis view.
If this reference were correct,
Sobolevskij would be the first proponent of it.
Vasmer,
however, somehow made a mistake here.
Sobolevskij discusses
Slavic ori but does not connect it with I-I ~rva-.
2

specifically, Giintert says (p. 79):
'So mochte ich fur
den Ariernamen vielmehr vorn Grunds inn "Verbiindeter, durch Vertrag
befreundeter Geschlechtsgenosse" ausgehen.'
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H.

ARYA- FROM PIE *AL- (= OTHER)

This etymology is discussed just below, in connection
with Thieme's hypothesis.
I.

ARYA- AS 'THE HOSPITABLE ONES'

A major effort toward finding the etymology of arya- and
related words such as Skt. ari- was made by Thieme 1938, who
after considerable textual analysis concludes that Vedic arimeans 'stranger;' arya- is then regarded as derivinq from ariand originally meaning 'pertaining to guests, hospitabl e .'
Arya- was therefore intended to contrast th e c ivili z ation d nd
humanity of the Aryans to the crudity of the barbari a ns wit h
whom the Aryans carne in contact. Ari- as 'stranger' can then
be given an IE basis (as e.g. Mayrhofer 1963: 49 has tentatively done) by linking up Thieme's hypothesis with an earlier
suggestion that ari-/~rya- derive from PIE *al- (=other).
This latter view appears already in Fick (1890: 356; 'perhaps') and is seconded by Neisser (1898: 133-134). Neisser,
however, had second thoughts, and specifically rejects this
earlier view in his 1924 work. This etymology was later revived by Specht (1944: 45-50), who was apparently unaware
that it had been set forth earlier by Fick and Neisser.
Thieme's etymology has occasioned a lively debate, and
recent research on the origin of !rya- and ari- is largely
a chronicle of skirmishes concerning his hypothesis. The central criticism against it seems to be that the designation of
a tribe as 'The Hospitable Ones' is unconvincing, particularly
in view of the constant warfare between neighboring tribes.l
Thieme's reply has been that an etymology should not be set
aside simply because some scholars consider it unconvincing.
The debate has been vigorous, with scholars of renown lined up
on both sides of the fence; and since a proper discussion of
the issue would in itself require a lengthy article, I will
simply list the scholars who are involved in the debate. Works
in favor of Thieme are Abaev 1958a and 1958b, Debrunner (1940:
148), Mayrhofer (1963: 79), Renou (1956a: 109-110; l956b; 6),
Thumb (1958: 54; 1959: 426), and Wagner (1958: 60). Thieme
himself wades into battle in his 1957a and l957b treatments.
Opposition to this etymology is led by Durnezil 1949, 1958a and
1958b, with support ~rom Benveniste 1973, Brough 1953, Buck
·
(1949: 19.36, 19.52) , Lommel (1954: 383-384), and Redard (1954:
137); Siegert (1942: 85) is also opposed.

1 Benveniste (1973: 301), for example, says:
'To define the
Aryans as "the hospitable ones" is a thesis remote from all historic reality; at no time has any people whatsoever called itself
"the hospitable ones''.'
2Buck (1949: 19.52) tersely comments about ari-:
'Etymology
dubious.' And as for Thieme's interpretation of~a- as originally meaning 'hospitable,' Buck 1949 makes no mention of it
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I would add another criticism to Thieme's and Specht's
etymology. Even if ari- did mean 'stranger,' it is attested
with this meaning only in Sanskrit, and . unless this word arose
earlier, it could not have been the starting point of ~rya-,
which appeared already in Proto-I-I. Unless ar·i- (= stranger)
can be shown to have existed in Proto-I-I, Thieme's hypothesis
should be regarded as lacking firmness.
·

J.

X..

ARYA- ULTIMATELY FF.OH 'FENCE'

In the early 1940s Trier (1941, 1942) began publishing his
thoughts on the importance of the notion 'fence' as the ultimate
source for many words connected with political/ceremonial, etc.
order, and in his 1944 article (111-113) directed his attention
at ~rya-. We deal, he believes, with the semantic development
'fence > ring > "Mannring" (i.e. men in a circle for a ceremony)
> custom/order > that which is proper > loyalty /piety, etc. ' .
From custom/order we also arrive at various words expressing
dominance - e.g. (p. 113) Greek arx- (= to rule; ultimately
traceable to *fence, according to Trier) - and ~rya- (= master;
Aryan) belongs here.
However, there is no clear evidence that PIE possessed an
ar- root meaning 'fence,' and Trier's reconstructions often seem
more like flights of fancy than well-argued hypotheses; cf.
His
off-hand derivation of Greek arx- (= to rule) from *fence. As
a result, Trier's hypothesis ~rya- has won no adherents,
being passed over in silence by other scholars.
III.
A.

ON

A LOOK AT ARI-

DETE~l iNING

THE

~lliANINGS

OF ARI-

Since no etymological treatment of ftrya- can be complete
without treating ari- too, and since the meanings of ari- are
not yet agreed up~I must make at least an .attempt to come to
grips with this latter issue before setting forth my own etymology for these words.
The following presentation is a very
modest step on my part towards such an analysis.
(1)

ari- = enemy.
There is no question that ari- can Mean
•enemy' in classical Sanskr it , but the existence of this
meaning in the ~g Veda has recently been quest i oned by
Benveniste (1973: 303). Spe~kin g of ari-, Benveniste

when discussing (19. 36) Skt . · arya- (= master) /'arya- (= /~_ryan).
Since Buck was familiar with Thieme 1938 (referred to in 19.52),
Buck's failure to mention it indicates an unwillingness to subscribe to Thieme's etymology. Meanwhile, Specht's derivation
of Skt. ari- from *al- (= other) is almost ignored, being tentatively accepted ('perhaps') by Pokorny (1959: 24) but otherwise

.X..
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says:
'This man is never considered as the member of an
enemy people, even if the singer is enraged with him. He
is never confused with a barbarian ... At no time can we
perceive that the ari- belongs to a different ethnic group
than the author of the hymn'. However, Benveniste does
not deal with a specific example cited by Thieme (1957a:
73) which seems to indicate that ari- could in fact be
translated as 'enemy'. Thieme writes:
'P.. number of passages in the RV would make perfect sense if we translate
ar i by ''enemy" . ' For example:
RV 2. 23.13 be:
visv-cr id ary6 abhidipsvo m{dho bfhaspatir
vi vavarha ratham iva (= Bfhaspati has torn asunder like
chariots all the deceitful wiles ("harms") of the enemy.)

(2)

ari- = guest. Thieme (1957a: 73) writes:
'In a number of
other passages "enemy", however, is impossible. Here we
might translate "guest 11 . ' For example:
10.28.1 visvo ,hy anyo arlr aj a9~majmanH~d aha svasuro ni
jagct.ma/jakjiyad dhctna uta s6ma~ papiyat/svasitab punar
astaJ!l jagayat.
(The wife speaks):
'Every other guest has come. My own
father-in-law, however, has not come. He would have eaten
(roasted) grains, and he would have drunk soma. Well fed
he would have returned home.'

=

Brough (1953: xiii-xiv) translates ari- here as one belonging to the other moiety of a society divided into two groups.
At best, however, Brough's suggestion (based in turn on
Benveniste) is a possibility that lacks convincingness.
When the poet says:
'Every other arir has come', how are
we to know that the poet is referring only to the wife's
in-laws? We don't of course. And a hostess seems more
likely to say something like:
'Everybody else is here~
Now where can my father-in-law be?' than 'Everybody on my
husband's side of the family is here. Now where can my
father-in-law be?' If several of the wife's relatives had
not yet arrived, the party would not be in full swing, and
the wife would not yet be concerned that an in-law hadn't
shown up either.
It is when everybody else is present
that a particular guest becomes conspicuous by his absence.
Thieme (1957a: 74) also cites another example of ariguest:

=

8.19;36 adan me pauruku~syaQ pancasata~ trasadasyur
vadhunam mawhi~tho aryah_ satpatil).

= (The poet speaks): 'Trasadasyu, the son of Purukutsa,
has given me fifty brides (as a present), he the master
of the mansion (satpati) , who is most liberal to the
guest.'
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Here again, there seems to be no compelling reason to
translate ari- as 'the other moiety of a divided society'.
The translation 'guest' seems to make very good sense.
(3)

ari- = host. Thieme (1957a: 74) writes:
sages we might translate "host":
iyahi purvfr ati car9a:t:lir

'&&;

'In other pas-

arya asi!?a upa no haribhyam ...

(="Come here across many peoples. Here to the blessings
of the host") (addressed to Indra)'
I would like to urge caution here. Ari- in thi~ quote
may mean 'host', but it may also mean-'guest'.
'Blessings
of the ari-' seems to be ambiguous. The meaning might
be 'the blessings that the ari- has at his disposal',
in which case ari- would me~host', as Thieme suggests.
However, we might deal instead with 'the blessings that
the ari- will receive upon his arrival', in which case
ari- would refer to the guest. Later in this article
I will develop the suggestion that ari- (and arya-) are
derived from ar- (= go) , and this suggestion may now be
introduced because of its relevance to the quote under
discussion. Since there is reference in this passage
to a long journey ('Come here across many peoples'), it
seems very possible that Indra is the ari- being referred
to. The poet seems to be saying 'Make the long journey
here and receive the royal welcome (i.e. blessings) of
an honored guest.'
In sum, Thieme has done excellent work in his exegesis
of the ~g Veda, and any corrections of his work may well turn
out to be relatively minor revisions.
In any case, the disagreement he has encountered (Benveniste and Brough) has thus
far been insufficiently substantiated. However, his etymology
of ~rya- as 'The Hospitable Ones' has been justly challenged
as improbable.
B.

ETYMOLOGIES FOR ARI-

Controversy has surrounded the origin of ari- as well
as arya-; at least five hypotheses have been set forth on
ari-:
{1)

ari- < *al- = other; hypothesis of Fick and Specht, discussed above, page 24.

{2)

ari- <a (privative particle) + ra (= give). This etymology
was first set forth by Rudolph~oth, although I have
difficulty in locating the exact source. Bergaigne
(1884: 174) cites Roth as the proponent of this etymology,
but I find no etymology presented in Roth's dictionary
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(Bohtlingk and Roth 1855). All information I have concerning Roth's hypothesis is therefore drawn from Bergaigne.
This hypothesis is that ari- (= enemy) derives from a + ri
(not giving), and Bergaigne's own treatment differs from-Roth's in two respects:
(a)

Bergaigne reconstructs the intermediary step 'miser'
in the proposed semantic development ('not giving>
miser> enemy').

(b)

Roth does not derive all meanings of ari- from a + ri;
Roth speaks of ari- (= loyal) having a different
etymology, although Bergaigne does not state what
this etymology is.
Bergaigne, however, sees only
two meanings for ari- (enemy, priest)l, and derives
the latter meaning from a + ri (priest < poor < not
giving), thereby presenting a-single etymology for
the differing meanings of ari-. This etymology has
been largely passed over in silence by later scholars;
the only reference I have found to it is Grassmann
(1955: 105; he rejects it).
I would guess that a
principal reason for this etymology's being set aside
is the unconvincingness of the semantic reconstruction 'not giving> enemy'. Also, of course, the
relation of arva- to the above etymology remains
uncertain.

(3)

Skt. ari- : Greek ari-; the Sanskrit and Greek prefix both
indicate excellence.
I have not found this et1~ology
proposed anywhere, but it must exist at least orally,
since Benveniste (1973:
304) says that scholars have
often made this connection.
Benveniste, in any case,
rejects it:
'These etymological connections are far
from certain. '

(4)

ari- (=friend) : Greek era- (=love). This etymology
is set forth by Meyer (1896: 571), who, under era-mai
says:
'Probably as Fick says to Skt. ari (=friend)'.
However, Meyer is somehow in error her~since Fick does
not make any such connection (see vol. 1, p. 168, and
vol. 2 (=Stokes and Bezzenberger), p. 19). Meyer's
etymology has been ignored by other scholars.

(5)

Skt. ariGreek eris (=strife, quarrel).
This etymology goes back to the mid-19th century and was apparently first put forth by Leo Meyer (1857: 45-46).
It
later appeared in L. Meyer (1901: 447), Hirt (1900: 121),
Brugmann 1904, Persson 1891, Prellwitz (1892: 102), and
1

Bergaigne directs some very sharp criticism at Grassmann
for citing six different meanings for ari-.
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Porzig (1942: 351). Etymologists prior to Porzig 1942
connected eris only with ari- in the meaning 'enemy,
hostile,' while Porzig 1942 sought a connection with the
more favorable meanings of ari- too (Porzig: ari- =
'Gonner,' i.e. patron, protector). Porzig first suggests
that eris has a Grundbedeutung 'strive' and then points
out that striving can have both favorable and unfavorable
connotations (contest - favorable; quarrel - unfavorable) .
In Greek eris only the bad connotation has prevailed,
whereas in Skt. ari- both connotations are represented.l
v

IV.

ANOTHER POSSIBILITY:

ARYA-/ARI-/ETC. < ~ (=GO)

As mentioned above (p. 20), only two scholars have previously considered the possibility of arya- < r_ (= go) : Lassen
(1867: 6) who saw arya- as originally meaning 'the visitor,'
and Lanman (1971: 121; reprint), writing in 1884, who related
Skt. arya- (= faithful, attached, kindly) to £ (= go); the
supposed semantic development for this latter hypothesis is
'go> going eag-erly to > faithful/etc.'
Both Lassen's and Lanman's suggestions have been totally ignored, not even calling
forth a specific rejection.
However, I believe that the derivation of ~rya et al.
from
(= go) is valid and that a second look
better
development) might pull it from its current obscurity. First,
I would suggest that ~rya- (= Aryan) derives from the root
(= go) + the suffix -ya- (= relative pronoun: who). ~rya
therefore means literally '(those) who are going' and refers
to the migrations of the Aryans to their present homeland.
Since the Aryans dominated the peoples they encountered, the
term 'Aryan' became synonymous with 'master.'

r=

r=

Krya- (= Aryan) is derived from £:. in it.s Vfddhi grade,
and arya- (= master; Aryan) is from ~ in its guna grade.
The two meanings (Aryan, master) were probably originally
_represented by just arya-, and arya- then arose for the purpose of semantic differentiation (according to length) . The
following comments may be made here:

1 Porzig was probably unaware that the suggestion of different types of striving had already been made by other scholars. Grassmann (1955: 105; reprint) derives ari- from 'active,
striving' (regsam, strebsam): striving to the gods: piety;
striving after wealth: greed; striving against someone (widerstrebend): hostile. Similar thoughts are expressed in Neisser
(1924: 101, 118-119; and 1930: 19-22). However, neither Grassmann nor Neisser base their derivation 'ari- <*striving' on
Greek eris; they are silent on the ultimate origin of ari-,
although it is possible that Grassmann's description of arias regsam, strebsam indicates that he took ar- (= go) to-sethe starting point.

~
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( 1)

Although Skt. arya- usually means 'master,' it is attested
four times in the ~g Veda with the meaning 'Aryan.'
I
would interpret these four attestations as a relic of the
original meaning of arya-.

( 2)

The PIE suffix *-yo- is well recognized as being frequent
in noun formation, e.g. Skt. guh-ya-m (= secret) . 2 I
could therefore proceed in an entirely traditional manner
by saying that -ya- in arya- is a nominal suffix added
to ?n ~root.
However, I believe that the derivation
of arya- becomes clearer if -ya- here is specifically
stated to be the original relative pronoun: who; therefore:
'(those) who are going.'
I am also surprised that
Indo-Europeanists have not previously specif~cally identified *-yo- as the relative pronoun (*yo-).

( 3)

There is, however, disagreement as to whether e.g. aryaoriginally contained its -ya or whether we deal here with
an original -i- stern which later acquired its vowel after
the -i-. Bailey (1959a: 84) speaks of arya- as 'a direct
derivative with -ya- of agent.' Burrow (1965: 184),
however says that this word was an -i- stem first.
I
prefer to see -ya- as original here~ince the etymology
I have proposed (Aryans< 'those who go') seems to make
sense under this interpretation.
I would also raise the
possibility that the origin of the -i- stems themselves
might be sought in the -y- of the relative pronouns.
Meanwhile, if we proceed from the view that arya- was
originally an -i- stem, we hit the problem that most
-i- stern words----rlncluding a ·r i-) are considered to be
of obscure etymology; see e.g. Wackernagel 1954: 306.

( 4)

Semantic differentiation according to length, word order,
etc. has not yet been properly treated by linguists,
although I have made a start at organizing my thoughts
on this matter (Cohen 1980) . My thinking on this subject
contains two relevant points for arya-:
(a) semantic
differentiation according to word order, stress, etc.
is a frequent phenomenon in language, and (b) I can see
no reason why quantity should not participate in such
differentiation.

1

oebrunner (1939: 73); cf. also Tedesco (1923: 46).

2 c1te
. d 1n
. Brugmann
3

(1967: II.l: 184).

See e.g. Brugmann (1967:
II.l: 182, 184), Meillet (1965:
359-360). Skt. guhyam (=secret), for example, would then
be analyzed as '(that) which is hidden.'
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The other I-I words known to be related to
easily derived from a Grundbedeutung 'go':

~rya-

are also

(a)

Av. airyaman (= obedient). Obedience is the willingness to go with one's master (and do as he says).
Cf. German folgsam (= obedient) < folgen (= to follow)
and Naomi's assertion of obedience to Ruth:
''\'hither
thou goest I will go ... '

(b)

Skt. arya- (= faithful; attached; kindly). We deal
here with the same semantic development as for Av.
airyaman, discussed just above~this page. Cf. also
Lanman's hypothesis of arya- originally meanins
'going eagerly to,' discussed above, page 29.

(c)

Skt. aryama- (= companion, friend; name of a god) .
This word probably referred originally to a friend
on a journey. Cf. Skt. sahacara- {= companion; <
saha- = with, together, + car = go). Also: German
Ge fahrte ( = companion; < ge~ together, + fahr- =
to travel); Russian sputi1Ik {= fellow traveler; < s= with, together, + put- =way, + -nik = suffix of
agency, i.e.: who; therefore: one who goes on the
way with someone else); Hittite ara {=friend, companion; <PIE *[ = go) .

(d)

Modern Persian ~rman {= guest).
'Guest' clearly referred here to a traveler on a journey who has stopped over somewhere for a rest.

{e)

Skt. ari- = enemy, etc. An army advancing on a city
in on~country would be the enemy. Cf. in this
connection Sk t. akram- ( = to at tack; < a- = towards
+ kram = step, stride) and the same semantic develop~
ment in Latin aggredior {= to attack; < ad- = towards
+ grad- = to step, walk) . Ari- breaks up into ar(= go; guna grade of r::) and -i- < *:l.l21_ (= who).
The meanings 'desirous' and 'impious' in ari- can
be considered secondary, appearing as characteristics attributed to the enemy. And ari's meaning
'devoted' can be explained as arising by the following stages:
'go > follow > devoted, ' just as occurred in Av. airyaman (= obedient; discussed above).
CONCLUSION AND

SU~·1MARY

The etymologies previously set forth for arya-/ari- etc.
all seem unconvincing, with the exception of arya- < +- (= go),
but this hypothesis has thus far been very insufficiently developed and virtually ignored. A second look at this etymology
may indicate that it is quite plausible; the Aryans ('those who
go') were apparently named for their migrations, and the related
terms (e.g. ari-) can also be satisfactorily explained as
arising from r- (= go) .

- arya -
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ORIGIN OF THE -J- SUFFIX IN COMMON SLAVIC
*NASJO-'OUR', *YASJO-'YOUR'
Gerald Cohen

ABSTRACT
The - j - suffix of Common Slavic *nasjo- and *vasjo- is here
suggested to derive from the IE relative pronoun, and one may
now suspect that other instances of IE -j- also derive from
pronoun.

* * *
Scholars can occasionally overlook the obvious, and such
an oversight has apparently occurred in the treatments thus
far of Slavic na~ 'our' and va~ 'your'. These forms are well
recognized as deriving from
'of us' and vasu 'of you' + a
suffix *-yo-, but scholars have been strangely silent on the
origin of this *-yo-. Brugmann (1911: 405) says:
'Aksl. na~i,
va~i auf Grund von nasu, vasu mittels -(i)io gebildet, womit
sich lit. mfisU-jis "der Unserige" vergleicht.' Meillet (1965:
440) says:
'Certains adjectifs suivent la flexion des demonstratifs: tout d'abord les adjectifs possessifs, derives de
pronoms personnels au moyen du suffixe i.-e. *-yo-, sl. -je••• na~i "notre", va§i "votre".' Likewise Vasmer (1955: 203)
and Vondrak (1928: 84-85) have nothing to say about the *-yoof e.g. na~. And Hirt 1927 passes over Slavic na~, va~ in
complete silence when discussing IE forms in -io- such as Greek
agrios 'wild'< agros 'field'.

nasu

It therefore seems worthwhile to state unequivocally that
the IE *-yo which gave rise to e.g. naM is derived directly
from the IE relative pronoun:
*yo-, Y!, yo-. We deal with
na~ 'our' deriving from nas 'of us'+ yo- 'which', i.e. '(that)
which is of us'. And it is not surprising that naM (m.) na~a
(f.), na~e (n.) decline like the demonstrative pronouns (with
the only difference being the normal sound changes after~);
the demonstrative and relative pronouns in IE were declined
identically, and this declension was merely carried forward
into Slavic.
Note may also be made of Chinese and Persian, which present
at least rough parallels to the Slavic development.
In Chinese
one finds:
w~

'I'

women 'we'
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te - a particle; helps form possessive adjectives and serves
as a relative pronoun.
As a relative pronoun its position
differs from the position of the relative pronoun in the
IE languages.
wote 'my'
womente 'our'
ts6 t'ien lai te jen 'the man who came yesterday• 1
I
I
'
yesterday
come
who ' man

2
Old ~ersian presents a close parallel in kara hya mana 'my
army', l1terally '(the) army which (is) of me'.
Cf. also the
following two brief passages from Lambton (1961: 9-10) concerning the modern Persian ezafe:
(p.

9):

(p.

10):

'Possession is shown in Persian by the addition of ~'
known as the ezafe, to the thing possessed, which
precedes the possessor. The ~zafe was originally
the Old Persian relative pronoun and was an independent word.
In New Persian it is an enclitic. e.g.
ketabe an mard =that man's book.'
'The English possessive adjectives can be translated
by placing the personal pronoun after the noun
qualified by the English possessive adjective and
adding ~he ezafe to the noun, e.g. ketabe man = my
book, l1terally:
the book of rne3 asbe ~oma = your
horse.'

The above analysis of na§/Va~ mav have implications beyond
just the Slavic possessive adjectives, and while a full development of this subject lies outside the scope of the present
article, mention may be made of what remains to be done.
It
seems possible that a clear understanding of the origin of
na~/vas may lead to the suspicion that other instances of the
IE -y- suffix also derive from the relative pronoun.
Surprisingly a check of the major works on IE turns up no clear statement of such a possibility.
Instead one finds either that the
origin of -y- is passed over in silence (e.g. Brugmann 1911:
182 ff.) or that its origin is a puzzle to the author, e.g.
Hirt (1927: 280):
'Suffix -jo, welcher Herkunft es sein mag ... '
Hirt also asserts (ibid.) that the -yo- suffix in e.g. Greek

1 This Chinese phrase must be translated backwards.

2 King-Thompson (1907: 29, 39).
3 since e was originally a relative pronoun, I would consider
a better meaning to be 'the book which (is of) me'.

- i
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agrios 'wild' (< agr6s 'field') is undoubtedly of different
origin than the -yo- of verbal adjectives, e.g. hagios 'holy'
(originally 'venerandus', i.e. 'to be worshipped'). However,
I consider both instances as originally containing a relative
pronoun:
agrios -

(originally)

'which

(is of the)

field'' and

hagios -

(ori g inally)

'which

(is to be) worshi p ped'.

A few more examples that seem to fit such an interpretation are:

(1)

most of the 'soft stems' in Slavic, i.e. stems with
an original *=Y=, e.g.
*-ya- e.g. su~a 'dry land' < sux 'dry'+
~ 'which' .
. ·.'dry land' = (that) which
is dry.
*-yo ( > -je) - e.g. pol-e 'field'< pol 'open• 1
+ -je 'which' .
.. ·. 'field' = ' (that) which (is) open'.

(2)

the -io- suffix

~n

Greek nouns, e.g.:

plo-io-n 'boat' <ple- 'to sail'+ yo- 'which boat'=
'(that) which sails'.
(3)

Slavic adjectives in

*~,

e.g.

Common Slavic *os1lji 'donkey's' <osilu + j1 'which' .
Old Russian Jaroslavl'
(4)

2

'of Jaroslav' <Jaroslav + ji 'who'

3

Indo-European comparatives, e.g. Latin senior 'older', .
which are recognized to consist of a root (here: sen-)
and a -yo- suffix (here:
*yos > yor-) . The cornparati ve
meaning for *-yo- here could have originated in the following sort of context:

1

See Vasmer 1955 (under pole) .
My own preference is pol
'burn'; therefore:
'field' = '(that) which is burned (for-cl ea rin g p urposes )'.
2 This example (without the explanation for the origin of
-j-) appears in Meillet (1965: 367).
3 In Russian, *~ > vl'

is a normal phonological development.
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If there are two boys on the road, and I speak
with 'the boy who is tall', I am speaking with
'the taller boy'. Therefore herr:
'the boy
who
is
tall'=
'the
taller
boy'.
---In short, the whole subject of the relative pronouns and
their role in IE word formation deserves to be examined, and
the impetus for such a study (at least in my case) comes from
a clear understanding of Slavic na~, va~.
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-45THE ETYMOLOGY, TRANSMISSION, AND DERIVATIONAL STRUCTURE
OF SPANISH TORBELLINO
Studies in an Outgrowth of Western Tyrrhenian Lat~nity
Yakov Malkiel
University of California, Berkeley
Abstract
This paper examines, chiefly for the sake of certain methodological implications, one branch, known for its rebelliousness, of
the far-flung Latin family of turba 'tumultuous crowd' (indirectly
represented also in English, through trouble and, perhaps, turmoil).
The branch selected for close inspection is that of the designations
of 'whirlwind,' with special attention to their medieval and moderndialectal Romance reflexes. The starting point for the entire
development here surveyed was Lat. turbo, -inis 'whirlwind,' except
that the inventory of Sardic, Occitan, French, Catalan, Spanish, and
Portuguese forms subjected to scrutiny clamors for an expanded variant of the base, necessarily hypothetical.
Previous scholarship, as
a rule, has operated here with *turbini~: a more realistic reconstruction is *turbellia, given the recorded existence of turbellae
'bustle, stir, ' with a secondary suffix change all over the Iberian
peninsula in the direction of -Inu (eventually simplified to -1 in
Catalan) .

* * *

* * *

The etymology of Sp. torbellino 'whirlwind'--a word securely
recorded by the 13th century--appears at first glance to involve no
particularly intricate or recalcitrant problem. One encounters
before long among all serious scholars who, of late, have concerned
themselves with this word, its variants, and counterparts, a virtual
consensus as to their ultimate connection with ancestral turb~,
-inis 'id.' While this filiation, upon closer inspection, indeed
turns out to be above reproach, certain specifics of derivation and
transmission happen to pose serious problems and thus to invite careful reexamination.
One justifiable strategy is to start out the investigation with
an appeal to the authority of W. Meyer-Ltibke as the writer, by virtue
of his revised etymological dictionary of the early thirties, of the
latest pan-Romance synthesis of available knowledge in matters of
word histories.! Here, then, is the late Bonn professor's verdict,
translated into English (and slightly streamlined in the process):
*turblnio, -one 'whirlwind': Sard. tr~mudzone, trimidzone,
trumudzolu Wagner SSW. 144, 2 Fr. tourbillon (> Ptg.

1w. Meyer-Ltibke, Romanisches etymologisches Worterbuch, rev.
3rd edn. (Heidelberg: Carl Winter Verlag, 19[30-]35), f8995.
2The source alluded to was Max Leopold Wagner, Studien tiber den
sardischen Wortschatz (Gen~ve: LeoS. Olschki, 1930 = Biblioteca
dell' Archivum Romanicum, Series B, Vol. 16), p. 144.

- Sp. torbellino -
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turbelbAo), Occ. torbelh, torbilh.
--With suffix change: Cat.
~erbol!, Sp. torbell~no, Ptg. torvelinho. --Back-formation: Liege
turbey 'whipping top.'
This formulation of the issue was in several respects superior
to the one previously offered by the same author in the original
version of his dictionary;l even so, it seems disturbingly laconic
and lacunary in critical retrospect. The need for a suffix change
in all three Hispano-Romance languages was not made clear, the vowel
metathesis in Catalan remained unexplained, the reason for the
separate infiltration of the French word into Portuguese, which
already had a representative of its own, was nowhere stated, the
consonant dissimilation underlying practically all Romance forms (~
-~>~-~),assuming the starting point was correct, was simply
taken for granted, the absence of any evidence from Italian, whether
standard or dialectal, was not deemed worthy of mention, still less
of justification, and the exact relation of the Occitan rival forms
in -elh, -ilh to the ensemble of their cognates was another question
that, strangely, eluded the distinguished comparatist's attention.
Or did he regard everything as self-explanatory?
It is stimulating to observe how other meritorious scholars
of the post-Meyer-Ltibkean generation reacted to the challenge of
essentially the same problem.
In revising his French etymological dictionary, E. Gamillscheg-a direct disciple of the master--could afford to disre~ard all
daughter languages save two: Old French and Proven~al.
Of
potential concern to the Hispanist is, nevertheless, Gamillscheg's
willingness to allow for two evolutionary possibilities, mutually
exclusive.
Either one accepts, he argued, Meyer-Ltibke's hypothesis,
in a slightly more explicit formulation;3 or one traces 0. Fr. (12th
c.) torbeillon to V. Lat. *turbelli~ne, a diminutive
from (pl.) turbellae '(petty) disburbances or commotions,' 'small
crowds, groups, or bunches of people,•4 while allowing
lNewly added were the references to Catalan and to Sardic,
which jointly gave the problem a "Tyrrhenian" dimension. Omitted,
as if by compensation, was the earlier allusion to a rival etymology,
namely turbiculus, supplied by A. Darmesteter, A. Hatzfeld, and A.
Thomas' Dictionnaire general de la langue francais~ (Paris:
Delagrave, 1890-1900) and rejected by Meyer-Ltibke in his 1911 - 20
venture, on account of that alternative base's inferior morphological
plausibility.
2Etymologisches· Worterbuch der franzosischen Sprache
(Heidelberg: Winter, 1969), p. 857 ~, s.v. tourbillon 'Wirbelwind,
Wasserwirbel. '
3The author added to the corpus o. Fr. estorbeil, bracketing it
with Occ. torb-elh, - ilh as back-formations from torbilhon,
torbelhon; lent support to Meyer-Ltibke's rejection of the hypothesis
advocated by the team responsible for the Dictionnaire general; and
spoke of suffix change where others might have inclined to invoke
consonant dissimilation.
4The glosses are those supplied by the Oxford Latin Dictionar3.,
ed. P.G.W. Glare (Oxford; at the Clarendon Press, 1982), p. 1991~,
which also recorded an allograph: turbela.
The word was us~d
preeminently in the plural.
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for some [semantic?] influence of turbo, -inis 'turbulence,
agitation. •l
Of heightened interest in this context is W. von Wartburg's
fifth revision (1968) of Oscar Bloch's Dictionnaire etymologigue,
first, because the revisor could put to use the (untapped) batch of
material he had so far collected for his monumental F.E.W.; and
second, because Spanish conditions do come up for mention rather
prominently. Going tacitly back to the aforementioned pronouncement
of the Dictionnaire general, von Wartburg traced torb-eillon (c.
1170-1380), -illon to Class. turbo, -inis expanded, first, by means
of -iculu (hence 0. Fr. torbeil, 0. Prov. torbelh) and, subsequently,
once more through appeal to -on.
Sp. torbellino and Ptg. torvelinho
are cited as exact parallels, except for the choice, at the last
stage, of ino instead of -on, a preference judiciously explained by
pressure from synonymous remolino/remoinho, reminiscent in turn of
Fr. remous.2 What is disappointing about W. von Wartburg's intervention is his total disregard of the elementary fact that -iculu ln
Spain has yielded -ejo/e~o/, later /exo/ rather than -ello /eAo/.
lFasc. 14 (1927) of the original version (1926-28) contained
virtually the same information, at p. 852~.
2see the Dictionnaire etymologigue de la langue francaise, 5th
edn. (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1968), pp. 545~ (s.v.
remous: " ... de remoudre, cree grace a une comparaison entre la
rotation de la meule et le tourbillonnement de l'eau") and 641~.
I
here omit such data as have a bearing solely on French.
In the meantime the relevant section of W. von Wartburg's and
his collaborators' Franzosisches etymologisches Worterbuch has
appeared; see s.v. turbo 'Wirbelwind' (13:2:421~-424~).
One finds
here, as expected, a vast accumulation of Galla-Romance dialect
forms (not a few of them admittedly noteworthy); a treasure-trove of
references to older scholarly pronouncements, among others to those
made by J. Gillieron, E. Levy, L. Spitzer, and M. L. Wagner; and the
usual multitude of pickings from linguistic atlases, dialect glossaries, pioneering bilingual and authoritative monolingual dictionaries, in addition to welcome clues to the usage of a host of Old and
Middle French authors.
Amid this exuberant documentation one becomes gradually aware of the compilers' helplessness wherever they
are forced to face major decisions: Thus, regarding the items of
greatest relevancy to our own undertaking, one finds them undecided
as to whether 0 Fr. (es)torbeillon and its numerous vars. involve
-iculu~, -llium, or a combination of -ell- plus -ium.
Such a degree
of perplexity on the part of accomplished and experienced scholars
is understandable only on the assumption that von Wartburg (or his
research partner) subjected the painstakingly assembled dossier to a
fairly superficial phonological analysis, without paying much attention to the productivity and semantic ambit of each of the three
suffixes alternatively appealed to.
On the lexicographers' credit
side one should mention: (a) the fleeting suspicion that turbella,
although traceable to turba 'crowd,' might have suggested to speakers
the means for elaborating on turbo as well; (b) the sophisticated
comment on Gillieron's dichotomous suggestion to the effect that
0 Fr. {es)torbeillon, etc., might have been influenced either by(~)
estour, a word of Frankish background (< Gmc. sturm 'storm'; a better starting point would have been the common verb estormir 'mettre
en tumulte, faire de la rumeur'); or by <p) (es)torner 'to turn';
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If Gamillscheg and von Wartburg, then, turned out, as often, to
be somewhat at odds with each other, the situation was further complicated by yet a different position taken by two talented revisors,
J. Dubois and H. Mitterand, of the relevant "Larousse" dictionary by
the late Albert Dauzat.l The authors seemed convinced that the
ultimate source of elusive tourbillon was turbo, -inis traceable, in
turn, to turbo, -are (which has left yet other indirect vestiges in
Galla-Romance), but the immediate model of 0. Fr. torbeillon, they
declared, could have been (a) either *turbinio, or *turbe~~io, or
else *turbiculo [better: -icul~], with the evidence of Spanish and
other cognate languages apparently playing no part in their inconclusive analysis.
*Turbulus, on the other hand, an assumed blend in
Folk Latin of textually authenticated turbidus and turbul~ntus, was
supposed to have given rise to the verb ~ur~~Jare; thus, through the
instrumentality of metathesis, the 0. Fr. adj. tr~~~le, the verb
tro(u)bler, and the postverbal noun trouble (which, let me add,
eventually migrated into English), sprang into existence--all in all,
a very troublesome chain of presuppositions. As for Fr. r~mou~
'eddy, swirl, backwash,' the authors preferred to start out from
revolvere, lit., 'to turn round' (witness the mod. var. revou), but
recognized--and this point acquires special relevance for Hispanists
--the influence of Occ. remolina 'to turn round and round,' which
the team unhesitatingly based on Folk Latin remollnare 'to turn,
rotate like a mill.'
Although these hints do not exhaust the ideas scattered over
French-oriented sources,2 the Hispanist will do well at this point
to shift his attention to Sardic material, which M. L. Wagner
began to lay bare almost a half-century ago.
The three forms already
cited via the detour of Heyer-Lubke's revised dictionary involved
the rather dramatic switch from turb- to trum-, var. trim-, with the
expected preservation of ancestral ~, the dislocation of the ~ conducive to the formation of the locally-favored word-initial trcluster, and the replacement of the oral bilabial /b/ by its nasal
counterpart /m/, known, if not for its greater affinity with adjacent
~, then at least for its superior phonosymbolic suggestiveness.
Of
particular relevancy for today's researcher is to learn how Wagner,
an experienced etymologist and a seasoned field-worker, summarized
the situation at the conclusion of his career, in his etymological
dictionary posthumously published.3
(c) the expansion of the area reserved for the meaning 'whipping
top,' so as to include not only Walloon territory (which Meyer-Ltibke,
.by 1930, already staked out for it}, but also Lorraine, Bourgogne, and
Franche-Comte.
lNouveau dictionnaire ~tymologigue et historigue, rev. 9th edn.
(Paris: Larousse, 1964; 1982 printing}, pp. 641~, 755~, 770~.
2To find tourbillon in Jacqueline Picoche's innovative Nouveau
dictionnaire etymologigue de francais (Paris: Hachette-Tchou
[1971]), one has to look up s.v. troubler (p. 672}; she views O.Fr.
torb(e)illon as hierarchically dependent on earlier torbeil, without
worrying about territorial discrepancies.
3oiz1onario etimologico sardo, 3 vols. (Heidelberg: c. Winter,
1960 [i.e., 1957-64]}. The entry of concern to us, namely
trumudzone, occupies cols. 527~- 528~ of Vol. 2, corresponding to
fasc. 16, issued in 1961.
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There Wagner, falling back, in part, on his own share in the
Swiss-Italian ethnographic and linguistic atlas venture (1928-40),
offers a discernibly richer array of raw data and of interpretative
comments on them.
For some of the variants he cautiously reckons
with the possibility of influence exerted by tremere 'to shiver,
tremble' or its descendants. This hypothesis offers a clue to the
trim- branch. Other variants involving the type mummuggone turn out
to be witnesses to the contamination of *turbini~ne with the local
equivalents of It. murmurare.
Accurate localization of the variants
reaches its peak in this magisterial presentation. By virtue of its
availability at Bitti and Nuoro, trumudzone emerges as the key form,
with trumudzolu being relegated to such villages and townships as
Norbello, Scavo, and Abbasanta; ~rumudz6tu being associated with
Milis; tremudz6lu characterizing the speech of San Lussurgiu, etc.
An optional third nasal makes its presence felt in such Logudorese
(i.e., North-Central) offshoots as trumu(n}dzone, trimi(n)dzone,
endowed with the meanings •turbine, vortice di vento, molinello di
polvere.'
In the South (Campidanese dialect), the word appears
solely in figurative meanings, e.g., •group of people, mob,' witness
unu trumulloni de piccioccus •una combriccola di ragazzi'; an even
richer constellation of such secondary mass-noun denotations is
observable in the North ( 'un gruppo di gente, un mucchio di pietre,
una ciocca di frutta' ), a situation satisfactorily accounted for by
the author;l in that part of the island, however, the primary meaning of 'whirlwind' remains solidly entrenched. All told, then,
Wagner, by implication, declared himself a staunch supporter of
Meyer-Ltibke's thesis; unfortunately, he refrained from remarking on
the state of affairs in cognate languages.
Having been alerted by Meyer-Ltibke's brief hint to the presence
of the turbine family in the Catalan domain, we turn for further guidance to such copiously documented reference works as Vol. 8 (1934)
of the "Diccionari Aguil6" and, especially, Vol. 10 (1962) of the
magisterial Diccionari catala-valencia-balear.2 These sources combine quotations from medieval and modern (particularly 19th-century)
writers with phonetically transcribed records of scrupulously localized 20th-century dialect speech. The consultation of this material
is a real eye-opener.
One learns that terboi1, the counterpart of
Sp. torbellino, refers to the wind but secondarily, also--exactly as
in Sardinia--to crowds of people and piles of objects. There exists
a fairly widespread variant based on treb-, peculiar to folk speech
more than to fine literature. A local innovation, traceable already
1~ ... non perch~ si pensa alla oscillazione di un grappolo
ecc . . . . , ma perch~ l'idea di 'vortice• che solleva la polvere fa
pensare a una accumulazione qualsiasi." I am omitting here several
polemically colored statements of Wagner's, launched in his diatribe
against C. Salvioni's attempt to explain away the var. krimidzOne,
adduced by the lexicographer Giovanni Spano more than a century ago.
2"Diccionari Agui16": materials 1exicografics aplegats ~er
Marian Aguil6 1 Fuster, edd. P. Fabra & M. de Montoliu, Vol. 8
(Barcelona, 1934), p. 55; Antoni M.a Alcover, Diccionari catalavalencia-balear, Vol. 10, edd. Francese de B. Moll et al. (Palma de
Mallorca, 1962), pp. 236~-237~.
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self-explanatory verb aterbolinar.
Territorially, this family shows
a wide spread; it includes the Eastern dialect branch, Valencian,
and Majorcan--its representation in the Balearic Islands is doubly
relevant in view of their geographical proximity to Sardinia.
Etymologically, Francese de B. Moll (who was chiefly responsible for
editing the pertinent volume of the "Alcover" series) sees in terboJ._!
a regular continuation of V. Lat. *turbininu(m), which in his view
involves an elaboration, by means of -Inu, of ancestral turbin~.
Conversely, he is at a loss how to account for the rise of the visi bly correlated adj. terbol, the local counterpart of Sp. turbio <
turbidu.
The ideal outcome, he argues, should have been something
like *t6rbeu, judging from horreu < horridu, nedeu < nitidu.
What
actually is difficult to understand is Moll's impasse: Why not
assume the impact of terbol1(na1 on an earlier stage of t6r~eu?1
With so much encouragement received from the perusal of Insular
and Peninsular Catalan sources, we can approach with greater confidence
the Spanish slice of material.
The latest edition of the Academy
Dictionary has grossly oversimplified its etymological commitment by
declaring that torbellino , in the end, goes back to .!_ur~§, -inis. 2
As a lifelong student of etymology, with especial curiosity
about lexical blends, Vicente Garcia de Diego could not bypass a
word such as torbellino.
In an experimental publication so skewed,
he likened the early contamination of mo!Inu with turbulu, turbine
(> Cat. terbol1) to two later processes: the subsequent blend of the
outcome of that initial contact (a) with tremor 'temblor' (> Sp.
tremolina 'whirlwind, confusion') and (b) with bulllre 'to boil,
seethe' (> Sp. torbellino) .3 Toward the conclusion--of his career
he summed up his knowledge and experiences in a bidirectional
dictionary (1957), of which a revised posthumous edition has of late
become available.4 There, the relevant material is assembled, in
the Latin-Romance section, under turbellae.
The entry is not
flawless;5 interesting are the data extracted from the author's own
I I omit from further discussion trivial sound changes, such as
transposition of vowels, wavering between -1 and ~ 11, metathesis
conducive to the rise of phonosymbolic tr ~ ; and I pay no attention
to the sporadic accent shift in dial. torbol {stressed on the second
Q, as shown by rhymes), nor to transparent suffixal derivatives in
-ench, -ent, etc.
The verb (en)terbolir {an equivalent of Sp.
enturbiar) was peculiar to Valencian in the 15th and 16th centuries.
2oiccionario de la ~ Academia Espaftola, 20th edn. (Madrid,
1984), p. 1321~.
To the two expected meanings ( 'remolino de viento'
and, figuratively, •concurrencia y abundancia de casas que ocurren a
un mismo tiempo') the academicians have added a third use, peculiar
to familiar discourse: 'persona demasiado viva e inquieta, y que
hace o dice las cosas atropellada y desordenadamente.'
There are no
verbal offshoots heralded by a-, des-, or en-.
3ncruces de sin6nimos," Revista de filologia espaf\ola, 9
(1922), 113-53, at 150.
4oiccionario etimol6gico espaftol ~ hispanico, rev. edn. (ed.
Carmen G. de D.)(Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1985), p. 1010~.
5Particularly regrettable, as will be made clear later on, is
the replacement of Ptg. torvelhAo by less common torbelhao.
F. J.
Caldas Aulete, Dicionario Contemporaneo, records tor-vel -i no, ~i~~,
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field-notes taken in the Burgos area decades before: trebolino,
tremolino and the Asturian forms cited from Marla Josefa Canellada's
1944 monograph: torbol1n and A. Garcia Oliveros' 1947 rhyme
dictionary: torbolino.
Significantly, the author was satisfied with
providing an inventory of the forms encountered, stopping short of
organizing them into some logical sequence.
The next episode (after Garcia de Diego's 1922 thrust) was the
discovery and publication of the late-medieval Latin-Spanish glossaries by America Castro, in the thirties.
As a translation of turbo,
the Escorial Glossary (§2021), we recall, contained torbenino; elsewhere, that glossary rendered the very same word by burrador, i.e.,
'burlador' (§1966), while the Toledo Glossary offered rebolvedor as
a gloss (§455).
In his commentary, Castro shrewdly observed that in
Antiquity, Turbo had been the name of a gladiator; the implication
was that turbo, -onis 'thunder, loud noise' and turbo, -inis had
here been erroneously compressed into a single entry.1 Less felicitous in retrospect was Castro's conjecture that torbenino surely
should be interpreted as torbeftino, a form absent from other texts,
allegedly because that emendation would provide a smoother transition (via consonant dissimilation) to torbellino.
No fellow-scholar read Castro's book venture more carefully
than Leo Spitzer.
In his lengthy review article he busied himself
only with one detail tangential to the problems here at issue;2 but
a lustrum later, while at work on a string of Anglo-French
etymologies,3 he reverted, this time in connection with the
ancestry of E. turmoil, to the parentage of Sp. torbellino.
The most prominent performer of etymological arts in the fifties was, so far as Romance scholarship is concerned, Juan Corominas
(Joan Coromines). With his four-volume dictionary he established a
firm reputation for certain recurrent qualities, both positive and
negative: solid documentation and accuracy in the listing of verifiable facts, on the one hand; and, on the other, adventuresome conjecturing and almost total absence of any theoretical foundation.
This set of expectations is fully borne out by his treatment of the
problem at hand.
plus the verb in -inhar 'redemoinhar, fazer torvelinho, agitar-se,'
but no variant featuring a ~1Glosarios latino-espaftoles de la Edad Media, Suppl. 22 to
Revista de Filolog1a Espanola (Madrid: Centro de Estudios
Hist6ricos, 1936), p. 304~.
2see MLN, 53 (1938), 122-46, at 144, apropos of the zoonym
turbenio: ~.seulement je proposerais *turbini~, -onis 'tourbillon'
vu la masse diaphane et glutineuse qui entoure les tetards nouveau-nes."
3"Anglo-French Etymologies," Studies in Philology, 41 (1944),
521-44, at 542-3.
In the heat of the argument the author confused
authentic torbenino with Castro's (in my own view, idle) reconstruction *torbeftino. The statement on the problem under investigation
runs thus: " ... turbin-, turbon- > *turmin-, *turmon-. After this
assimilation a dissimilation must have taken place; just as 0. Sp.
(*] torbeftino ... was dissimilated to mod. Sp. torbellino, so with
(turbinio) > *torbeyon > torbeillon."
(I refrain from refuting the
argument.)
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Treating as has been his wont entire word families as the most
manageable ensembles of facts, Corominas offered his readers a view
of turbar and, appended to the discussion of the verb proper, examined the vicissitudes of certain nominal offshoots, including
torbellino, as was, of course, his privilege.1 He assembled several
noteworthy facts previously overlooked, including the occurrence of
turbll, glossed •vertigo,• in a venerable Mozarabic 11th-century
text, the so-called Leyden Glossary.
He also unearthed and pinpointed several medieval Spanish variant forms (or spellings) of the
word under discussion and provided a handful of references to
previous dissections. So far, so good. He overreached himself,
however, in attempting to organize the variants brought together
into a firmly coherent system or genealogical pedigree; and he
altogether overlooked a phonological detail of potentially capital
importance.
To start with the latter vulnerable spot, all the older attest ations of torbellino, as selected for citation by the author himself ,
display medial -rb- rather than -rv-. This holds not only for the
Mozarabic item just mentioned, which might be explained away with an
appeal to idiosyncrasies of Arab i c script, but also fo r t o r be l n o ,
torbe11ino, as peculiar to that superbly edited 13th- century text,
the Purgatorio de San Patricio; and for the late 14th- to early
15th-century material absorbed into Juan Alfonso de Baena's cele brated Cancionero.2 For the alternative spelling torvellino
Corominas' earliest witnesses are such mid- and late 15th-century
celebrities as the author of El Corbacho and the grammarian-lexi cographer E. A. de Nebrixa.3 Now, in Golden Age and modern Spanish
-rb- and -rv- happen to be mere allographs for exactly the same
pronunciation, on the order of [r~ ].
Not so in medieval Spanish,
where -rv- alone was the standard native reflex of Lat. -rb- .4
loiccionario critico-etimol6gico de la lengua castellana, 4
(Bern: Francke, and Madrid: Gredos [1954-57]); see IV, 636~.
2Luckily, there is available an authoritative edition of the
Purgatorio, by Antonio G. Solalinde; see Homenaje ofrecido ~
Menendez Pidal (Madrid: Casa Editorial Hernando, 1925), II, 219-57.
Walter Schmid, Der Wortschatz des "Cancionero d~ Baena," Rom. Helv.,
35 (Bern: Francke, 1951) , unfortunately, altogether omitted this
lexical item; but in Jose Maria Azaceta•s cr i tical edn. ("Clasicos
hispanicos," Madrid: CSIC, 1966, p. 820) one clearly reads, in Juan
Alfonso ' s reply to Alfons o Al varez : " Con el(s)so r rebuelto como
torbellino." (Observe the copy :s t' s predilection for-b - in
r rebuelto.)
3This detail holds despite the obsolescence of Perez Pastor's
pioneering edn. of E1 Corbacho, used by Corominas.
4on the long-lasting distinction between, and eventual
confusion of, /b/ and /v/ in older Spanish, see A. Alonso, De la
pronunciaci6n medieval ~ la moderna en espaftol, ed. R. Lapesa, Bibl.
Rom. Hisp., Vol. I (Madrid: Gredos, 1955), pp. 23-71. Corominas '
reference to Quiftones de Benavente is, consequently, unhelpful.
vols.
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Inasmuch as the best-known handbooks of Spanish historical
grammar fail to offer adequate guidance to this pivotal matter,l a
brief excursus on the fortunes of Latin medial rb in Old Spanish may
be in order. We shall make an allowance for an occasional dubious
case, as when it remains unclear whether, to account for 0 Sp. corvo
'arched, curved, bent' (cf. Juan Ruiz's miercoles carville 'Ash Wednesday'), corvadura 'bent, curvature,' encorvar 'to bend, stoop'
(and its offshoots), one should start out from Class. curvare 'id.'
or from a Folk Lat. by-form, -* curbare, reconstructed to explain Fr.
courber, cf. E. curb, as against learned curve;2 and we shall omit
from further consideration words patently transmitted through
learned channels, like proverbio. Also, we shall treat with caution
such potentially misleading lexical items as contain another bilabial, especially /b/, a caution doubly justified if that other
phoneme, placed in a stronger position within the given word, could
have tendentially deflected the ancestral combination of /r/ and /b/
from its normal course; the progeny of barba 'beard' is a case in
1Thus, F. Hanssen, Gramatica hist6rica de la lenqua castellana
(Halle: Niemeyer, 1913), discusses arbol at length (~§62, 154, 299,
370, 458) and mentions some of the other words here adduced without
showing any awareness of the older spelling (and, by implication,
pronunciation) with -rv-. A. Zauner, Altspanisches Elementarbuch
(Heidelberg: C. Winter, 1908) is inconsistent: He operates now with
barba, now with barva (in the same §58), favors arvol (ibid.), and
in his table of sound changes (§86) declares parental -rb- to be
represented by -rb- beside -rv-. As late as the rev. 3d edn. of his
Manual de gramatica hist6rica espaftola (Madrid: Victoriano Suarez,
1914), Ram6n Menendez Pidal, at intervals, delights the reader by
introducing slices of refreshingly new material, e.g., barbecho,
0 Sp. barvecho 'fallow ground' < verbactu, var-, ver-basco, orig.
vervasco (bot.) 'great mullein' < verbascu (~~18:3, 37:2); then
again, unavoidably, disappoints him by indiscriminately listing
ancient and modern forms, e.g., apropos of arbol, which, moreover,
he now treats as a "cultismo," now as a vernacular formation
(~ ~ 26:3, 66:2 } .
At the point where the vicissitudes of -rb- should
have been formally listed (in § 47), only barba is cited and, inaccurately, reported to have yielded barba (r. barva alongside barba),
omitted to boot from the appended index. Few if any of these flaws
appear corrected in the definitive 6th edn. (1941), lightly revised.
On the scholar's credit side one is here, as usual, tempted to place
his Origenes del espaftol, see the discussion of the sporadic archaic
graphy barbecho (f51 : 2), in lieu of expected barvecho, where assimilation to word-initial b- could, of course, have been the clinching
factor, as with barba; in assessing Mozar. yerba/yarba, yerbato,
transmitted in Arabic script ( ~~ 26:4, 89:3 ) , the absence of any letter
for /v/ from the Arabic alphabet should have been taken into account.
2The legitimacy, if not authenticity, of *curbus and *curbare
was championed by o. Bloch and W. von Wartburg, Dictionnaire
etymologique de la langue francaise, rev. 5th edn. {Paris: Presses
Universitaires de France, 1968), s.v.
Apparently, through sheer coincidence, Fr. corbeau 'raven• similarly clashes with Sp. cuervo;
it is explained as a diminutive { •young raven'?} extracted from
0 Fr. co~p, with analogical substitution of~ for~ (from~}.
Unfortunately, one cannot fall back on any Spanish congener of Fr.
corbeille 'basket,' traced to an elaboration on Class. corbis.
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point. We shall finally remember to treat lexical units that display other idiosyncrasies as suspect; thus, arbore 'tree' > 0 Sp.
arbor, arbol is given away by the erratic preservation of the second
and the equally bizarre loss of the third vowel as an item transmitted through a semilearned conduit--the way most generic words
happen to be in Romance, cf. 0 Sp. alimafta (sg.) 'animal' < animalA~
(pl.), and its evidential value will be proportionately scant.l
If, after these deductions and qualifications, we randomly
examine the lexical material that can be distilled from a single
middle-sized early to mid 14th-century Spanish text, namely the
loose collection of poems by Juan Ruiz,2 we can establish the
following dossier for the sound change under investigation:
barva 'beard, face' (over against barb-ado and -udo 'bearded')
< barba, barvecho 'fallow' < verbactu, barvo 'barbel' [a river
fish] < barbu, rruy barvo 'rhubarb' < Middle Lat. reubarb(ar)u, 3
sobervia 'pride, haughtiness, arrogance' < superbia (plus, in
its wake, soberviar 'to treat arrogantly,' relatively rare
sobervioso plus very common sobervio 'proud, haughty') ,4
estorvar 'to hamper, hinder' < exturbare and estorvador 'dis turbing' (in contradistinction with torbado 'stormy').
The picture here drawn becomes even more impressive, if the
matter of frequency is duly taken into account.
Thus, barbado and
barbudo occur each but once in Ruiz's anthology; barva is found
three times. Torbado occurs once, and its meaning ('stormy') calls
to mind sea tempests no less than does the denotation of torbellinq;
estorvar, more abstract, is found as many as six times in the first
one thousand stanzas alone, where it is, moreover, flanked by
(equally abstract, not at all pictorial) estorvador. The message
seems to be incontrovertibly clear.5
!Medieval Spanish (e.g., the MSS of the Libro de buen amor)
exhibits two rival forms of its word for 'sudden assault, shock':
sobervienta and sobrevienta.
It is not entirely clear whether it
cut loose from sovrevenir or from the Latin model of that verb.
Moreover, as C. Carroll Marden argued in the Glossary to his critical
edn. of the Libro de Apolonio, one cannot discard the suspicion of a
strong influence on it of sobervia 'arrogance.'
All of this weakens the evidential value of this word for the demonstration we have in mind
2I am basing this statement squarely on Henry B. Richardson's
Etymological Vocabulary ... (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1930).
3I deliberately curb my temptation to elaborate here on the
thesis that Sp. bravo 'wild' (as against It. bravo 'efficient' and
Fr. > E. brave 'courageous') may be genetically connected with Gr.Lat. barbarus.
4The crystallization of ~obervio, which cannot go back
directly to ancestral superbus, raises a separate problem which I
intend to discuss elsewhere.
·
5The ~-y variation pervades also Juan Ruiz's record of the use
of escarvar/escarbar 'to scratch, dig up earth,' which I prefer to
disregard here on account of its controversial etymology {perhaps
from scaber 'rough, scurfy,' especially from uncleanness).
The
spelling enarbolado 'poisoned' is surely attributable to a moment of
scribal distraction (fanciful association with arbol 'tree'); the
word, traceable in the last analysis to herbul~ '(pharmaceutical)
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This slim basis, one is tempted to contend, can be corroborated
and substantially expanded through use of other pre-1400 texts.
Despite his well-known lexical restraint, and his manuscripts' late
copyists' familiar leaning toward confusion of ~andy in several
positions notwithstanding, Don Juan Manuel, a near-contemporary of
Juan Ruiz's, offers us a veritable treasure trove of relevant forms,
to which F. Huerta Tejadas• careful glossary has opened everyone an
easy access.l Destorvar 'to block, hinder' < disturb&re and its
near-synonym estorvar, jointly found in five passages, in unison
show -rv-, as do the verbal adj. estorvador and the postverbal noun
estorvo, more sparingly used. The word for 'rhubarb' reappears,
this time disguised as riobarvo. The descendant of herba makes its
appearance four times, with the spelling yerva clearly prevailing
over marginal yerba; one is left wondering whether ervero 'craw,
maw, crop' is a reflex of herbariu, in which eventuality the case
for -rv- < -rb- would be strengthened. The representation here of
sobervia 'pride, arrogance' (including the stereotyped phrases fazer
sobervia and tamar sobervia) and of sobervio 'haughty'--to the
exclusion of the reflexive verb ensobervecerse--is many times
heavier than that of soberbioso 'proud,' recorded in a single
passage.2 Even the fortificational Arabism barbacano 'barbacan,'
from b4b al-bagara 'cows' gate,' here appears transformed into
barvacana.
True enough, for reasons that do not invite repetition,
arbol and two of its self-explanatory offshoots (in -ado and -ete)
consistently display -rb- by way of semilearned adornment, while
barba alternates with barva.
To cut short this digression, let me round out the procession
of ancestral -rb- bases with a brief mention of sorbere 'to suck in,
drink down,' which in medieval texts, whether Western or Central,
appears invariably as sorver.3
herb,' should have adopted the shape enervolado, cf. the uncontaminated finite verb ervolar in Gonzalo de Berceo's Milagros, qu.
440c, as edited, with all due care, by Brian Dutton.
- . lnvocabulario de las obras de Don Juan Manuel (1282-1348)
(Madrid: n. publ., 1956); reprinted from Vols. 34-36 (1954-56) of
the Boletin de la Real Academia Espaftola.
2The opposite extreme is seen in Gonzalo de Berceo's Juicio,
45a: sovervioso, and Duelo de la Virgen, 27~: soverviar 'to overwhelm, ride roughshod.' These are, of course, mere scribal caprices,
while the use of the full immaculate Latinism for the abstract involved: superbia 'offense' may genuinely reflect the poet's personal
taste (Milagros, 204~, 422Q). Whether, in carboniento 'pitch-black'
(Juicio final, 12~), the -rb- was authorial or, as I lean toward
suspecting, merely scribal, I cannot guarantee . . For an example of
barba(s} see Loores, 64g.
All references here to Berceo are based
squarely on Brian Dutton's new unhurried edition.
3The one notorious exception, namely the reading sorb- in line
55 of Elena y Marla (mid 13th century), involves a spurious form,
emended by the editor (R. Menendez Pidal) to sonr1e 'smiles.'
Typical forms with -rv- can be traced to Crescentia, ed. H. Knust, Chaps.
12 (twice) and ~Barl~n ~ Josapha, ed. G. Moldenhauer, fols. 122~o
("sorvida es la muerte
and 162yo ("te faran sarver ala tierra"};
and Confisi6n del amante, ed. A. Birch-Hirschfeld, fol. 89yo.
11
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To sum up the detour:
There is not a shred of evidence to the
effect that torbellino in every detail betrays the growth of a native
Castilian word, one entirely rooted in a local transmission by word
of mouth of a Latin base, imported in the process of Roman conquests.
Judging by its ~ rb-, a tell-tale feature, the word must have been
influenced by Prato-Catalan, if not absorbed from the Occitan-Catalan
zone, at a fairly early date. The sporadic shift to -~y ~ could
betoken the word's eventual participation in the post-1400 develop ment of Spanish.l
If Corominas, by sweeping under the rug the 'regular' sound
$hift -rb- > -rv-, conceivably because he discovered no mention of
it in the available standard handbooks of historical grammar, underrated the measure of control that this category of phonological
change offers to the etymologist, he conversely overestimated the
help that can in these pursuits be derived from study of such
general or sporadic "leaps" (G. I. Ascoli called them "accidents'')
as vowel metathesis, consonant assimilation or dissimilation (at a
distance), and the like; plus, in all likelihood, certain manifesta tions of phonosymbolism, like the crystallization of the wordinitial cluster !r ~ .
Because such saltatory alterations can occur
practically everywhere, at any moment, and under almost any set of
conditions, they usually fall short of serving to place a given form
persuasively, still less unequivocally, in a specific spatial
(areal), temporal, or social context. Overriding, one recalls, considerations of frequency of use (i.e., of incidence) and of approxi mate dates of early attestations, the Barcelona scholar, in 1957,
arbitrarily selected the "hapax legomenon" as the starting point for
his entire verbally-phrased diagram, positing as the next step
torbelyno (to cite the medieval spelling withy) and as the concluding stage torbellino, with Cat. terboli (orig. *-ino) being, not
unlike 0 Sp. torbelyno, at just one remove from the arbitrarily
assumed starting point. The conjectural "family tree" of forms, for
all its suggestiveness at first glance, upon further reflection
turns out to involve merely a remote possibility, by no means any
certainty. Analysts preferring to operate, realistically, with
turbella(e) as a convenient point of departure, e.g., will tend to
view torbellino, on the strength of its -11-, as anterior to
torbelino (or -velino), going perhaps so far as altogether to discount the testimony of the latter, e.g., by dismissing it as merely
a careless graphy.
Then again, given the difficulty of conjecturally
dating vowel dissimilation (of the sort Q--2 > ~--Q), they may
choose to hypothesize lateral pressure of Proto-Cat. *torbeli(no) on
Castilian usage, with the erratic use of -rb- (an argument adopted
from the preceding analysis) serving as their trump card; in that
event, elusive *torbeli must have preceded both Cat. terboli on its
homeground and Sp. either torbelinQ, or torbellino, or else both, in
the adjoining Central territory. Still other concatenations of
events may be proposed with equally limited plausibility.
In the
end, the most cogent conclusion that can be drawn from the extant
assortment of forms is that Mozar. turbil and Occ. torb-elh, -ilh
1 It almost goes without saying that instances of preexistent
"etymological" -rv-, as in the Old Spanish descendants of cervu
'stag,• ferv-ere/-ere •to seethe,• serva •maid-servant, • at the
critical juncture greatly facilitated the transition -rb- > ~ r~-.
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deserve to be bracketed as parallel residues of the most archaic
usage, to which characteristic elaboration, by means of -one or -Inu,
were still alien.
Unfortunately, neither Meyer-Ltibke nor Corominas
have seen fit to draw this rather obvious conclusion from the facts
available to all mid-century discussants.1
Further refinement can come from a leisurely look at the vicissitudes of the Spanish suffix (and word final segment) -ina. An
independent inquiry has demonstrated that, Latinisms apart, -ino -as used strictly in nouns--pertains to a very old lexical layer in
Spanish, having otherwise yielded ground to its more aggressive
doublet -in. One encounters traces of this distinctly old -inc in a
scattering of kinship terms and their analogues, sobrino 'nephew,'
padrino 'godfather'; in designations (not necessarily hypocoristic)
of young orchard plants and fowl: lechuguino 'plot of small
lettuces,' anadino 'duckling,' ansarino 'gosling'; and in a small
residuum of semantically unclassifiable nouns, such as molino 'mill,'
while camarin 'dressing-room, closet' accompanies camara 'chamber,'
etc.2 Seizing upon this consideration as a rough chronological
criterion, one can substantially improve upon our preceding tentative classification of the variants: The profusion of the medieval
forms of the word for 'whirlwind' in Spanish texts points to its
uninterrupted presence in the Peninsula, perhaps from Antiquity,
with the qualification that -rb-, in lieu of -rv-, spellings bespeak
the influence of Occitan-Catalan counterparts, a pressure understandable in nautical context.
The state of affairs in Portuguese is complicated, not least on
account of that language's familiar tolerance for the protracted
coexistence of variants and rival formations; and such pronouncements
of Lusophiles as one comes across are often disappointing.
The
background is provided by our awareness of the far-reaching transmutation of Lat. -rb- into -rv-: Not only turbare emerges here as
lcorominas has not modified or nuanced his analysis of
torbellino on such later occasions as his Breve diccionario
etimol6gico ... (Madrid: Gredos, 1961), p. 574~, or as Vol. 5 of the
Diccionario ... castellano ~ hispanico prepared in collaboration with
Jose A. Pascual (Madrid: Gredos, ca. 1985), p. 699ab. On the latter
occasion he illustrated the torvelino var. with two successive passages from Louis Cooper's edn. of the Gran conquista de ultramar (4
vols.; Bogota: Institute Care y Cuervo, 1979) and included in the
progeny of the word the Basque offshoot zur(r)umiio 'whirlwind, waterspout,' on the inherently less than plausible assumption that it
involves a diminutive.
On all three occasions Corominas upheld the
conjecture {previously supported by Garcia de Diego) to the effect
that tolvanera 'cloud of dust raised by whirlwinds' (undocumented
before 1739) also belongs here. He might have added that a blend
wit~ (re)volver 'to move up and down, stir, shift' plus, even more
plausibly, one with polvo 'dust,' polvoriento 'dusty,' p6lvoTa
'powder, • and oolvareda 'cloud of dust' would best explain the change
-rv- > -lv- which this hypothesis presupposes.
The relation to
tolva 'mill hopper' raises additional problems.
2"Apocope: Straight; through Contact of Languages; via
Suffixal Polarization. The Spanish Derivational Morphemes and WordFinal Segments -in and -ino," to appear in Hispanic Review.
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torvar •to upset, • set off by its contrast to learned perturbar (on
that score Portuguese agrees with Old Spanish), but even arbore produces arvore, over against (preponderant) 0 Sp. arbol.
Then again,
-rb-, confusingly enough, might represent ancestral -rb- if the
given word reached the shores of Portugal via some Galla-Romance
detour, i.e., at a fairly late date.
With these facts in mind, one
will at once lean toward separating rather than connecting (a)
torvel-ino, -inho (flanked by the verb torvelinhar), which calls to
mind 0 Sp. torb-, torv-el(l)ino (and vars.); and (b) turbilhao,
reminiscent of Fr. tourbillon.
In modern Portuguese, both forms happ t
to be in use in fine literature, sometimes favored by the same
writers;1 but turbilhao, aside from being more frequent by far,
shows a distinctly wider diapason of figurative meanings; it also
enters into such stereotyped phrases as como ~~ turbj~haq 'very
quickly. •
A by-form, torbelhao, currently less favored, is also on record;
it could be a compromise form between Peninsular torvelin(h)o and
imported turbilhao (with adjustment of foreign -on to native -ao); or
it could represent the missing link between Fr. to~rbillon and
Ptg. turbilhao.
Only the inspection of an exhaustive inventory of
attestations could help one some day to reach a decision on that scar •
The etymologists involved in the discussion of this side of the
word history have so far shown little imagination.
F. A. Coelho
assumed the addition of the composite suffix -ilhao to the outcome
of turbine.2 A. Nascentes, defensibly enough, arranged for two separate entries in the more influential of his successive dictionaries,
one for torvelinho, the other for tu~bilhao, and followed MeyerLtibke in extracting the latter from Fr. tourbillon; but he surely
went astray in explaining torvelinho as having been modeled on
torbelhAo/turbilhao.3
It seems wisest to argue that, the prime center of the word's
diffusion having been the Tyrrhenian Sea, the Atlantic Coast assumed
the secondary role of a far-off periphery, where certain developments
!The well-known lexicographer Caldas Aulete, Dicionario contemporaneo, II, 1035b, quotes, e.g., from the Lisbonese writer A. F.
de Castilho (1800-75): " ... segue em seu torvelino eterno, arrebatado"
side by side with: "Avisto ja por la turbilhOes de fogo e fumo."
But the latter form (sg. and pl.) can also be illustrated with pas sages culled from the Portuguese writer and historian L. A. Rebelo
da Silva (1822 - 71): "Eles voavam como o turbilhAo que revolve a
terra," no less than from the Brazilian poet A. Conc;alves Dias
(1823-64; the years 1838-45 were spent in Portugal): "girar no
turbilhAo dos vivos." Cf. also: "Mais adiante em turbilhOes decem
cOres giram as danc;as."
Turbilhao also seems to be preferred in
scientific discourse.
2oicionario manual etimol6qico da lingua
uesa (Lisboa:
P. Plantier, [1890]), s.v. [indirectly cited here].
Let me add on
my own that 0 Ptg. -ilh6n, comparable to Sp. -ej6n, actually has
left scattered traces; cf. torcilhon •animal disease, • 'internal
hernia' as listed and explained by M. Rodrigues Lapa, Vocabulario
~alego-portugues ... (n. pl.: Editorial Ga lax i a, 1970), p. 103p.
3Dicionario etimol6gico da lingua ortu uesa (Rio de Jane iro:
n. publ., 1932), pp. 776~, 796~.
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were destined to converge.
The medium of transmission was, assuredly,
the maritime route, at least in the case of tourbillon--as befits a,
by and large, nautical term.
The Galician equivalents are supplied here to round out the
picture and do justice to the northwestern corner of the Peninsula.
Galician shares torvelinho with its southern neighbor, from which it
differs in favoring, as a near-synonym, remoinho (= Sp. remolino)
rather than redemoinho; the slightly divergent pronunciation observed
at Redondela is remuifto, for which virador (from virar 'to gyrate')
has been substituted at Muros, the accurate definition there being
'tromba de agua que sube en remolino,' i.e., 'rising water-spout.'
Depending in large part on whether water, wind, or dust are sucked
into the cyclone, Galician places at the disposal of its speakers a
number of colorful regionalisms, mostly transparent as to imagery:
cach6n 'whirlpool' (Prov. of Orense), fumareu (Sismundi, used in
reference to winds and squalls), goldria (Morrazo), reminiscent of
~~ra 'dirty residue,' used in referring to 'whirlwind that has hit
a stone-studded sea-coast'), meco (Valifta de Ares, in speaking of
winds), and many more.l Important for our purpose is the fact that
remuifto is the prevalent term all over the area, while torvelifto
appears to have been pushed back or crowded out, confirming our earlier impression of the Atlantic Coast functioning as that lexeme's
receding periphery.
With this nuanced picture of the Iberian peninsula in mind, let
us revert to Northern and Southern France, which figured briefly in
the opening paragraphs of the paper. The most conspicuous forms
picked in the Proven9a1-0ccitan area, we recall, were, on MeyerLtibke's authority, torbelh and torbi1h,2 which have coexisted,
under conditions of regional differentiation, with tourbi(l)houn

1see L. Carre Alvarellos, Diccionario galego-castelan ~ vocabu1ario castelan-galego, rev. 2d edn. (La Corufta: Zincke Hermanos,
1933), pp. 338~, 442~, 478~, 572~, and Jose S. Crespo Pozo, Contribuci6n a un vocabulario castellano-gallego (Madrid: "Estudios,"
1963), es~ pp. 87, 555-6. The corresponding verb is (a)rremuiftar,
matching Sp. arremolinar; characteristically, no comparable offshoot
from torvelinho is on record.
Other local rival expressions for
'whirlpool, whirlwind' include: rebolizo 'restless' (to qualify a
person so behaving), no doubt akin to Sp. revolver, in Padr6n;
reducio (of water hitting rocks, in Morrazo); refo116n 'variety of
wind,' in Trabada; remunin, at Lancara; revolira, speaking of wind
blowing ('flying, fluttering'] on the ground (Morrazo); rodopio,
marked by an ingredient of violence, whether a blow of wind, dust,
or water is involved (also in Morrazo); sorbedoiro, evoking the
'soaking-in' effect of river or sea water.
2An opinion endorsed by Carl Appel, Provenzalische Lautlehre
(Leipzig: O.R. Reisland, 1918), f66~, who, by--somewhat clumsily-contrasting these vernacular forms with *turbinione, cannot elude
the predicament of discussing this case, sadly enough, under the heading: "Verwandte Suffixe ... treten scheinbar regellos ftir einander ein."
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(Languedoc), es~reboulhoun (Bordeaux area; observe the vowel differentiation), and the 1ike.1 For medieval Northern France, we
sutter from an embarrassment of wealth: E. Lommatzsch, in revising
A. Tobler's notes, could also afford to fall back on the copious aata
collection in F. Godefroy's old dictionary and on W. von Wartburg
and his collaborators' patiently amassed dialectal material.
Given
the ready accessibility of these sources, a succinct summing-up of
the findings of those experienced lexicographers should suffice.2
The key formation known at present as tourbillon is amply documented, from passages not only identified, but quoted in full; it
assumes a whole range of forms: torbeillon, torb(l)illon, estorbi)lon
(figurative meaning 'vertigo'}, being surrounded by numerous cognates
treated with equal attention to significant detail: torbee 'troubles,
disturbances, disputes'; torbeillier 'to let sth. flutter in the
wind'; torbement 'confusion'; torbillos 'stormy, tempestuous'; to~= '
troblacion alongside tor-, tro-blance 'confusion'; torbote 'swirl,
vortex, eddy'; etc., including--placed in the center of all events
and fluctuations--the crucially important verb torber 'to confuse,
disturb, trouble'; 'to upset, cast a gloom over,' a congener of
which, namely, trobler/torbler, Old French, of course, bequeathed to
English (and to German as well: Trubel 'tumult, bustle, throng').

1Frederic Mistral, as early as 1886, recorded these in his mas sively documented dictionary, s.v. tourbihoun, citing also 0 Prov.
torbelon and adding for good measure such variants of the corresponding verb ('tourbillonner') as tourbil(h)ouna (Dauphinois) and
tour-- trou-bilha (Languedoc), plus the verbal abstract
tourbi(l)hounamen, which could be an adaptation of Fr. tourbillonneme
No descendant of torbelh makes its appearance, but tourbilh is flanke
by troubi1.
The occasional addition of the prefixes- echoes the
long coexistence in Antiquity of turbare and exturbare, a circumstance all the more relevant as 0 Prov. torbar continued to be associated with violent gusts of wind and stormy weather at sea; cf. the
following lines from a poem by the troubadour Guiraut de Bornelh:
" ... que naus qan vai torban ['drifting'] per mar I destreicha
d'ondas e devens"; see c. Appel, Provenzalische Chrestomathie ... ,
rev. 3d edn. (Leipzig: O.R. Reisland, 1907), no. 22.36-7. To revert
to Mistral's thesaurus, he also records such near-synonyms as
esterveu, fouletoun, remoulin [cf. Sp. remolinar], revoulun,
ventarolo, ventoun.
See 2d edn. of Lou tresor d6u felibrige, ou Dictionnaire provencal-francais {Paris: Delagrave, 1932), II, 1009 ab.
See Tobler & Lommatzsch, Altfranzosisches Worterbuch, Vol. X:3
{=fasc. 86){Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1975), s.vv. Basically, the forms
are paraded in alphabetic sequence, except that the entries for
turbi1 and turbin 'whirlwind' are disguised as torbil and torbin,
apparently on the assumption that the spelling with ~ is just a dialectal trait, or is simply due to a scrivener's whim.
However,
since torb-il, -in are inexistent and since turbil, -in figure in
religious texts where they function as intentionally chosen equivalents of turb~, -inis (the way that word was used in Church Latin),
turb-il, -in might have been classed more compellingly as mots
savants containing ~ rather than Q.
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Does this abundance of forms descend, in a straight line, from
the deposit of Folk Latin made by the Romans in Northern Gaul? Or
should one hypothesize instead, in harmony with the 11 Tyrrhenian 11 tag
we -have attached to terboli, torbellino, etc., a massive northward
migration of Southern French forms, with gradual adjustment to everchanging new sets of phonic conditions? Without pretending to be in
a position to furnish a clear-cut answer to this dilemma, we are, at
least, free to cherish the memory of the northward diffusion, on an
imposing scale, of scores of old Hellenisms from Marseille as the
focal point.1
With a generous slice of raw material provisionally brought
under control, we can begin to draw the first broader conclusions.
The lexical item under investigation clearly belonged to the spoken
Latinity of the Western Tyrrhenian.
Its strong representation in
various sections of Sardinia, in Southern France from the slopes of
the Alps to the Atlantic, and in several varieties of Catalan (from
the Pyrenees down to Valencia} offers a testimony to this effect as
unequivocal as does its absence from all of Italy proper, except for
a slice of Piedmont adjacent to Occitania.
In the Iberian peninsula
its growing weakness becomes apparent the farther west one goes:
characteristically, the pressure of (Proto} Catalan makes itself felt
in Castile, witness the imported -rb- variants often preceding or
outnumbering their native -rv- counterparts.
In Galicia and
Portugal the word at issue is in existence, but it yields in importance to its near-synonyms, a situation which accounts for the borrowing of a relatively stronger, more resistant form from GalleRomance.
The channels of diffusion must, in part, have been sea
lanes.
No such gradual erosion of the chosen word is observable in
France, as one moves from the Mediterranean Coast to the North Sea,
and the possibility of its further spread beyond the Channel, into
Middle English, remains open. Whether the penetration into Northern
Gaul already occurred in the period of Roman domination or immediately afterward, we do not know for sure.
Exactly what base are we dealing with? Most of the answers
given to this question by authoritative judges have already bee·n
stated and, in part, digested; they need not be repeated. To be
acceptable, the sought-for etymon must (a} involve the minimum of
reconstruction; (b) do justice to as many vernacular products as
possible; (c) break as few bits of solidly acquired phonological and
morphological knowledge as is attainable; (d) snugly fit our
previous grasp of the cultural scene at crucial junctures.
This paper argues that not turb~, -inis, but the adequately
recorded offshoot turbella provides the most advantageous starting
point; there is little hazard in surmising that there may have
arisen in Roman folk parlance (e.g., among sailors and inhabitants
Isee w. von Wartburg, Von Sorache und Mensch: Gesammelte
Aufsatze (Bern: Francke, 1956), pp. 61-126, for the thoroughly
revised version of the earlier article, "Die griechische Kolonisation in Stidgallien und ihre sprachlichen Zeugen im Westromanischen"
(1952). Of particular relevancy is the section dealing with the
terminology of weather phenomena and navigation, i.e., words for
'cloud, • 'lightning,' 'fog' (pp. 71-74}. The author provides one
parallel of lexical migration from Italian.
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of coastal stretches, particularly concerned with and about whirlpools and whirlwinds), a masculine variant *turbellu, since such
leaps from feminines--not infrequently interpreted as neuter
plurals--to their opposite were by no means exceptional; note further
that turbo itself was consistently masculine, as was vertex/vortex
'swirling mass of water. • So was, additionally, the generic term
ventus 'wind,' in the company of many such specific terms as aguila
'north wind,' circius/cercius 'a wind between north and west,' etc.
Finally, while the triad turb-ula, -ella, -ela formed a certain
retinue for turba 'crowd,' *turbellu may well have qualified for
lending company to turbo 'object that spins or revolves, • 'eddy in
the atmosphere,' 'eddy in the water. •1
*Turbellu, in all likelihood, could narrowly suffice to explain
such palpably archaic forms as 0 Prov. torb-elh, -ilh and Mozar.
turb11.
In the south and the southeast of the Occitan domain, wordfinal (and, upon occasion, even word-medial) -11, in the Middle
Ages, appears transmuted into -lh, the local conventional representa tion for /A/.2
--However, a considerably bolder solution of the problem is at
hand, either in lieu of, or alongside, the one just advocated.
If
Meyer-Ltibke and his immediate followers were satisfied with advocat ing *turbin-io (oblique case: *turbini~ne), why not try out the same
idea of reckoning with an -i~/-i~ne elaboration selecting turbellrather than turbin- as one's starting point? One advantage, recog nizable at once, that attaches to this alternative explanation is
that, in imparisyllabic formations of this sort, the subject case
and the object case alike were likely to be transmitted into Romance;
to put it differently, 0 Prov. torb-elh, -ilh, Mozar. turbil, on the
one hand, and, on the other, Fr. to(u)rbillon, 0 Sp. torb-, torvellino, etc. would fall into place at once, with one blow. The secon
benefit that one might expect to reap would be the discovery of the
factor responsible for the metaphony which underlies -ilh, -11:
It
was apt to be provoked by the /j/ ingredient of the suffix -io,
The
third result of our decision would be our newly-acquired ability to
account for the--unquestionably very early--switch to -Inu, which
presided over the entire cluster of Hispano-Romance formations, all
the way from Catalan (before the relevant representatives had lost
the intervocalic -n and, with it, an entire syllable) via Spanish to
Portuguese (torvelinho):
It is, obviously, simpler to execute the
leap from -ione to -Inu than to reach that goal by starting out from
~, on account of the /j/ segment intrinsically akin to /i/.
1r am again following here the clear-cut information furnished
by the Oxford Latin Dictionary, ed. P.G.W. Glare (Oxford: at the
Clarendon Press, 1982) s.vv.
2o. Schultz-Gora, Altprovenzalisches Elementarbuch, rev. 2d
edn. (Heidelberg: c. Winter, 1911), §62, offers some tell-tale
examples to this effect: bellu 'pretty' > belh 'handsome,• *pratellu
> pradelh 'small meadow,' folle 'pair of bellows,' 'big empty bag' >
folh •crazy,• appell~ > apelh 'I call,' medulla> mezolha 'marrow.'
Appel, Provenzalische Lautlehre, f54, brackets conselh 'advice' and
vermelh 'red' with cabelh 'hair' < capillu.
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One additional advantage, in excess of the three already
adduced, attaches to *turbelli5ne over *turbiniane: namely, the fact
that it is far more easily pronounceable . . It is, indeed, problematic
whether any group of Latin-speakers would, to begin with, have adopted an innovation marked by the heavy liability of two consecutive
syllables beginning with /n/. Of this adverse circumstance, the
original sponsors of *turbini5ne were not unaware; they tried to circuit the difficulty by positing (sometimes by implication) the consonant dissimilation ~--~ > 1--~. While this pattern of dissimilation at a distance, admittedly, is common,1 it appears, all told,
simpler to eliminate from the start a step in need of urgent remedy,
practically everywhere.
Spanish evidence is particularly valuable inasmuch as, regardless of other circumstances (e.g., of the late-medieval wavering
-rb- - -rv-), it clearly exhibits a preponderance of forms with -11over those with -1-; distinctive here is the separate phonological
value accruing to l from its spelling as a geminate.
Admittedly,
it is arguable that /fi/ yielded ground to /A/ in anticipation of a
following V~V, for the sake of preservation of palatality despite
the shift to laterality. But the selection of /A/ makes equally
good sense, assuming that one's starting point is *turbelli~ne. Once
more, there is a gain along the axis of simplicity.
No discussion , be it of the older favorite *turbinione, be it
of the substitute for it here endorsed *turbellione, will prove satisfying unless some justification is offered for the attachment,
either to turbin-, or to turbell- (already adumbrated by E.
Gamillscheg), of the -i~ I -i~ne element jointly appealed to by the
two rival schools of thought. Meyer-Ltibke's reticence on this score
was neither coincidental, nor excusably due to discretion: As the
perusal of his grammatical treatises shows, he at no time fully
grasped the separate reverberations of the suffixes -o, -onis and
-i5, -ionis in the Romance vernaculars.2 Seen from today's vantage
point, Lat . -ione , to the extent that its development matters to the
Romanist, performed four isolable services:
(a) As a feminine ending, it generated action nouns by the
hundreds when affixed to the "strong" or the "weak" past-participle
stem; witnesses actio 'activity, deed·, dramatic accident• (from
agere); ffis~o 'process of pouring, or being poured' (from fundere);
!The model that Rebecca R. Posner chose for this dissimilatory
process was Antoninu > Antolino, given triple occurrence of ~;
otherwise: orphaninu 'little orphan' > Fr. orphelin: and Cl. Lat.
canonicu > 0 Leon. cal6nigo - cal6nico, commUnicare > 0 Sp.
comulgar, to avert a clash of -m- and -n-.
True, her dossier
contains at least as many examples of ~ as those of l serving as
substitutes for n in contexts of this sort.
See her Oxford dissertation (1958) Consonantal Dissimilation in the Romance Languages,
Philological Society Publ. 19 (Oxford: Blackwell, 1961), pp. 151-7.
2From the way a candid Meyer-Ltibke virtually admitted his perplexity in coming to grips with the semantic structure of -on (including its offshoot--con) in older and modern French, one infers
his lack of orientation in the intricacies of the local overlap of
-ione with -one. See Historische Grammatik der franzosischen
Sprache, Vo~I; Wortbildungslehre (Heidelberg: C. Winter, 1921), §f
47, 54, 68, and especially 163-4.
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(b)
It characterized, as a masculine ending, all sorts of
small living beings, often those known for their rapid movements:
curculio/gurgulio 'corn weevil,' papilio 'moth, butterfly,' *piscio
(in lieu of piscis) 'fish,' judging from Fr. PQ!sson, as against It.
pesce, Ptg. peixe, 0 Sp. ~ece > ~~, etc.
(c)
It designated a wide range of (less than very prestigious)
male actors, in part those known for their habitual loudness or
flamboyance: centnri~ 'commander of a military unit,' c~cio
'broker,' histrio 'actor, entertainer,' sannio 'grimacing person,'
stelio 'manufacturer of fake documents,' talassi~ 'savorer,
beneficiary of a wedding ceremony,' ~~i_Q 'infamous individual"; 1
(d) A residual category of concrete objects for which it is
difficult to find some common denominator was likewise so tagged, as
when lexicographers define both cucullus and cuculli5/cucUlio (m.) a~
'kind of headgear, hood.'
There remains the--perhaps unanswerable - question: What kind? Large, small, cute, funny, strange?
Of these four subdivisions it is the third that offers the most
promising starting point for the rise of the Folk Latin neologism
for 'whirlpool.' On the formal side, one detects such a prototype
(reassuringly enough, documented) as tabellio 'one who draws up
written instruments'; while on the side of content the mythical
identification of a whirlpool with some sprite in pagan Antiquity
should ·not come as a complete surprise to those of us who recall a
similar, if semi-facetious, modern-day treatment of hurricanes and
typhoons, dignified by lonesome sailors--acting in a propitiatory
mood?--to become distinguishable by each bearing the (preferably
exotic) name of some alluring woman.
There seems to arise no pressing need for discussing the phono symbolic aspect of the questions before us.
Certain phonemes that
have figured prominently in our analyses so far--the back vowel /u/,
for one, plus such labiovelar consonants as /b/ and /v/--can be
relied upon cross-linguistically to produce very welcome effects in
the context of names for winds, squalls, cyclones, crosscurrents,
swirls, eddies, and the like . . However, their addition, exchange, or
subtraction have scarcely played any crucial role in the transmutations it has been our privilege to observe or to conjecture. Note,
however, the sporadic metathesis tur = > tro-.
On balance, then, we have, one hopes, succeeded in tying together more tightly than was feasible before a sizable number of
facts after their preliminary isolation for closer inspection.
By
d~limiting as West Tyrrhenian,
i.e., essentially maritime, the core
area of the major developments before us, we have indirectly dated
the salient events of the etymological scenario: The virtually total
exclusion of peninsular and continental Italy, not to mention the
Romance sectors of the Central and Eastern Alps, of the Adriatic, of
lconceivably the sole feminine noun in this constellation of
occupational labels was nUtr!cio 'wet nurse.'
See my recent piece,
"Romance Reflexes of nutr!cia and niltr!ci~," Glott~, 63:3-4 (1985),
226-40, esp. at 236 - 7, with further references to Classicist sources .
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the Danube basin, and of the Aegean Sea, takes us to the period of
the Punic Wars, when Sardinia, the Balearic Islands, Spain's Eastern
coast, and southernmost Gaul, in that temporal order, were in the
focus of concerns of Republican Rome, to the virtual exclusion of
other sectors of the Mediterranean, plus the adjoining or enclosed
territories.
The selection of *turbell15/-15ne as a starting point
for the Romance evolutionary phase at once enabled us to reconcile
the maximum of seemingly heterogeneous forms--even -Inu as a regional
substitution for -ione fell into place--but only at the cost of
time-consuming digressions, which aimed at settling issues in
phonology and morphology previously left pending, such as the divergent developments of ancestral -rb- in individual Romance languages
and the confusingly manifold uses of the derivational suffix -i~,
-lone in Folk Latin. A dividing line was drawn, in class i f ying the
numerous variants, between standard sound correspondences, which one
had to heed scrupulously in establishing pedigrees for individua l
formations, and sporadic or saltatory mutations, on the order of
dissimilations and metatheses, whose messages were less cogent, or
not at all binding on the genealogically-minded analyst.

* * *

* * *

RETROSPECTIVE STATEMENT
This miniature monograph has been prepared, mainly, for the
purpose of illustrating the close enmeshment of etymology, phonology,
and (derivational) morphology.
A secondary focus has been the study
of the temporal stratification of t he lexicon and of the configuration of individual lexical areas.
All in all, the piece aims at
being a contribution to socio-spatio-temporal (SST) linguistics.
Certain sound correspondences--e.g., the change of stressed
Latin A in free syllable to E in French, starting with the medieval
per i od--can be illustrated wi th , l itera l ly, hundreds of perfectly
transparent examples; adding further instances of such a shift by
trying to disentangle etymologically tight knots is a, strictly
speaking, dispensable exercise . Yet, where only scarce material- all in all, say five to ten examples --of a given or suspected sound
correspondence is available, every newly-discovered scratch of evi dence matters.
Such is · the case with the Latin sound sequence -RB-,
which in French, Occitan/Proven9al, and Catalan has remained unchanged, while yielding -rv-, for the most part, in Portuguese and
in pre-1400 Spanish.
In such intricate situations, joint study, in
zigzag fashion, of residual lexical illustrations and of the point
at issue of diachronic phonology becomes de rigueur.
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The same program, or strategy, holds for (derivational) morphology--specifically, for suffixation--in its bearing on etymological
solutions. The relation among (a) ancestral t~rbq, ~~~i~ plus
turbellae, -arum, (b) French tourbillon, and (c) o. Sp. ~orv= , _:tg_rl?.-:-:
ellino 'whirlwind' cannot be reliably established except if one
simultaneously provides analyses of Romance ~-il'l:...LQJ and :: Q~--two
chapters of word-formation only superficially explored by students
of Romance diachrony.
It is usually argued, e.g., that in the
Latinity underlying Romance the masc. ending ~o~ (whether diminutive
or augmentative) goes back to Lat. =Q/-one, whereas fern. = 9B (as in
Fr. raison, Sp. raz6n, It. ragione) echoes parental = tione/-siOn~.
This is an oversimplification of verifiable facts, however; closer
inspection of the record discloses that masc. ~~QI ~Lq~~ was also in
existence and was, to boot, productive in folk speech, all of which
explains the wisdom of operating with *_:turbe_Ll:_!_ Q (based on t~r~~_!j.-~~)
as the starting point, with the further advantage of gaining distinctly smoot~er transition to dial. *t~r~~l~I~~·
The formations here studied were initially, and have remained,
highly characteristic of a specific maritime zone, namely the Westerr
Tyrrhenian Sea, as follows from the data culled from Sardic, Occitan ,
and Catalan, with prongs pointing northward, to the territory of
French proper, and westward, to Galicia and Portugal (past Spain).
What we have pieced together here is a specimen of the Latinity of
the period of Punic Wars and of the immediately following centuries.
Since 'whirlwind,' 'eddy,' etc., almost by definition are nautical
terms, their propagation--at least, in part--by sea -l anes may be
safely assumed.
While mild pressure of preliterary Catalan or the
central Peninsular dialects is readily understandable, the leap from
Fr. tourbillon to Ptg. turbilhao borders on the dramatic.
From slivers of knowledge thus provided by the etymologist a
whole newly-emerging landscape and seascape of fine-meshed cultural
relations--including the dimension of trade and navigation--can be
painstakingly reconstructed.
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ETY!·10LOGY OF YIDDISH DAVEN-

I

PRF.. Y I

Nathan Susskind
Professor Emeritus of Jewish Studies
City College, CUNY
(ed.: The following treatment appears as part of a long
note in Copeland-Slisskind (1976: 190-191)1, a work which is
important for its etymological observations but which is thus
far little known outside the field of Jewish studies. The item
below illustrates the scholarship required for solving knotty
problems in Yiddish etymology, and I am grateful to the two
authors and the University of Alabama Press for their permission
to reprint it here. In so doing I have taken the liberty only
of giving the treatment a title and omitting the first part of
the note, which is not directly relevant to daven-).
Many Lithuanian Jews in the 18th century were itinerant
peddlers and craftsmen. They were 'caught short' in the afternoons away from a Jewish house and had to pray 'in private'
in non-Jewish homes. They had to beg the host to allow them
to worship undisturbed (one is required to whisper the Eighteen
Blessings - the Amidah - to oneself, while standing, quasi at
attention, facing East, and without any interruption) . To the
inquiry of the host what kind of worship that was, the Jew
naively gave the literal etymologic translation of the Hebrew
term for the 'afternoon-prayer', ('minha' from the meal-'offering' due in the Jerusalem Temple in the afternoon) and told him:
"I have to perform 'minha' a 'gift offering' to God." The host
did not know that 'minba' was only one of the three obligatory
prayers and that its literary meaning of 'gift' was irrelevant
now, and simply understood that the Jews call their form of
worship 'offering', in Lithuanian:
'dovinati'. Lithuanian
servant-girls in Jewish homes 'checked' whether they could
already feed the children, whether they had already performed
their morning prayers - 'dovinati', or called them to those
prayers, or even led them in those prayers (documented!). From
the servant-girl the term spread to the children, from them ~o
parents who often complained to the teachers that they did not
even succeed to enable their pupils to 'dovinati', pardon, do
'dovenen 1 , since they were speaking Y now and had to use a Y
infinitive-suffix and not a Lithuanian. The famous poverty
(together with scholarship) of the Lithuanian Jew sent him to
his less poor coreligionists to serve as teacher--all over East
Europe, and he promised the not-so scholarly non-Lithuanians
that he would teach their children 'to more than davenen'.

1 Robert Copeland and Nathan Silsskind, The Lartguage of Herz's
Esther: A Study in JUdeo-German Dialectology. U of Alabama Pr .,
1976. The item on daven- was first reprinted in Cbm. on Et .,
1981, vol. 11, # 5-6, p. 10.
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There are over a dozen 'seriously' offered etymologies for
'davenen'--all the way from English 'dawn' through Latin 'divinare' to Arabic-Persian 'divan' to MHG 'doenen', not to speak
of the Hebrew etyma--. They are all phony!l

AGAIN:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

YIDDISH DAV(E)NEN AND ITS ETYMOLOGIES

2

Nathan Susskind
I.

INTRODUCTION

I would like to suggest to the interested in the subject
to read the excellent article of Solomon A. Birnbaum entitled
'A Refutation of All the Etymologies Proposed for Yiddish
Dav(e)nen'. It has 'all you want to know' (and more!) on the
subject.
It's only four pages long (169-172), but if you are
up to it, read on to the end (p. 180) and compare. 3
As his title suggests, Birnbaum rejects all proposed
etymologies, including 'mine', i.e., Judah A. Joffe's.
As in my first reply to David Gold's critique, I prefer
not to polemicize with hi~ and will leave the evaluation of
his proposals to other scholars. My interest is rather in
defending Joffe's etymology and most particularly his reputation. The latter is a holy obligation.

1

(ed., G. Cohen) It would be helpful if the exact sources
of all the incorrect etymologies could be located and presented
in a future article.
2 ed.:

The preceding item set off a free-wheeling discussion on daven-, which may be pursued by consulting Jewish
Language Review, and SUsskind himself waded into battle in his
May 1986 article (Com. on Et., vol. 15, no. 15), reprinted here.
He defends Joffe's proposed etymology, and if it is eventually
judged correct by the scholarly community, it will be of interest on at least two general counts:
it will illustrate that a
word's meaning can arise from a misunderstanding and that the
influence of children on a lexicon can be indirect as well as
direct.
3

Jewish Language Review, 5 (1985).
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The only seemingly valid objection to the Lithuanian-Latvian
dovana-davana 'gift' is the improbability of the proposed chain
of events that had to happen for a verb dav(e)nen to arise and
to displace the old oren. This objection holds for all the
other proposed etymologies and for them it is crucial and decisive.
Unlike Joffe, I know neither medieval nor modern Lithuanian
or Latvian. I have accepted Joffe's data as reliable. But I
do claim to know the Jewish way of life in historical depth--its
laws and customs, its literatures and its daily routines--as
well as any scholar in the field of Yiddish.
It is this knowledge that enables me to see and make plausible the connection-perhaps!
As already said, none of the proponents of the etymologies
on dav(e)nen even tried to explain how their etymon carne to
supplant an old, well-established word in multiple daily use-and one so central in the life of the 'pre-emancipated' presecularized Jews.
Joffe did.
But even he did not ask the deeper question: since most
Jewish religious terms are naturally derived from the Hebrew,
why is such a centrally important term (referring to obligatory
prayers) an exception?
I dealt with that question in an article entitled 'Jewish
Religious Terms of Non-Hebraic Origin'. It was published in
1958 in a mimeographed 'Journal' edited by Uriel Weinreich,
alav hashalom, (maybe under the title he used later for a series:
the Field of Yiddish). I have no copy.
I incorporated part of
these ideas in an 85 page article 'Principles for Doing Research
on Jewish Languages', published in abbreviated form (17 pages)
in Yidishe Shprakh, vol. 25, 1, June 1965, pp. 1-17.
I paraphrase what I say there on p. 16:
'There is a Yiddish expression:
'a dank dern - di hent nit
gevashn' = thanks to Him -with unwashed hands-,-.- The-custom--had arisen not to pronounce a Hebrew, or any holy word, with
ritually unclean (i.e., unwashed) hands. The actual Laws only
forbid learning Torah or reciting prayers with hands unwashed,
or, in a filthy place; but extra piety 'expanded the constraint'
to even non-Hebrew words of the deity and to any Hebrew word
as such.
Actually there have always been Hebrew words for praying
or prayer:
in Yiddish:
tefila, mispalel zayn, but they are
limited in use to praying in general--i.e., for petitioning
and supplicating on behalf of, or by, anyone or anything, but
not specifically for the Jewish obligatory prayers. The latter
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were not meant to be performed in private, but rather in public
with a 'minyan' (quorum of at least ten males). Jews often
lived very sparsely and scattered in non-Jewish communities,
and it was hard to gather a quorum. Yet a mourner, or an observer of the death-anniversary of a parent, could fulfill his
obligation to recite the Kadish onlyat public prayers, with a
'minyan'. So he or his messenger, would roam the streets in
search of fellow Jews 'to come to pray'. They couldn't use
the Hebrew word--the hands were yet unwashed (there were special
washing facilities in front of the prayer-house!). So they had
to quasi coin a word.
The cultic word of their 'idolatrous' neighbors for praying
was banned. They therefore had to choose a term that would
suggest prayer without sounding 'cultic'. The Judea~ exiles
in Rome chose orare for calling to obligatory prayers and
legere for the Torah reading. 6rare had not yet acquired the
meaning 'pray', and merely meant 'to declaim'. Meanwhile the
exiles in Greece chose melete, meleta6, which also could mean
'declaim'. The descendants of the Roman exiles wound up in
Yiddish lands with oren and leyenen, and the Greek exiles'
descendants--in Judezrno-land--with meldar.
(The paragraph above concludes the paraphrase of my abbreviated treatment in Yidishe Shprakh.)
The situation seems to be similar in Judeo-Arabic. R.
Sadia Gaon's Judea-Arabic translation of the Pentateuch uses
da'a for pray (which, however, basically means 'to call, call
upon' and also 'call upon God' and thus 'pray'), rather than
the regular Arabic for 'pray': $ala.
So much for the circumstances relating to the origin of
Jewish words for 'pray'.
II.

DAVEN REPLACES OREN

The Yiddish word for performing the obligatory prayers
has been oren, ultimately from Latin orare, and still in use
by Jews whose speech is modern German-or some newly adopted
language including English.
In East Yiddish (mainly on BaltaSlavic territory and by emigrants from there to the rest of
the world) it has been dav(e)nen for some time.
Just how long?
answers.

What is its origin?

Joffe worked out the
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SOME EARLIER ETYHOLOGIES CRITICIZED

He ascertained that in a reprint of a Yiddish 'customary'
(book on Jewish customs) most occurrences of original oren
were replaced by dav(e)nen. In the meantime more than-a-dozen
etymologies have been suggested. Birnbaum counts and demolishes
nine.
If Lithuanian dovana and Latvian davana are counted as
two, he demolishes ten. I would consider counting the supposed
'mediating' forms of the Arabic da'awa in Turkish and Persian
dawa as two more.
I must also count doenen as separate from
doynen and his 'diffidently offered' *doyenen as two more.
An additional two that Birnbaum left out, probably because
they seem to him even more ludicrous than the others (I wonder
why!) are the Hebrew verb daJav and its noun da'avon, especially
its more frequent construct form da,avon, and most especially,
its compound daJavon-lev 'a grieving, sorrowing, painful,
hurting, broken heart'; this interpretation rests on the pious,
or pietistic, saying that the right kind of praying is with a
heart breaking from regret over its shortcomings. Cf. the pious
expression:
'there is nothing more wholesome than a broken
heart. •1--The total number of etymologies for dav(e)nen now
approaches a score!
After finishing off the first seven, Birnbaum states:
'All
of the f oregoing etymologies are so bizarre and impossible that
it is not worthwhile to devote more time to them.' This is
equally true of the other two that he does take more time to
refute, and very effectively too.
Note should be made that Yiddish etymologizing has thus
far been done too often by dilettants, and a disciplined, well
reasoned refutation may help clear the air.
B.

MATERIAL FROM MY PRINCIPLES ... ,--THE ROLE OF THE ITINERANT
JEWISH PEDDLER, THE NON-JEWISH SERVANT GIRL, AND THE
JEWISH CHILDREN SHE v·JOULD SPEAK TO

I wrote my above-mentioned Principles with just such an
intention, a work dealing with the whole field of Yiddish linguistics. Unfortunately it was abbreviated in publishing, as
were my 'Thoughts on the History o f Yi ddish' (in Yidishe Shprakh,
XIII, 4, 1953, pp. 97-109) and 'Introduction to Old and Middle
Yiddish' (ibid., XIX, #1-3, 1969-1970, pp. 43-64), from which
most examples were omitted due to the exigencies of space and
the difficulty of typesetting. Other Yiddish scholars will

1 cf. Psalm 34:17 f.: They cry and the Lord hears and
delivers them from all their troubles. The Lord is close to
the broken-hearted and saves the crushed in spirit; (my own
translation).
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likely second me in my regret that there is so little opportunity to publish--and this in a field so needy of elementary
manuals, guidebooks, etc. and despite a lifetime of devoted
effort to the necessary research.
Joffe left a treasure of precious magna opera, a library
of unica, and other very valuable books, each of whose marginal
notes could provide the complete basis for a meritorious doctoral dissertation. All of this will probably be lost to mankind, with scholars of Judaica feeling the loss most keenly.
We shall return to defend the high probability of the
seemingly very improbable etymology:
dav(e)nen < Lithuanian
dovana or Latvian davana. 1 The -o- in dovana does present a
problem for whose solution I can only speculate (differences
in time and region? Latvian migration into Lithuanian?). But
even if this problem remains unsolved, I adhere to the etymology
presented just above because:
(1)

an etymon must exist. Dav(e)nen displaced oren over
the whole area of Eastern Yiddish. It could not have
arisen ex nihilo and spread like wild-fire without
rhyme or reason.

(2)

for the time being it seems the most plausible one.

And now a verbatim translation from the manuscript of my
'Principles' that did not get into the printed version, re
dav(e)nen:2
'Most instructive is, additionally, the word dav(e)nen.
It pays to go into the history of the research on this
one word in great detail. All errors methodologically
possible were committed in the search for its etymology.
Fortunately my great Rebbe (Heaven grant him long life)
Prof. Judah A. Joffe, whose teaching is always kav venaqi (= terse but irrefutable) removed with one sweep
all difficulties and doubt about it, and that, with
such model-validity that the piece of research can
serve as a textbook for the method of how to research
Jewish . languages and how not to.
More than a dozen "possible" etymologies had been proposed, among them: Arabic-Persian divan "an anthology"

1

I now use Birnbaum's forms, as possibly the correct ones;
I had previously followed Joffe in using dovinati for Lithuanian.
2

Brackets [ ] contain added material.
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(mostly of poetry); English dawn- misled by the-w-,
which was (mis)-taken to have the sound of v (as in
Polish or German) , when actually dawn goes back to a
German *dagan, Saxon dregn, related to German tagen,
Yiddish togn 'the [beginning of the] day; Latin
divinare; and the Aramaic d'av-honon (in Ashkenazic
pronunciation of
fJ II~ lc 3
= 'from our forefathers' _,
the patriarchs [Abtanam, : Isaac, and Jacob]; as is
well known, that tradition attributes the institution
of the obligatory prayers to our patriarchs.
Thus the researchers had no insight into the fact
that methodologically their whole approach was wrong.
Their offered solutions were more puzzling than the
very first puzzle, viz. the origin of the word:
First of all, none of those proposed etyma actually
meant 'pray' as such. Why should Jews have picked a
word that was so farfetched and only circumstantially
related to the needed concept? True, etymologies can
have circumstantial and even strange developrnents.--But that is valid only for words already in the language, which then under certain circumstances can
acquire new meaning because of accidental associa~
tions of all kinds. But a word is not borrowed with
one meaning to be used immediately for an utterly
new meaning.
Secondly, why should Jewish folk masses of Eastern
Europe have gone to the trouble of seeking out a
Persian, Arabic, Latin, or English word for such a
simple but important concept as "pray"? Thirdly,
why should they have given up the old word they
already had been using so long for the concept
(some 1,500 years): oren, a word still in use
among German Jews who had given up their Yiddish
generations ago?
Professor Joffe's etymology answers all these questions.
He ascertains exactly the dates and places
of books in which oren is displaced by dav(e)nen:
in Eastern European prints and reprints during the
18th century. He finds that in Lithuanian dovinati
means to make a gift (to God); that in a widely
popular Yiddish book of edification of the time
(18th century)l the special importance of the afternoon prayer (rnin~a) is greatly stressed. It was more

1 straight Road to Heaven by Yechiel Michl Halevi Epstein.
Frankfurt am Main, 1704, with five later reprintings.
(=
Derech Hayashar 1' Olarn Ha-Ba).
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important than all the other prayers, because one does
the morning and evening praying when unoccupied and
therefore free to pray, while for the afternoon prayer
one must stop all one does and commune with God.
The
Jewish peddler or craftsman left the "shtetel" to look
for a living in the non-Jewish suburbs and villages.
He could perform the other prayers in the synagogue
or at home, undisturbed, but he would usually have to
perform the afternoon prayer in a non-Jewish house.
He had to explain to his "host" that he would like to
pray minha and would appreciate a spot where he could
do so undisturbed, as it is not permissible to interrupt the prayer.
[Added and not in the original text:
the special importance of minoa is indicated by Epstein, who points
out that God answered the prophet Elijah's prayer at
minoa time (1 Kings 18.36-38).
The Jew's minQa-prayer must have looked pretty strange
to his host:
the main part (which followed the washing of the hands) is prayed as if "at attention",
accompanied by occasional beating of the breast and
bowing, and by "backing out" from the position - something quite unfamiliar to the host.
So he asked for
an explanation.]
The Jew would try to explain. In his naive way he
translated minQa literally into Lithuanian:
an offering, a gift to God--minQa is 'dovinati' to God. The
host then called all Jewish praying 'dovinati'.
Since the Lithuanians did not use the term for their
own prayers, the word wasn't 'cultic', and Jews could
take it over in its new meaning 'Jewish praying'.
[But what impelled them to take it over, when they
had their own, regular word for it - oren?]
One of the causes could be that Lithuanian servantgirls in Jewish homes often had to get the children
to say the morning prayer, i.e., the 'shema'.
[That's
documented.]
The servants called the children to
'dovinati' - [before they were allowed to eat breakfast!] or asked them whether they had already prayed.
From the children the word got to the parents.
During the same period, as research clearly shows,
Lithuanian Jewry supplied teachers for all the territory of Eastern Europe.
It was they who introduced the new Yiddishized word davenen beyond Lithuania's
borders.
After all, teaching prayers was their main
function [i.e., with the smaller children, who from
ten years of age onward were also taught Bible, 'Codes',
Talmud, and some secular subjects--but davenen was a
must!].
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I am still puzzled as to why Lithuanian Jews gave up
the old word oren but am convinced that an answer
exists. Perhaps this old [substitute for the] holy
word [hitpalel, later mispalel zayn] itself became
too holy [for 'unwashed hands'], and a new, not-holy
word felt more comfortable.
[Such was the fate of
some other non-Hebrew 'holy words'].
[A contributing
cause] may have been that oren had become ambiguous
due to the recent phonolog1cal shift in Lithuanian
Yiddish:
'Or!' ='pray' came to sound like eyer=
'eggs, ears' = in Lithuanian Yiddish, and like oyer
='ear', in the rest of Eastern Yiddish.
There is
a well-recognized lexical principle: when a word,
especially one of special importance or frequent use,
becomes homophonous with another word, that important
term tends to be replaced if a convenient synonym for
it is available.'
This concludes the quotation from Principles. 1
My first reply to Gold's critique in Comments on Etymology
did give some added explanation for the very rapid spread of
dav(e)nen throughout Eastern Europe. Childish distortions of
words sound 'precious' or 'cute' in the ears of their parents,
who lovingly repeat the distorted forms and sometimes thereby
introduce them into common usage. Cf. such names as Bill, Bob,
Dick, etc. As indicated above, the Lithuanian servant girl--did not coin dovinati for Jewish prayers--that was done by the
itinerant Jewish peddler or craftsman, from whom the general
Lithuanian population acquired it. The servant girl merely
called the children to 'dovinati' before feeding them, the
children picked up the term from her and used it when talking
to their parents. The parents then used it when talking to
their children, and by the time the children reached adulthood,
it was part of their standard vocabulary.

III.

TWO DEFENSES WHICH REALLY SHOULD NOT BE NECESSARY
A.

JUDAH A. JOFFE

And now I must do my duty to the blasphemed reputation of
my rebbe, Professor Joffe of blessed memory. Twice he was
honored by a Festschrift from his contemporaries, leaders in
the field of Yiddish. I beg your indulgence to quote from the
second, more weighty Festschrift of 1958. Its editor, Yudel
Mark, was the famed editor-in-chief of the Great Yiddish Dictionary (on the model of the OED) . In a moving 5-page 'homrnage
to Judah A. Joffe' he says among other things:

1

The bracketed portions are not so much additional arguments
as they are needed orientation for the non-initiated reader.
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'More than half a century has passed since Judah A. Joffe
began to occupy himself with Yiddish philology.
He
started at a time when there was certainly no "soil"
prepared for such kind of work.
He had to search and
dig up the tools for the work. Gradually he acquired
a wonderful library with works of Yiddish literature.
His private library is truly one of its kind, unusual,
with a number of rare first editions, with whole series
of the most important works in Yiddish way into the 19th
century. He became the great authority (der groyser
,~~) in Old Yiddish literature and in the Yiddish of
that literature. Unfortunately there was lacking a
favorable environment that should enjoy and profit
from this gathered-up knowledge ...
T

But also in the publications of YIVO, where he was a
member of its Philological Section from its very creation, only relatively few of his researches and works
were published. True, regarding the most important
of these it can certainly be said that they are small
in volume but great in quality (Hebrew idiom: mu'at
hamahaziq et hameruba 'little containing a lot').
Yet the bibliographical list of his works does not
reflect his real achievement upon the whole area qf
Yiddish philology.
A number of works, as it happens,
very important and weighty, are still only manuscripts
and have been waiting for their redeeming in bookform and as published studies. Not only in the field
of Old Yiddish and Phonetics, but also in that of
Yiddish Morphology and Syntax we should become much
richer if all these ready-makings, the result of
decades of research, could become the possession
of us all ...
[It would be] difficult to exaggerate his contribution in the work for the Great Dictionary of the
Yiddish Language . . . . He is always ready to help,
to search, look, and check whatever is asked of
him.
He gives freely of his time, is liberal with
pointers and leads, offers without waiting to be asked,
to lend even the rarest book from his library ... All
workers in the field of research on Yiddish have profited from him, some more, some less. We all learned
from him and we all can call him 'with the fullness
of our mouth':
Our Rebbe (=Master) .
... He can devote days and weeks to search and find
proof for a detail that happened to 'take hold of
him'. He is a lover of Yiddish research, not just
a learned linguist. He showed steel-like endurance,
when for decades he was like a lonely rock, all alone
in America, a competent and thoroughly trained
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linguist. May the waves of recognition of colleagues
and students warm him ..• •l
'Whoever knows Judah A. Joffe only from his writings
knows only a small part of his "wealth". From tens
of lectures at YIVO conferences, in sessions of its
Linguistic Circle, which takes pride in the fact that
he is its honorary chairman, at other occasions and
~ther Linguistic Circles, the auditors got both a
wealth of new ideas and enough material to contemplate
and re-evaluate their own theories and works. But
the oral side of Judah A. Joffe is not exhausted by
his lectures. His "simple conversation" on matters
concerning Yiddish is usually a spurting spring, an
overflowing well of knowledge of hundreds of subjects
and details. '
Now Gold's assessment, approvingly quoting Max Weinreich,
alav ha-shalom):
[He] 'knew everything, understood
nothing'.
These four words constitute a gross and shameful slander.
And in his latest reviling of Joffe, Gold gloats that Joffe
never refuted his critics, as if this is proof that he could
not have done so. Joffe rather sought to avoid polemics on
principle, and his sense of values led him to concentrate on
the pursuit of the truth through the honest presentation of his
convictions. He was little interested in 'slugging it out'
in a debate, and the thought of embarrassing an opponent in
such an encounter was alien to him.
B.

SELF-DEFENSE

Meanwhile, I must unfortunately also refute Gold's attacks
on my scholarship and motives. The decision to do so was not
an easy one, since Joffe has been my role model, and my preference until now has been not to respond. But the Talmud does
say (literally) 'Silence is tantamount to an admission•,2 so
here goes.
Even after I had explained in my first reply that my original article on dav(e)nen credits Joffe with the etymology and
gives proofs for the impossibility of the etymologies, Gold
persists in accusing me, several times, of 'lifting' other
people's ideas and figuring that the uninitiated will be none

1 I have saved the following paragraph for the end of the
quoted material; it actually appears earlier in the original
'Homage'.
2 shtika ke-hoda<a damya - Yevamot 87b.
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the wiser. He charges me with hoodwinking the editor of Comments on Etymology and the University of Alabama Press, i-n--the process reviling both of them, although they deserved
better - for the hospitality and kindness they extended to him.
The facts are that I presented and published my materials
in the best scholarly journals of Yiddish; that the University
of Alabama Press sends the manuscripts to readers who are experts in their field; and that the editor of Comments on Ety~
mology does not need my testimony for his expertise. The
charges against me are therefore totally devoid of merit and
unjust in the extreme.
His method of refutation turns out to be not much better:
he fairly overwhelms the reader with heaps of data, most of
which are irrelevant to the subject under discussion, elaborates
on these irrelevancies and argues on all sides of the issues.
The aim apparently is to impress the reader by all the material
adduced, but one is rather left with no clear idea of what was
proven. He often states his controversial assumptions as if
they were proven facts and builds a case on them against his
opponent - a constant begging the question. And a favorite
tactic is to heap up numerous rhetorical questions - actually
again irrelevant, trivial, and silly, but an excellent medium
to answer with a humorous twist, thereby making his opponent
the butt of his jokes. And all that passes for scholarship.
For examples see his piece that follows Birnbaum's.
Birnbaum rejects doenen both on phonologic and semantic
grounds. Thus there is no need to repeat him. Still Gold has
chosen to fill pages showing up my supposed incompetence for
rejecting it and charging me with plagiarism for not having mentioned its discoverer. He argues both that I did not read the
'discoverer's' proof, else I would not have been so stupid as
to ignore it, and that I must have read it, else I would not
have known it, etc.
The discoverer was a great scholar and specialist in the
Yiddish of the Responsa. He reported his 'discovery' before a
session of YIVO's Linguistic Circle: in a holiday prayer-book
he found the instruction
I sn )3 GJ 1 13 lc1 Da davint der J:lazn
'Here the cantor prays'. I pointed out to him right then and
there that it should be read doent and not davint, that depending on the date, davint would at first be spelled
6J,~/c3
and later
Cj ' Ilk 3 , and that since it refers to the cantor,
it's an instruction for him to start special chanting, not
E£aying as such, since the prayers had been going on from b e for e .
As happens with most of us scholars and discoverers, even a
mistaken 'discovery' may be too precious to be given up, and
it may then inspire further 'discoveries', if possible, to prop
up the first.
Hence the article that I, according to the charge,
both did and did not read, yet managed to lift without crediting
the author.
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In my Principles I did detail reasons ·why all the other
etymologies for dav(e)nen are to be rejected - from the highly
improbable to the impossible. But doenen and doynen had as yet
not been proposed.
In the Language of Herz's Esther (pp. 189-191) I included
doenen among the incorrect etymologies and stated clearly that
I had to deal with them only briefly, without the proofs of
their incorrectness. I had already devoted almost three pages
to a 'note' on the single word ohr (sic) 'pray', but etymology
was not the chief concern of my commentary. I made an exception for dovinati only because
'the history and the plethora of offered etymologies of
the words for prayer in Jewish languages, the reasons
for their origins and displacements make one of the most
intriguing chapters in linguistic and cultural history.'
For that reason alone did I go into some detail to prove that
Lithuanian dovinati is the most plausible etymon for davenen.
The arguments against the other proposed etymologies, together
with full credit to Joffe had already appeared in my Principles.
The editor of Comments on Etymology asked me for permission
to reprint the 'note'. I had no idea that any scholar would
use that note to initiate a campaign of vilification against
myself, my Rebbe Joffe, my publisher University of Alabama Press,
and my gracious editor Prof. Gerald Cohen.
The charge of plagiarism was made again even after my
critic read my explanaiion in Comments on Etymology and the
'note' in its context.
I could not have credited the author
of the etyma doenen (and doynen) in my Principles, because this
work was written prior to their discovery. And I did not do
so in 'Esther', because none of the rejected etyma were to be
treated in detail there.
IV.

A FEW MORE NOTES ON DOENEN

But there is still this to be said about doenen 'chant'.
Why was the word picked up and pressed into service, albeit
very limited service?2 After all, zingen 'to sing' is the usual
word for the cantor's special chanting, vs. his merely reciting
the liturgical nusakh the way a lay, non-professional precentor

1 He asked for permission to reprint both.
2The half-dozen instances may all go back to one that
got copied.
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(a baral t'fileh) would do.
What constraint made the first
user of ooen~void the old usage?
It turns out that 'sing' does not quite characterize every
kind of cantor's performance.
'Sing' usually connotes a melody
with rhythm and harmony, ann the musical phrases and themes
repeat with variation. A cantor often also sings such ~elodic
music and even leads in congregational singing. But more often
his music in amelodic, arhythmic, and unharmonic - variations
and improvisations on the themes of the modalities of the
liturgic chant. Yiddish also has a word for this chanting:
er zingt nit, er zogt 'he doesn't sing, he says', where 'says'
='chants'. From the oldest Yiddish documents to the latest
we have the pair zingen and zogen to denote the musical expression of a text. Yiddish has an idiom: Er vet hobn tsu zingen
un tsu zogn 'he'll have a lot of trouble', i.e., enough trouble
to dignify it by a ballad/tale of woe set to music or a recitative.

To avoid the dilemma of the inadequacy of either zingen
or zogen in denoting unambiguously the special effect the cantor adds to certain parts of the liturgy-Zingen does not quite fit:
rarely a song.
Zogen doesn't fit either:

the cantor's recitative is
it doesn't usually connote music.

So the author of doenen pressed the Middle High German,-doenen/toenen 'to sound, resound, make music'; Birnbaum:
'to
intone',--into service as the word to cover the performing
of all cantors.
But the innovation did not last, and it became so rare
that its occurrence was deemed a discovery. Nor is davenen
or doynen a possible development of it. Doenen could only
have developed into +deynen in Lithuanian Yiddish and +daynen
in Central Yiddish, and it didn't.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE STUDY OF BLENDING
Gerald Cohen
Blending is an essential tool for understanding the origin
of lexical and syntactic oddities, and yet most modern linguistic
works pass. over the subject either in silence or with merely
brief mention. Nor does there seem to be much appreciation
for the relevance blending has for various broader linguistic
issues. A few illustrations of both points follow.
I.
A.

BLENDS AS THE SOURCE OF VARIOUS ODDITIES

DIALECTAL (HOW WIDESPREAD?) I DIDN'T DO ANY SUCH OF A NEITHER!

I had never heard the expression in the heading just abo2e
until it was drawn to my attention by Dr. Wesley Schlotzhauer
in an 11/3/81 letter:
'The following has been floating around in the
conversation of my extended family for as long
as I can remember ... :
I didn't do any such of a neither.
I shall happily leave it to you to sort out the
complexities of that monstrosity ... '
And in response to a request of mine for more information on
the expression, Dr. Schlotzhauer wrote:
'[It] was used in my family in a strictly
jocular manner.
1. ~\Te were aware that it was "bad English".
2.
It was an affectionate recall of a
"traditional" family phrase.
3.
It was always a non-serious answer to a
non-serious question.
"Wesley, did you
drink that Coke in the refrigerator that
I was saving for myself?"
"I didn't do any such of a neither!"
The phrase came from my mother's side of
the family ... My mother doesn't remember when
she began using it, but she suggests two possibilities for its origin. Her home town was

1

First appeared: Corn. on Et., vol. 12, no. 34, Nov. 1982,
as did the next two items.
2

Minister, First Presbyterian Church, 919 East lOth Street,
Ro ll a. Mi ssouri 6540 1.
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Douglas, Arizona, on the Mexican border.
It
could have originated in the speech of one of
her Mexican classmates. The child's English
usage could have been problematic at best,
and he might have been reflecting the structure of Spanish, where double negatives are
standard ... The second possibility is that
it is of Ozarks origin . My mother lived in
Noel, Missouri (right next to the Arkansas
border) for four years during the 1920s.
She
could have picked it up from one of her classrna te s there ... '
---As for the mechanism by which the phrase arose, I would
suggest that we deal with a blend that was spoken after some
totally unacceptable suggestion was made to a group of peop le.
One person might have rejected the proposal by saying 'I wouldn't
do that' or 'I wouldn't do any such of a thing'. And the next
person could then blend:
'I wouldn't do that neither' )~

I wouldn't do any such of
a neither.

'I wouldn't do any such of a
thing'
In any case, this is one of the most striking syntactic oddities
I have seen.
B.

ANOTHER LOOK AT CAN'T SEEM TO

The semantically anomalous can't seem to has attracted
the attention of several linguists, the ~ost recent apparently
being D. Langendoen (1970) .1 Their treatments have been synchronic, except for the suggestion by Langendoen (preliminarily
by Quirk 1965: 217) that can't seem to (in e. g ., 'John can't seem
to run very fast.') is a paraphrase

or:

(1)

It seems that John is unable to run very fast.

(2)

John seems to be unable to run very fast.

(3)

It seems that John can't run very f ast.

Although Langendoen speaks of paraphrase, the process in q uestion is normally referred to in linguistic literature as blending.
But the blending of three constructions to form a fourth is

1 Earlier literature on cah't seem to is given in this article
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very rare, and I would therefore suggest that we deal here
instead with two developments:
( 1)

syntactic blending (involving a plural noun or pronoun, e.g.,):
'They apparently can't run
--very fast'
can't seem to
run
very
fast. '
'They don't seem to run
- - - -·- -·---··
ve_£y fast'

~'They

(2)

spread of an originally plural construction to the
singular; therefore, e.g.,:
'He can't seem to run very fast.'
For a similar change (plural first, then sinqular) cf.:
plural first:
'They weren't all that bad.' then singular:
'He's not all that bad.'
REFERENCES FOR CAN'T SEEM TO

Bergstrom, G., 1906. On blendings of synonymous or cognate
expressions in English. Lynd: H. Ohlsson.
Langendoen, D., 1970. The can't seem to construction.
tic inquiry 1.25-35.

Linguis-

Quirk, Randolph, 1965. Descriptive statement and serial relationship. Language 41.205-217.
C.

A LOOK AT ANYMORE

In 1980 Gilbert Youmans treated the Missouri dialectal
use of anymore in a paper presented to the Missouri Academy
of Science and has recently published a revised version.l I
would now like to look at the usages of anymore from the viewpoint of blending, starting from the examples in his questionnaire:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

'I don't cry much anymore.'
'Anymore I don't cry much.'
'Do they sell those anymore?'
'Anymore do they sell those?'
'I wonder if they show those anymore.'
'I wonder if anymore they show those.'
'I want to know who sells those anymore.'
'Where can you buy those anymore?'
'Those are worthless anymore.'
'Anymore those are worthless.'

1 Anymore on Anymore? ... American Speech, vol. 61, 1986, pp.
61-7 5.
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Each of the above examples are .acceptable to at least a
small percentage of Missouri residents, and my interest now is
in how the various usages carne about:
( 1)

The basic use of anymore (e.g .. , !___~~~~~ buy them anymore.)
seems to be traceable to a blend:
'I won't buy them
again'+ 'I won't buy any more (e.g., eggs)'. Then by
extension, e.g., 'I won't go there anymore.'--meaning
of anymore: now (vs. something done in the past).

(2)

In anymore, I don't cry much, the initial position of
anymore may be due to a blend involving word order:
'I don't cry much anymore.'
'Nowadays I don't cry much.'
We might also simply deal with the substitution of nowadays
by its partially synonymous anymore.

(3)

Do they sell them anymore? -- The negative (They __<:l_~~~_!:__sel]
them anymore) has merely been transformed into a question,
but in the process the meaning of anymore has changed
from 'now (vs. something done in the past)' to 'still'.

(4)

Anymore do they sell those? The presence of anymore 'still'
here is probably based on the initial position of anymore
'now ... ' in item #2 just above.

(5)

I wonder if they show those anymore. This is just a variant
of anymore 'still' as treated in item #3 just above.

(6)

I wonder if anymore they show them. This is just
of anymore 'still' in initial position as treated
#4: the question (Anymore do they show them?) has
incorporated into an I wonder if clause, which of
has interrogative overtones.

(7)

I want to know who sells those anymore. Again, this is
just a variant of anymore 'still' as treated in item #3:
the I want to know clause has interrogative overtones too.

(8)

Where can you buy those anymore? The meaning of anymore
here seems to be 'nowadays'; cf. item #2 above, where anymore has replaced nowadays and in some instances become
totally synonymous with this latter term.

(9)

Those are worthless anymore. Either we d e al with an e xt e nsion in the use of anymore 'now; nowadays' or with a blend:
'Those are worthless now.'
'Those aren't worth anything anymore.'

a variant
in item
been
course
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HELLUVEST

1
Glowka 1985 draws attention to helluvest in a sentence
he once heard:
'She had the helluvest time doing it', and I
would only add that this is a blend:
She had a helluva time doihq it.
She had the damndest time· dbing it.
E.

EENTSY-~\TEENTSY

AND RELATED MATTERS

Virtually all speakers of English have encountered eentsyweentsy--a childish word for 'tiny'--but neither Webster III
nor OED list it, and its etymology has apparently not yet been
treated. This gap can now be closed: eentsv-weentsy is a blend
of itsy-bitsy and teeny-weeny. These latter two terms also
blended to teentsy-weentsy--a word that Webster III says is an
a l teration of teeny-weeny without explaining how the -ts- was
introduced.
These blendings are, however, merely a final stage in a
series of developments concerning children's terms for 'tiny'.
The starting point was tiny and wee, which blended (as Webster III
observes) to teeny and we~ny. These latter two terms then obviously linked up to form teeny-weeny. Meanwhile, Webster III
comments that itty-bitty and itsy-bitsv are 'probably from
babytalk for little bit'--an observation that requires just
minor additional remarks:
there was probably an a before
little bit; hence the child mangled a little bit to something
like a ittle bit and then a itty-bitty. The -y here is clearly
due to the strong liking little children have for this ending,
perhaps because it appears in baby (cf. hor·s y, doggy, beddy- (bye) ,
etc.); some years ago I was startled to notice a two-three
week span when my then thr.e e year old son put a J_ after just
about every word he could, e.g. 'I want some cake-y', 'I'm going
outside-y', etc.
So, a small child would understandably add
=Y to bit (producing bitty), and then for repetition (also a
favorite feature of children, cf. Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse)
produced itty from (l)ittle; hence:
itty-bitty.
Then the -s in bits intruded into itty-bitty, presumably producing *itty-bitsy and from which, f or re petition/symmetry , itsybitsy arose.
Also, incidentall y , at the a g e of s e ven my daug hte r
produced a blend of her own:
tinetsy - from tiny and eentsv;
it was a slip of the tongue, but if such blends as teeny and
weeny could be accepted into childish speech, one wonders why
tinetsy should be excluded. In response to this latter point,

1 Glowka, A. 1985.
60.96.

Response:

helluvest.
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Eric Hamp (U of Chicago) kindly informed me in a September 1979
letter that ·tinetsy has perhaps marginal acceptance as a blend:
'My wife has always and regularly used tih~t~y as one of her
main forms of this set. I just checked it with her by eliciting
without any warning, asking for a few synonyms.'
Teeny-weeny and eentsy~~eehSty may also be the starting
point for the w- in such terms of endearment as too'tsie-wootsie,
snookum-wookums, palsy-walsy, etc.--terms whose origin is presently said merely to be reduplication (see Webster III). The
first word to undergo this reduplication may well have been foot,
or its chi 1 d i sh 1 y e nd e arin g v a r i a n t s :f::?_o t ~_y / _!:~ <!.~~ • 1\ c i.l r r c s s i n g
mother holding her baby's tiny fe e t would n e ed only combin e
teeny-weeny with foot/footsy/tootsy to produce through symmetry
something like 'How's your teeny-weeny footsy-wootsy today?'
Incidentally, the already childish footy-wooty (= foot) . possibl y
became footsy-wootsy under the influence of the -ts- in itsybitsy, indicating that such terms for 'tiny' could have an
influence on the pronuncia t ion of the following noun.
Once
footsy-wootsy (or tootsy-wootsy = foot) arose, reduplication
in w- spread to other words to express childish endearment;
hence palsy-walsy, etc.
II.

TYPES OF BLENDING

By far the commonest type of blend involves the merger of
two constructions, e.g. gild the lily < gild refined gold +
paint the lily. Two more types can be identified, however:
blending of three constructions and (my term) repeated blending.
Blending of three constructions is rare, and in eighteen
years of collecting blends, I have noticed only the following
examples:
From langue:
'so as to' e.g. 'He did this so as to help
others.'
a. He did this so he could help others.
b. He did this as a means of helping others.
c. He did this to help others.
From 12arole:
1.

'a tough upgoing' in:
'The tanker coach knows it
will be a tough upgoing;' spoken by a radio announcer.
The UMR (Unive rs i ty o f Missouri -Ro lla )
swim t e am was to have a me et against a t eam tha t
had beaten UMR earlier in the season.
a.
. .. rough going
b.
. .. a tough match
c.
. .. an uphill struggle
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2.

'about ... some ... odd'
20 odd novels.
a. He's written
b. He's written
c. He's written

in:

'He's written about some

I

about. 20 novels.
some 20 novels.
20 odd novels.

3.

'according from the opinions of a lot of faculty
members ... '
a. in the opinion of a lot of faculty members .. .
b. from what a lot of faculty members have said .. .
c. according to the statements of a lot of faculty
members ...

4.

'any such of a' in:
thing.'
a. Sandy didn't
b. Sandy didn't
c. Sandy didn't

'Sandy didn't do any such of a
do any such thing.
do anything of the sort.
do such a thing.

5.

'(to) have a most success' in:
'a man who has had
a most success in ... '
a . . . . who has been most successful ...
b . . . . who has had great success ...
c . . . . who has been a great· success ...

6.

'in head of' in:
'I've got one point in head of you'
(in a game, spoken by a six year old boy)
a. I've got one point more than you.
b. I'm one point ahead of you.
c. I'm one point in front of you.

7.

'play back to himself' (football announcer) in:
he's playing back to himself. '
a. Now he's playing like he used to.
b. Now he's back to his old self.
c. Now he's himself again.

8.

'often and often times again' in:
'as Gemayel has
said often and often times again, ... l The constructions that the speaker used (unwittingly of course)
to produce his blend had themselves already arisen
by blending:
1. time after time + again and again > time and again
2. then:
time and aaain + time after t1me > t1me
and time again
3. and: over and over + again and again > over
and over again

1

spoken by a congressman in a TV interview.

'Now
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The speaker then blended:
tim~~nd t_ime aga~~
ov·e r and over ~ai~_
often times
The asterisk indicates that I have reconstructed this
construction as part of the speaker's thought process.
The phonetic similarity of the first part of of-ten
and ov-er then intruded instantly, and _ the speaker
substituted dften for· over both times. Result: often
and often ti~--:again.
9.

10.

'the bleeding drops of red'
a. the bleed~ng wound
b. the drops bf blood
c. the red drop·s

(Walt Nhi tman)

'We have a happy birthday to you'
a. A happy birthday_·--- ~~--YQ_~!
b. Have a happy birthday!
c. VIJe wish you a happy birthday!
'We have a happy birthday to you' was spoken by a Rolla
radio announcer on the morning birthday announcements.
All three of the sentences forming the blend are spoken
frequently by the announcer.

As for repeated blending, a clear example is:
time after time
again and again

}

-7

time and again

Then:
time and as a in
time after time

}

~

time and time again

See above, example # 8.

III.

RESULTS OF BLENDING

Blending produces several changes within language:

A.
e.g.:

ELLPISIS

most anytime <most times +almost· anytime.
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REDUNDANCY

There are numerous examples of redundancy deriving from
blending, e.g.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
( 10)
(11)

'rise up' < rise +get up
'change over to' < change + go over to
'switch over to' < switch to + go over to
'chase after' < run after + chase
'few in number' < few + low in number
'consult with someone' < consult someone + speak with someone
'full up' < full+ filled up
'the both of them' < both of them + the two of them
'brand-spanking new' < brand new + spanking new
'seek for' < seek + look for
'pass by (e.g. the house)' < pass the house + walk by the
house
C.

GRAMMATICAL CHANGE

This involves changes in the parts of speech, e.g.
(1)

adjective> noun. e.g. cbbl in 'He kept his cool.'
from:
He kept cool-~--He kept his temper/wits about him/presence of
mind.

(2)

adjective > verb. e.g. better in 'to better oneself'
from:
to improve oneself
to make oneself better

(3)

verb > noun. e.g. heed in 'pay heed to'
from:
to heed---to pay attention to

(4)

verb> preposition. e.g. past in 'He walked past the store.'
from:
He passed the store.
He walked by the store.

( 5)

preposition > conjunction. e.g. for in 'He worked hard,
for he wanted a college education.'
He
worked hard, because he wanted a college
from:
education.
He worked hard for a college education.
D.

SEMANTIC CHANGE

As a result of blending, words are often thrust into a
new environment which changes the meaning of those words. For
example,
'He was hard at work' < He was working hard + He was busy
at work.
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In this blend, hard means 'busy'.
Cf. also God! which participated in the following blend:
'this awful place'
}
'this Gbd-forsaken place
~ 'this God-awful place'
God here merely indicates intensity (of ~wful) , with the
resulting form extended to other contexts, e.g.--1 That movie was
God-awful.'
IV.

RELEVANCE OF BLENDING TO VARIOUS THEORIES IN
GENERAL LINGUISTICS
A.

LAW OF LEAST EFFORT

Blendings have relevance to several theories on the nature
of language. The first to be considered here is the Law (or
Principle) of Least Effort, applied to language most directly
by Martinet, who writes (El ·ements~, p. 167)
'Linguistic evolution may be regarded as governed by
the permanent conflict between man's communicative
needs and his tendency to reduce to a minimum his
mental and physical activity. Here, as elsewhere,
human behavior is subject to the law of least effort,
according to which man gives of himself only so
much as is necessary to attain the end he has in
view.'
This view can be challenged by the evidence of blends,
since they bring about an increased burden both syntagmatically
(i.e. longer constructions are produced) and paradigmatically
(i.e. new constructions often duplicate in meaning already
present constructions) •
For example, Il est plus riche que je ne pensais 1 expresses
no more than Il est plus riche que je pensais, but a pleonastic
ne has nevertheless been introduced into the first sentence·.
This ne requires a certain amount of linguistic effort, however
slight; and is therefore unexpected according to the Law of
Least Effort. Other constructions that should not have arisen
according to this law are:
'the both of them'
'chase after'
'full up'

1

(<
(<
(<

both of them + the two of them)
chase + run after)
full + filled up)

blended from:
Il est plus riche que __je pensais and
pensais pas qu'il est si riche.

~e

n~
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Russian:

Xotja ... no

(= although ... but)
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Paradigmatically an expression like time and again is
unexpected according to the Law. : T~me and aga~n apparently
expresses n<:>thing more than ti!fie ·a fte-r-time-or cigain and agai_~
do. When t1m·e a ·n d ·a g·a in arose, English had three constructions
instead of two to express the same notion~ This additional
construction therefore represents an additional burden on
English without an increase in communicative ability.
B.

LANGUAGE AS A CODE

It is frequently said that language is a code, e.g. in
the writings of Saussure and Joos, but this view is not easily
reconciled with blendings. Blending is first of all widespread
within language, even on a synchronic level (e.g. any given day),
but blending does not occur in a code. The considerable redundancy in language, much of it produced by blending, is not
matched in a code. And thirdly, every symbol in a code has
a specific function or meaning, but this is not always the case
in language; cf. French 'pleonastic' (i.e. meaningless) ne.
Blending also produces many illogical constructions (e.g.
many a student, a gr~at many), while there is nothing illogical
in a code.
C.

THE SUPPOSED RIGOROUSNESS OF DISTRIBUTIONAL RULES

Several linguistic theories are based on the assumption
that distributional rules are at least fairly rigorous, and
these theories then proceed to rely heavily on classification
(by distributional rules) as a means of attaining precision.
But blending often breaks the distributional rules of a language,
e.g. a great many (< many + a great· number; here:
~ + plural).
~ve therefore see here a specific reason why distribution is
not precise, and hence any classification based on distributional
relations will also lack precision. These observations pertain
to:
(1)

the Bloomfieldians. Cf., for example, Zellig Harris'
assertion (Methods ... , p. 5):
'The main research of descriptive linguistics,
and the only one which will be accepted as
relevant in the present survey, is ... distribution.'

1 For an example of
Krestjanka:
'Xotj& ~to
ot dal'n~j~ix poku§~nij
but (it) restrained him

this construction cf . Pushkin's Barysnjara~~me§flo Aleks~ja, no uder~&lo eg6
(=Althoug h this struck Aleksej as funny,
from further (amorous) attempts).
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(2)

Generative grammar. This grammar, like traditional
grammar, relies heavily on distributional relations;
e.g. ~combines only with a singular noun.

(3)

Glossernatics (Hjernslev). Hjemslev recommended 'cornmutation' (i.e. substitution) to determine the 'combinations' (i.e. distributional rules) of language
signs, even though this recommendation conflicts
with his dictum to avoid the substance of language.

PAROLE AS CONTAINING EVERYTHING ACCIDENTAL IN SPEECH

Saussure stated that ~ro!~ includes speech features that
are 'more or less accidental.' However, there seems to be an
accidental aspect to langue also, viz . the issue of which of the
millions of blends in. parole will be accepted into langue.
One finds vigorous blending·· -in parole, i.e. among individuals,
and only occasional acceptance of a blend into langue.
It is
accidental, i.e. due to chance, which blends are accepted into
langue.
E.

LANGUAGE AS HAVING STRUCTURE

Although structure in language is accepted as an article
of faith, I find myself unable to grasp just what linguistic
structure is supposed to be.
Is it synonymous with order, system, or grammatical rule, the latter seemingly implied in the
term 'syntactic structures?'
'Structure' is a term introduced into linguistics from
the natural sciences as part of the effort to make linguistics
a science, subject to the same precise description as e.g.
biology. It is clear that the distinction structure vs. function has relevance in biology, e.g. the structure of the liver
vs. its functions; but it is not at all clear that this distinction can be applied with equal success in linguistics.
I therefore look upon 'structure' in linguistics as meaningless until the term is better defined. But even undefined,
'structure' has influenced linguists' conception of the nature
of language. Structure suggests firmness and unchangingness,
at least at a given point in time, and this is a suggestion I
would like to challenge with my work on blending. Blending
suggests a dynamism within language, even synchronically, and
this dynamism is in direct conflict with the basically static
view of language ?S suggested by the term 'structure.'
Incidentally, the term 'dynamic synchrony' already exists,
however peripherally, and my work is an illustration of such
synchrony.
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GENERATIVE GRAMMAR AGAIN

How would generative grarnmar handle e.g. time and again
or a great many students '? If recourse is made to the lexicon,
would time ahd again be treated under time, again or and, and
what would be the justification for treating-it under-the
selected word?
G.

BINARY OPPOSITIONS

It is possible that the theory of binary oppositions may
not really be relevant to problems of syntax. What binary
opposition was broken when time and again appeared? What changes
may now be expected to restore a binary opposition, if one has
in fact been broken by time and aqa~n? Or did time and again
arise in response to a broken-sinary opposition?
H.

LANGUAGE AS A SYSTEM

The universally accepted view that language is a system
encounters difficulties when such blendings as time and again
or a great many students are examined. These blends (and many
more like them) suggest the impossibility of establishing airtight rules in grammar, and so if language is a system, it is
one that is not systematic.
Is this not a self-contradictory
statement?
Perhaps language has order but not system. Or can part
of a language be a system but not all of it? The view that
language is a system was set forth (but not proven) by Saussure,
and later scholars have accepted this view as an article of
faith. A more critical approach seems to be in order, with
blends providing a strong basis for this revisionist sentiment.
At the least, linguists should clarify just what is meant by
'system' in language, particularly in view of the numerous
irregularities that can be easily found.
V.

LEXICAL BLENDS INVOLVING TWO LANGUAGES

One of the most interesting types of blends involves
synonyms from two different languages.
I have noticed three
such items in French and Lyti n , and the quotes just below come
from Albert Dauzat et al.:

1 nauzat, Albert, Jean DuBois, and Henri Mitterand 1964.
Nouveau dictionnaire etymologique et historique. Paris:
Larousse.
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haut 'high' - 'du lat. altus, avec infl. du francique *hoh,
haut (allem. hoch) .'
sapin 'pine tree' - 'du lat. sappinus, probablement croisement
d'un gaulois *sappus, et du lat. pinus, pin (v. l'anc.
fr. ~encore auj. dans les patois).'
bruler 'to burn' - 'sans doute du lat. ustulare, de urere,
bruler, refait sous !'influence de bustum (bucher), puis
en *brustulare, d'apres le germ. brenn, bruler.' The
blend in this latter case is *ustulare and brenn.
REFERENCES
See individual items above and the bibliography in Cohen 1986:
Gerald Leonard Cohen. Syntactic blending in English
parole. NY: Peter Lang. Also, a few more articles
have recently come to my attention:
Fay, David 1981. Substitutions and splices: a study of sentence blends. Linguistics 19.717-749. Contain a list of
blends and an analysis.
Free, Mary 1982. In which:
can speech 57.309-310.

more common than curious.

Ameri-

Hotopf, W.H.N. 1983. Lexical slips of the pen and tongue:
what they tell us about language production. in: Language production, vol. 2: development, writing and other
language processes. Edited by B. Butterworth. London:
Academic Pr. -- pp.l47-199.
(Not much; p.l53: a few
examples of lexical blends).
Riley, Kathryn and Frank Parker 1986. Anomalous prepositions
in relative clauses. Am. speech 61.291-306.
Shaugnessy, Mina P. 1977. Errors and expectations: a guide
for the teacher of basic writing. New York: Oxford U.
Pr.
Blends: pp.58-65, although Shaugnessy does not
use the term.
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A.

FLAT, FLAT OUT 'SIMPLY'l
Gerald Cohen

One of the striking semantic oddities of English is the
use of flat and flat out to mean 'simply', and here are the
examples-r-have collected thus far:
1.

FLAT

(1)

'They flat hate each other.' ---TV football announcer in
reference to two teams.

(2)

'As a Youth Cesar Cedeno Could Flat Play.'-- St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, Sept. 1, 1985, Sec. D, p. 1, col.
1; the quote here is the heading of a colurr.n
by the sports editor, who then writes:
'Through no fault of my own, I didn't see Willie
Mays as a young player. Nor did I see the young
Mickey Mantle nor the young Dimaggio ... But I saw a
young player who--as a young player--was just as
good as any . of them. His name was Cesar Cedeno.
He could flat play.'

(3)

'They were just flat left alone.' -- in reference to a
university departMent that would receive no
faculty cuts.

(4)

'The admiral recalls that he learned to deal with a certain amount of chaos when he helped manage the
evacuation of Saigon.
"Sometimes," he says,
"you just flat gotta have a gut feeling that
you are going to pull these things out."' --Wall Street Journal, Nov. 15, 1983, p. 20, col.
3; article on the battle for Grenada.

(5)

'We are flat fed up.'-- TV football announcer in reference to a speedy, defensive player on a kickoff.
2.

FLAT OUT

(1)

'Horton flat-out will not call a fair catch.'-- TV football announcer.

(2)
(3)

'It's flat-out wrong.'
'Williams, who said he is willing to testify under oath
and without immunity, admitted he "flat-out
flunked" the FBI lie detector test Thursday.'
Rolla Daily News, July 11, 1982, Sec. A,
p. 10, col. 7; the article continues:
'Scott

1 First appeared in Comments on Et)~Ology, vol. 16, no.
11-12, March 1/March 15, 1987, pp. 12-13.
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[Williams' lawyer] quoted an FBI official as
saying Williams "was lying from the beginning
to the end.
There wasn't a bit of truth".'
(4)

'Some visitors, in the early days when tea, coffee and
food were served in an adjacent room, flat out
ignored the president. They came only to enjoy the grub and wet their whistles.'- Wall
Street Journal, Dec. 13, 1986, p. 8, col~
article title:
'When Presidents Had a Grip on
Public Opinion.'

(5)

'I tell you, that D.D. can fly.
He can flat out sprint.'
- spoken by a football announcer.
Meanwhile another use of flat out (exact meaning: ?) .
appeared in:
'Carl Lewis, everyone had been
told, is a flat out cinch to make a million in
one year off his showing in the Olympics.' -Rolla Daily News, Aug. 10, 1984, p. 8; article:
'Ueberroth Says Hold Applause Awhile.'

As for the origin of flat/flat out 'simply,' perhaps a
clue is furnished by the following example:
'"They (the Republican Party) haven't said flat no,"'
he says,
Wall Street Journal, Oct. 23, 1986 p. 66,
col. 2.
The starting point is possibly to give a flat refusal, i.e. an
emphatic refusal, with an accompanying hand gesture (palm down,
hand flat and moving quickly sidewards parallel to the floor) .
Then blending:
to give a flat refusal
to say no

1
~
)

~
~

to say flat no
-

In this context flat means 'simply' in its emphatic sense (e.g.
'That's simply marvelous'), and this use of flat was then extended to other contexts.
Meanwhile, flat out is known to be an auto racing term,
and denotes the pressing of the accelerator pedal flat to the
floor.
This connotes maximum effort, and I remember a quote
from the Vietnam War era in which a newsman disputed the assertion that the U.S. was not really trying to win the war; the
gist of his comment was that when a country like the U.S. sends
500,000 soldiers to a small country and undertakes massive
boniliing, 'we are fighting the war flat out.'
But I don't think
that such a use of flat out is what led to flat out 'simply';
it seems more likely that once flat 'simply' arose, it pulled
along the partially identical flat out.
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THE ACCENTUATION OF THE SHORT ADJECTIVES IN SLAVIC:
CONTROVERSY AND INSIGHT INTO GENERAL LINGUISTICSl
Gerald Cohen
'What? You call yourself my
student, and yet you have never
disagreed with me! •2
The main pieces of insight that emerged from the years I
devoted to my dissertation (Cohen 1971) are that Slavic short
adjectival accentuation is far more complex and controversial
than Slavic accentologists have realized, and that this area
can shed light on various issues of general linguistics. The
two points are closely interrelated, since whatever general
insights I gained carne directly from having to deal with the
controversy.
I.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF MY WORK ON SLAVIC SHORT ADJECTIVES

My work on this subject began on purely pragmatic grounds:
Slavic accentology was the most difficult subject treated by
Professor Shevelov in his lectures, and I thought that M.A.
and Ph.D. research on this topic would be good preparation
for the oral exams. I mentioned this to Professor Shevelov
and asked for his advice as to what aspect of Slavic accentology
I should work on. After a week's thought he recommended the
short adjectives as a subject with a myriad of problems to be
solved.
As a start, I devoted my M.A. thesis to the Russian short
adjectives, treating them synchronically.
I classified the

1 My work on Slavic accentuation must be prefaced with . an
expression of the profound debt of gratitude I owe to my graduate school professors:
George Shevelov, Rado Lencek, and the
late Boris Unbegaun.
Professor Unbegaun introduced me to Slavic
linguistics (Oxford U, 1962-63) and later helped direct my dissertation (Columbia U) . Professor Shevelov g uided me through
most of my graduate work on Slavic linguistics and introduced
me to Slavic accentology; he was also the princi p al director
of my dissertation. Professor Lencek hel p ed direct the dissertation too, and in so doing provided invaluable assistance on
Slovenian accentology. The present article is slightly revised
from a version that first appeared in ~omments on Etymology,
vol. 10, #10-11, pp. 4-14, Feb. 15/March 1 issue, 1981.
2 Rebuke of an eminent linguist to a graduate student.
I
came across this quote about twenty years ago while brrn~sing
in a library but no longer remember who made it.
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various stress patterns and then asked the following question:
is there really as much confusion in the short adjectival stress
patterns as a first glance indicates? Answer: yes; there
really is considerable confusion here.
My doctoral thesis, which treated the subject diachronically,
was much more complicated and controversial. I began writing
it under Professor Shevelov and soon found that we had very
different interpretations of the data I had collected over the
preceding several years. After some discussion he yielded on
most points, but just as my writing began in earnest, he accepted a year's teaching appointment in Europe, and I was assigned
two new thesis directors:
Professors Rado Lencek and Boris
Unbegaun.
With a year of full-time writing and research I then treated
the Russian short adjectives in great detail--analyzing the
attested stresses (frequently incorrectly given in dictionaries
and grammars), suggesting the main development of their stress
(shift from end to root) , and then relating Russian stress to
Common Slavic adjectival stress. The controversies involved
were enormous.
Professor Shevelov disagreed with me on my
suggestion of stress shifts within attested Russian--a difference of opinion unresolved to the present day. And yet this
subject, dealing as it does with attested stresses, is child's
play when compared to reconstructing Common Slavic stress, which
must be arrived at by a close analysis primarily of SerboCroatian dialectal and Slovenian accents. And as Professor
Shevelov once commented in a graduate lecture:
'Serbo-Croatian
is a God-made laboratory of accentual complexity.'
At least half the year was spent on Serbo-Croatian and
Slovenian, and I was put through the paces. Professor Lencek,
a native Slovenian, was insistent that my chapter on Slovenian
short adjectives be letter perfect and I rewrote that chapter
six times before it was finally approved.
Serbo-Croatian was
equally complicated in its own way, but finally, by the end
of the year, I had the dissertation completed in two volumes
with the blessing of Professors Lencek and Unbegaun.
At that point Professor Shevelov returned from Europe and
after reading the dissertation sent me a long list of points
he disagreed with.
By this time I had begun teaching in Rolla
and despaired of ever getting the dissertation approved, when
I was suddenly hit by an inspiration: why not just submit
the first volume, dealing only with the Russian short adjectives, and leave aside the hopelessly controversial second
volume (on Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, etc.)? Professor Shevelov
kindly consented to this suggestion but insisted on a few
changes, one of which was the rejection of my overall interpretation of Russian stress shifts (the final chapter) . I
stood my ground until after the dissertation defense. The
situation then was that I could defend my position but not
prove it, while Professor Shevelov refused on principle to
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approve any disseration whose main conclusions struck him as
unconvincing.
I was therefore notified that I had only one more opportunity to submit an acceptable dissertation. At that point
further arguing would have been senseless, and I rewrote the
chapter according to specifications; i.e., I started with a
premise I believed was basically flawed and then developed
it.
Just for the record, therefore, I hereby formally disassociate myself with the conclusions in chapter 5 of my dissertation, although I stand by the material in the earlier
chapters.
II.

INSIGHT THAT THE RUSSIAN SHORT ADJECTIVES CAN BRING TO
GENERAL LINGUISTICS--A PRELIMINARY TREATMENT
A.

SOMETIMES THERE REALLY IS DISORDER IN A LANGUAGE

All native Russians know that there seems to be disorder
in the stress patterns of the short adjectives, and one of the
conclusions of my M.A. thesis is that this intuition is correct; there really is disorder here. To native Russians this
conclusion is probably just a restatement of the obvious. But
to general linguists it may be a troubling assertion, running
counter to the article of faith that language is marked by
order/system throughout (at least in the so-called deep structure) .
There are two aspects to the disorder:
(l)

Native Russians will at least occasionally disagree
as to whether a given stress exists, particularly
in the neuter. For instance, one Russian woman I
spoke to denied that a form bel~ (= white; neuter)
exists, but her friend disagreed with her, citing
the phrase Eto bela kak sneg (= That's white as
snow) .
Such disagreement was so familiar to me in my
research that I attached no special importance to
it until the eminent Semiticist Joseph Malone (Barnard
College) expressed his surprise to me about it (1968).
He had just sat in on my dissertation defense (to
judge my thesis from the viewpoint of general linguistics), during the course of which Professors
Unbegaun and Shevelov expressed disagreement and
uncertainty as to whether a certain Russian shor
adjective had root or end stress in the neuter.
Professor Malone was amazed (no hyperbole) that
two eminent Slavic linguists (and native speakers
of Russian) could possibly be unsure about such an
elementary point.
I was not at all surprised though,
since confusion and uncertainty concerning the short
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adjectives (primarily in the neuter and plural) is
widespread. The short adjectives are a system in
decay, and considerable variation among individuals
is the result.
The patterns are often unpredictable, e.g. :

( 2)

masculine

B.

feminine

n·e uter

plural

r~do

rady

I

rad

rada

nov

nova

bel

bela

I

I

I

I

novo
I

I

I

I

I

novy/novy
I

belo/belo

bely/bely

A RULE ON THE RATE OF MOR1?HOLOGICAL CHANGE

My work on the short adjectives can be used to provide
an example of the rate of change being influenced by the frequency of the form in question. This factor in linguistic
change is currently only hazily grasped, and so a precise statement of it is now in order:
The rate of morphological change is inversely
proportional to the frequency of occurrence
of the forms in question.
An illustration of this rule is developed just below in
two stages:
1.

DIFFERING FREQUENCIES OF THE FOUR FORMS OF THE RUSSIAN
SHORT ADJECTIVE

The following statistics concern adjectives in Russian
poetry, and the section below until the next heading is reproduced from my dissertation (pp. 135-136) .
Total number
of adjectives

masculine

Blok
Bun in
Griboedov
Grigor'ev
Karamzin
Lermontov
Lomonosov
Prokofiev
Puskin 1
Tvardovskij
Xeraskov

139
479
196
723
573
393
622
245
3,507
397
224

58
203
113
357
267
203
203
67
1,556
206
95

50
156
30
231
118
78
168
95
761
120
39

11
57
19
71
63
58
77
40
555
24
22

20
63
34
64
125
54
174
43
635
47
68

Totals:

7,518

3,328

1,848

997

1,345

1

feminine

neuter

plural

For the purpose of determining the relative frequency of
occurrence of the masculine, feminine, neuter, and plural, I
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An examination of these figures shows:
(l)
The masculine is the most frequently used form.
It
significantly surpasses its nearest competitor, the feminine
(3,328 to 1,848) and almost equals the combined total of
the feminine, neuter, and plural. The dominance of the
masculine appears in all but one of the poets I consulted
(Prokofiev), and as the figures above show, in almost every
case the masculine's dominance over the feminine is auite
substantial (the only exception is Blok) .
~
(2)
The feminine is the second most frequently used form.
In all the above-given poets the feminine exceeds the
neuter in number, and in about half the poets the feminine
considerably exceeds the plural (Blok, Bunin, Grigor'ev,
Lermontov, Puskin). In a few of the poets the feminine
is very close in number to the plural (Griboedov, Karamzin,
Lomonosov), and in only one poet (Xeraskov) is the feminine
considerably smaller in number than the plural.
(3)
The plural is third in frequency, occurring less
often than the feminine but more often than the neuter.
(4)
The neuter occurs least of all.
It occurs less than
a third as frequently as the masculine, less than half
as frequently as the feminine, and about two-thirds as
frequently as the plural. In every poet the neuter occurs
far less frequently than the masculine or feminine.
In
most of the poets the neuter occurs much less frequently
than the plural. In only one poet (Lermontov) does the
neuter occur more than the plural, and in only two other
poets (Bunin, Prokofiev) is the number of neuters close
to the number of plurals.
These figures show the relative frequency of the masculine,
feminine, etc. To the extent that an explanation for the short
adjectives' stress shifts may be sought in their relative frequency of occurrence, these figures can be useful.
2.

RELATING THE ABOVE FIGURES TO RUSSIAN STRESS SHIFTS

The above figures tie in nicely with the following conclusion that I supported at my dissertation defense but which
proved to be controversial:
The short adjectives originally (i.e., late Common Slavic)
had desinential stress (e.g., novo; attested in the 18th
century) and have slowly been el1minating this stress.

excerpted all the short adjectives presented by the S~ovar'
jazyka Pu~kina, including those appearing in prose.
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The masculine, being used the most, served as the model
for this change. The feminine comes next in frequency
and therefore levelled the least.
The plural's frequency
is between that of the feminine and neuter, and the same
holds true for the plural's rate of change; the plural
is often at the fluctuating stage, whereas many neuters
lost this fluctuation by the early 20th century.
If this observation is correct, one could see an overall pattern
of development in the seeming chaos of the short adjectival
attestations from the late 18th century to the present.
Professor Unbegaun liked this interpretation, and Professor Lencek
gave it at least tacit approval. But Professor Shevelov questioned it, and here is a summary of our disagreement.
OVERALL PICTURE VS. VARIOUS FACTORS OPERATING INDEPENDENTLY
AND OFTEN LEADING TO~·JARDS CONTRARY RESULTS
Professor Shevelov's main points were that my search for
an overall interpretation is naive; such an interpretation
might look nice on paper but would not correspond to the way
language in fact works. Language in reality, he believes,
is subject to a variety of influences (e.g., levelling within
1
a semantic category' e.g.' bela> bela by analogy with cerno) .
And it was my task as a linguist to examine my own collected
material (which Professor Shevelov praised highly) and find
these varied factors at work. He further pointed out, with
some justification, that I had a habit of latching onto an
interpretation and defending it to the bitter end, even when
arguments that he regarded as convincing had been produced on
the other side.
My counter-argument was that Professor Shevelov put far
too much faith in the attested stress patterns in my chart of
Russian dictionaries. 2 I pointed out that the early dictionaries avoided designating fluctuation; and so an attested form
belo in 1834 and belo in 1835 did not mean that the stress
pattern of this adjective changed in a one-year period but
rather that we deal with fluctuation.
Somehow I was not persuasive enough in my argumentation, and my interpretation was
not accepted.
Now, some sixteen years later, I underscore my
earlier contention that my chart of dictionaries reflects fluctuation to a great degree and that radical shifts of stress
patterns (back and forth) within a relatively short time span
(1-20 years) is impossible.

1
2

bel-o 'white', cern-o 'black'.
For a sample page of this chart, see belo\v, p .105.
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As for the evidence in favor of my overall interpretation,
I compiled figures on adjectives which had desinential stress
attested at least once in the 18th or 19th centuries and which
have now entirely lost it (e.g., modern Russian n6vo).
The
plural, as mentioned above, is still largely in the fluctuation
stage. These figures were then related to my above figures
from poetry, and by then I had defended my suggestion as well
as I could.
Further controversy involved mainly a reiteration of our
respective positions, and at this impasse I looked to general
linguistics for a solution. After all, the point we were
debating was one that fell within the purview of this field,
but as happens so often, general linguistic work proved unequal
to the task of clarifying a controversy in one of the specific
branches of linguistics. At that point it dawned on me that
Russian short adjectival stress has the potential for contributing to general linguistic theory.
C.

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE FOR A MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGE
TO BE COMPLETED?

My work indicates that such a change requires at least
a century. The short adjectives were already in decline by
the time their stresses were noted in the 1789 Academy Dictionary, and i t took a century for the little used neuter
short form to switch from desinential to non-desinential stress.
Meanwhile, the more frequently used plural still has forms like
novy going strong (specifically as fluctuation:
n6vy/novy),
and the still more frequently used feminine has hardly seen
a budge in its desinential stress.
D.

PRIMACY OF DIACHRONY OVER SYNCHRONY

The picture I have of the short adjectives' stresses is
one of synchronic disorder and diachronic order: an overall
pattern of development can be discerned (diachrony), while
the search for order/symmetry/etc. on a synchronic level is
a largely futile exercise.l So, not only is order obtainable
with just diachrony, but a complete synchronic description
requires at least a few diachronic remarks: which processes
are currently under way and where these processes are leading.
In any case, a complete diachronic treatment will encompass synchronic mat~ers as well: synchrony is merely one slice
of a diachronic sausage.
And if synchrony : diachrony :: part
whole, one can only wonder why so many modern general linguists
are devoted almost exclusively to synchrony.

1 My research excludes adjectives with certain suffixes,
e.g., -ov-, since these adjectives present no problems at all,
having levelled stress of the short form (e.g., ona gotova
'She is ready') with the stress of the long one (e.g., got~v-aja
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AN ILLUSTRATION OF CONFUSION IN THE ATTESTED RUSSIAN
SHORT ADJECTIVES' STP£SS PATTERNS:
DIFFERING
PATTERNS GIVEN BY THE DICTIONARIES

Presented below is a page. excerpted from my dissertation,
illustrating in chart form that the dictionaries often give differing stress patterns for the same adjective, even within a relatively short time span.
This confusion (or source of insight,
depending on how one views it) is the basis for analysis of the
whole subject.
First, here are the abbreviations and (accentual patterns
of the short adjectives):
R

non-desinential stress; this includes both root stress
I
I
I
( e.g.,
rad, rada, rado, ·r ady ( :. R), and stress on a
suffix e.g., Die. 1867:
~estok, -oka, -bko.

R* same as R just above, but when non-desinential stress is
s~ecific~lly cited by the dictionary; e.g., 'rad, r~da,
rado, (rady) ', vs. the usual abbreviated designation-'rad,

-a, -o,

(-y) '.
I

I

I

E

end stress, e.g., xor6s, -a, -o, -i.

A

alternating stress, e.g., bos, bosa, boso, bosy.

Ff

fluctuation only in the fern. (with non-desinential
stress in the neut. and pl.), e.g. U~akov:
al,
I
I
f
l
ala, ala, aly.

Ffnp

fluctuation in the fern., neut., and pl., e.g.,
I
I
t
I
I
I
t
vellk, -lka, -1ko, -1k1.

Fnp

fluctuation only in the neut. and pl. (with E in
the fern.) 1 e.g., bel, bela, belo, b~ly.

Fp

fluctuation only in the pl. (with E in the fern. and
R in the neut.) e.g., O~egov '60:
slab, slaba,
slabo, sL3.by.

F

fluctuation

NSF

no short form is given (in a dictionary).

t

t

t

The adj. in question is not given in the dictionary.
X

A special problem or pattern exists, and the reader
is referred to the end of the chart, where adjs.
marked X are treated alphabetically.
(omitted here,
in article)

1 Either because the adj. is omitted or because the dictionary was not completed; the latter case pertains onlv to Die. 1895.
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1789 1822 1799 1805 1826 1813 1834 1835 1847 1867 1895 1901 Ui, '49·'53 AkN He
nizkij

R

R

R

R

R

noskij

E

R

R

R

novyj

E

R

R

nravnyj

R

R

R

R

A

E

A

A

· · A A

A

A

A A A A A

R R

A A R

R

R R

R

R

R R R R* R

R

R

R

R

A

A

A

A Fp

A

A

A

R

R

R

R NSF

R

R

NSF R

R

R

R NSF R R* R

·

nudnyj
nuinyj

A

R

R

R

R

R

R NSF

R

obs~ij

R

R

R

R

R

R

R NSF

R

okruglyj
ostryj
otdalennyj

NSF NSF NSF

R NSF NSF NSF

E

E

E

NSF NSF NSF NSF NSF NSF

R

E

E

E

otvlecennyj NSF NSF NSF NSF NSF NSF NSF

E

·

R

A

R

A A

R A A

A

Fp

Fp

Fp

«

A

Fp Fp Fp

·

NSF A

NSF

A

A

A

A

A

A

·

NSF R

R

NSF

R

NSF

R

NSF

R

R

Fnp

X

Fnp

•

X

X

X

R X R

NSF X

R*

R ~

R R* R R R

R

R

R

R

A A
!

E

E

E

·

oxocij

R

R

R

R

R

R

R NSF

R

R

padkij

A

R

R

R NSF

R

R

R

R

·

NSF R

R

R

NSF NSF NSF NSF NSF NSF NSF NSF NSF NSF

·

NSF R

NSF

R

pegij

X

•

pestryj

E

R

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

R Fnp

Fnp

p1 janyj

R

R

E

E

E

E

R

X R

R

A Fnp

A

A

plavkij

A R A R R R R NSF NSF NSF

·

NSF R NSF

R

R

·

NSF A

R

R

·

NSF A

A

A

plavnyj
plavyj

ploskij

NSF

R

R

R

R R R X NSF NSF

R

R

R

R

R NSF NSF

R

R NSF

R NSF NSF

A A Fp Fp

·
R

R NSF NSF

E

Bie1. ~ 1957 AO '60

Fnp F

Fnp Fnp Fnp Fnp Fnp

R

NSF R
X

NSF NSF

R

R R

X R
R

R

R R* R

Fnp Fnp Fnp Fnp Fnp
A A
R

R

~np

A A

R

R* R

R R

R A A

A A

A A A

R

R A NSF NSF
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SAUSSURE, THE GREAT RECONCILER 1
Gerald Cohen
I. INTRODUCTION
In spite of the abundant praise and analysis received by the
Cours, I have had the strong impression that much of the praise
comes with little real understanding of Saussure's thinking and
that the analyses present a classic case of seeing the trees but
not the forest. After reading various treatments on Saussure, I
was struck not by the lucidity of his presentation but by the disconnected nature of his proposals. There does not seem to be much
connection, for example, between the langue-parole distinction and
the syntagmatic-associative axes, nor is it at all clear how these
two areas tie in with the much-heralded signifier-signified distinction. And how did Saussure arrive at his various suggestions?
What was the motivating force behind his setting them forth? In
graduate school I was left with the impressi on that Saussure's
Cour~ was handed down like the tablets at Mount Sinai -- a sort of
revealed truth whose origin is not to be questioned and which is
to be held in awe by all who contemplate it.
Fortunately, not everyone approaches Saussure this way. Rulon
Wells (1947: 1), for example, has commented on the obscurity of
Saussure's thought, and I consider his observations to be as applicable today as when they were made forty years ago.
'The Cours ... strikes the reader as very often obscure in
intention, not seldom inconsistent with itself, and in the
main too barren of detail to be satisfying. In short it
needs exegesis.'
Or as a graduate st~dent once put it:
Saussure is vague.'

'Everyone knows that

II. A REAPPRAISAL
In view of the uncertainty surrounding Saussure's basic
intentions, I would like now to set forth my own views:
I believe that linguists have missed the central idea of the
Cours, namely that Saussure is here The Great Reconciler.

1
2

This article first appeared in Comments on Etymology vol. 8,
no. 1, Oct. 1, 1978.
Columbia, N.Y., 1963; everyone= all the graduate students.
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He is confronting the various groups of opposing linguists
and saying:
'Stop squabbling; you're all correct.'
Should this interpretation be right, Saussure's contribution
to linguistics would have to be fundamentally re-evaluated. His
Cours would no longer be a document prepared as a manifesto for a
new linguistic science, but would be rather a conservative work,
aiming for compromise. In fact, I view the Cours as being almost
a political document -- with something for everybody.
There is of course no denying that the Cours had a revolutionary impact on twentieth century linguistics, but this impact
was due less to Saussure's intentions than to the Young Turk
linguists who were eager for a break with the past and used the
Cours to help effect this break. But although they have stated
that Saussure is their spiritual mentor, their work is in fact a
violation of the true spirit of the Cours, viz. one of reconciliation. To some extent the Cours is like the Magna Carta, a document whose revolutionary impact would have astounded the men who
prepared it.
And of course there are some new ideas set forth in the Cours.
But except for Saussure's view of language as a system (held alread:
in his dissertation, written at age 22), these ideas seem periphera .
to what linguists regard as his central contributions.
III. CONCILIATION VIA SYNTHESES
When reading Saussure one must bear in mind the importance
attached to syntheses in the nineteenth century (cf. Hegel), which
influenced Saussure most directly by the Young Grammarians' synthesis of the !hen conflicting physiological and psyc~ological
.
approaches.
Saussure himself produced at least f1ve syntheses 1n
his Cours, which I suppose were intended to reassure the conflicting schools that they each had worth.

1

In Hegelian terms, the naturalists represented 'thesis'
(language is an organism), which gave rise to the 'antithesis' (i.e., the psychological school, which rebelled against
the naturalists and argued that language is a psychical
activity), with th e Young Gr a mmarians providing the synthesis: Language has both a physiological and psychological
side. The first side is that language is an organism,
subject to natural laws, which suffer no exceptions other
than those from the other side, viz. psychology (here =
analogy) .
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(1)

Should language be studied historically (as propounded by the
19th century historical linguists) or non-historically (e.g.,
the phoneticians)? Saussure's answer:
do both. He then gave
a Greek name to each approach -- diachronic and synchronic -which by implication was an official stamp of approval on each
approach. The twentieth century of course witnessed the dramatic decline of diachronic linguistics in favor of synchrony,
but the frequent assertion that this development is traceable
to Saussure is surely a misinterpretation; Saussure saw the
two approaches as co-equal.

(2)

Is there such a thing as a language community (e.g., as the
Young Grammarians assumed), or are there just individual
speakers (e.g., as Steinthal and Vossler assumed)? Saussure's
reply:
there are both. And once again he coined terms to
give official blessing to each approach:
langue - the language of the community
parole - the individual representation of langue
language - langue and parole combined.
Langue of course has received far more attention than parole
among twentieth century linguists, but the neglect of parole
cannot be justifiably based on Saussure's work (as e.g.,
Chomsky has done).
Saussure saw langue and parole as co-equal.

(3)

Can language be dissected like an animal (physiological
approach; phoneticians) or is psychology an integral part of
language (as argued by the adherents of the psychological
trend in linguistics)? Saussure's reply: both approaches
are valid.
Therefore:

physiological

-

signifier

psychological

-

signified

accoust i c
image
concept

sun, soleiAletc.

'
-o,

.,

\

~
linguistic
sign

Saussure then proceeded further, asserting:
(1) The chain of
speech is linear; here he presented a 'simple sign' (which
cannot be analyzed into constituent signs), and a 'syntagme'
(which consists of two or more meaningful parts), and (2) the
sign is arbitrary. The purp?se of t~e first.asser~ion is to
discuss language from the po1nt of v1ew of d1ssect1on, thereby
incorporating a feature of the phys~ological approach into . his
theorizing. In addition to the obv1ous background connect 1on
of dissecting in the biological sciences, we deal with t he
phoneticians' concern with the dissection of a word i nt o its
component sounds and the dissection of sounds into phon e tically
minimal ·elements.
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As for Saussure's second assertion (that the sign is arbitrary), we deal here with a rejection of onomatopoeia in word
formation; and at first glance it might seem that Saussure is
here avoiding a consensus-position in favor of taking a fir~
stand on behalf of one of two opposing views. But this initial impression is deceptive.
By the time Saussure gave his
lectures for the Cours, onomatopoeia as an important source
of word-formation was in considerable disrepute due to the
rejected bow-wow theory of language origin.
Saussure's stand
against onomatopoeia was therefore not a dramatic rejection.
It may rather be likened to the non-controversial stands politicians sometimes take, e.g., for motherhood and the flag.
(5)

Is language mytable (as e.g., Vossler and Steinthal argued)
or immutable?
Saussure's answer:
It is both. Saussure
produced two analogies to support this view, both well-known
of course. According to the first analogy, language may be
likened to a street -- a city street can change (new buildings on either side, street repaved and renamed; hence
mutable) -- but it is still the same street (hence immutable). And in the second analogy, language is likened to a
chess game. The pieces can be changed (therefore mutable;
e.g., substitute an ivory pawn for one made of wood) --but
they are still the same pieces (therefore immutable) . One
can even substitute e.g., a coin for a castle, and if the
players agree that the coin functions as a castle -- then
nothing has really changed.
Saussure then reached his conclusion that language has form
but not substance, a dictum that has led to as much confusion

1

Just as a reminder, we deal here with the debate concerning
the mutability of meanings, which is traceable to Steinthal's
interest in individual psychology. According to this view
each individual stamps a word with his own individual psychology. Words therefore acquire their actual use only at
the moment they are spoken. Since people continually find
themselves in different emotional environments, the shade of
meaning imparted to the words will be different. What has
once been said can therefore never be repeated.
Surprisingly, Leonard Bloomfield, while rejecting the
psychological approach, adopted the least tenable part of
this approach, viz. the mutability of meanings concept
(Language, p. 13 9) :
'In order to give a scientifically accurate definition
of meaning for every form of a language, we should have
to have a scientifically accurate knowledge of everything in the speaker's world ... '
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as enlightenment, and I would now like to ask: Just what
does Saussure's conclusion on form and substance mean?
I assume that Saussure's statement must be read with the
chess-game analogy firmly in mind. With respect to a chess
game, his statement is quite clear: the shape and texture of
the pieces are irrelevant as long as both players know the
function of each piece.
With respect to historical linguistics, his statement is at
least partially clear: Latin frater (= brother) may come to
be pronounced frere in modern French, but the function (e.g.,
meaning) of frere is the same as frater.
But when one leaves
the domain of semantics and enters phonology, the relevance
of Saussure's statement is not at all clear. For example,
Old English /u/ became /au/ in Middle English; cf. Scottish
hus vs. Modern English house.
But what relevance do 'form'
and 'substance' have here? The answer I suppose is none, and
I am therefore led to believe that Saussure never intended
his form-substance distinction to be carried into phonology.
Furthermore, with respect to synchronic linguistics, 'form'
and 'substance' may ·have no relevance at all.
I draw a
complete blank when I try to imagine what 'form' could mean
here.
(6)

Possibly one can detect a sixth synthesis in the Cours: a
yearning for something new combined with a defense of the old.
The defense of the old may be seen in Saussure's incorporation of the main linguistic theories of his day into his own
theorizing. And his yearning for something new may be seen
in two quotes:
(a)

(from Saussure's students, in preface to the first edition of the Cours) :
'We have often heard Ferdinand de
Saussure deplore the lack of principles and methods
which characterized linguistics in the midst of which
his genius matured, and all his life he stubbornly
sought the fundamental laws that could orient his
thinking through this chaos.'

(b)

(Saussure, at the very end of chapter 1):
' ... and still
today the fundamental problems of general linguistics
await a solution.'

Ironically, too, there was a seventh synthesis. Saussure's
students themselves mention that the Cours is a synthesis,
drawn from the notes of the various students who took
Saussure's class (given three times, with differences each
time) and from Saussure's limited personal notes.
Now, if Saussure so clearly desired something new, how can I
say that his work is basically conservative? My answer is that
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there is a big difference between announcing an interest in producing something genuinely new and actually producing it.
One has
only to look at some of the modern 'revolutions' in linguistic
theory, which upon close analysis seem to be merely traditional
grammar slightly revised and in disguise.
One might.also bear in
mind the well recognized observation that the most creative
thinking is usually produced by scholars in their twenties and
thirties, with the remaining years being devoted to a deepening
and broadening of these initial insights.
(Cf. in this connection
Saussure's doctoral dissertation, with its dramatic defense of
language as a system) • If Saussure had not achieved his desired
insights by his mid-40's (and apparently he did not; for if he
did, he would have written them down, at least in his personal
notes) , one may justifiably suspect that he was simply incapable
of producing these insights as he approac~ed 50 (he died at 56) .
IV. LANGUAGE AS A SYSTEM
Saussure's concern with language as a system is of course well
recognized to go back to his student days, when he brilliantly discussed the origin of the IE long vowels.
I would just like to note
here that Saussure's view of language as a system was possibly
inspired by the view of language as an organism; i.e., we would
deal with the various systems (digestive, etc.) in living organisms.
By the 1870's the term 'organism' was out (and derided by Saussure
himself in the Cours), while 'system' was perfectly acceptable.
Hence 'system' is the word that was used in the Cours and then held
as an article of faith by twentieth century linguists. Saussure of
course used 'system' in his langue-parole distinction and in his
chess-game analogy; in both cases he was combining his thinking of
language as a system with other concerns (language community vs.
individual speakers dispute, and the mutable-immutable dispute of
the 19th-early 20th centuries).
Note may also be made that Saussure's view of language as a
system has been assigned an overly-important role in the Cours,
thereby obscuring what I consider to be the main, i.e., conciliating, theme of the book. This possible misinterpretation of
system's importance in the Cours seems to me to be due to:
(1)
the undeniable importance of system in Saussure's doctoral dissertation (written at age 22; there was of course a lot of water
under the bridge by the time Saussure gave his Cours lectures),
{2) the dramatic and oft-cited quote that 'La langue est un
systeme ou tout se tient,' (but in the mid-60's William Moulton
discovered to everyone's embarrassment that the quote does not
appear in the Cours), and (3) Roman Jakobsen's dramatic application of Saussure's language-is-a-system view to Russian phonological developments.
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ORIGIN OF THE LINEAR B CHARACTERS DENOTING ~' ~'

!' u1

Gerald Cohen
The origin of the Aegean scripts is currently shrouded in
mystery.
The most popular theory, which sees the progression
'Cretan hieroglyphs > Linear A > Linear B' encounters two major
difficulties:

(1)

Most of the characters of Linear A and B cannot be convincingly traced back to the hieroglyphs, and scholars have often
been unable to reconstruct even tentatively the original
pictures that supposedly gave rise to the various characters.

(2)

In the few instances where a character of Linear A or B bears
some resemblance to a Cretan hieroglyph, it is far from
certain that the hieroglyph is in fact the forerunner of the
later character. If Linear A 1r (= a), for example, is
derived from the Cretan hieroglyph of a double-edged axe
( ~ ) , the pronunciation of the hieroglyph would have had
to ~egin with a-.
(The acrophonic principle in the development of the alphabet is well recognized.)
However, the
pronunciation of the hieroglyphs is of course totally unknown, and hence any theory based on them must be regarded as
purely speculative.

I would also add that a look at the literature on the origin
of the Aegean scripts turns up a disappointingly small amount of
detail on this subject. Most discussions are very general,
treating the historical and cultural background of the writing
system but not the origin of the individual characters.
In spite of all this mystery, I am able to offer at least
some clarification:
the Linear B characters denoting a, e, i, and
~ are transparently der~ved from the consonantal signs-of-a
Semitic writing system,
just as occurred in later Greek. The
characters we deal with are:

1
2

~

= ~'

~

= -e

Vlw

ha
= --

r

=

i

f

=

u
-

This article is excerpted from my 1976 working paper in
Comments on Etymology and contains a few revisions.
The specific Semitic writing system upon which Linear B is
based may be no longer attested, but it is not essential for
understanding the developments suggested here.
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The letter A in Greek is recognized as a borro~ing from
Phoenician >aleph-( <( ) , a type of guttural sound.
In order to
render vowels (not denoted in Semitic writing), the Greeks are
known to have ignored the initial guttural sound and taken the
following vowel in the name of the letter. Therefore: A from
>a-leph.
>Aleph means 'ox' in Semitic, and the original-picture
in fact denoted an ox. Linear B ~ and ~,v also clearly represent
an ox, although some simplification has occurred here.
In 1r we
see the horns, top of the head, and a simplified representation of
the face (reduced to a single line) . In vfv (= ha) the horns are
gone but the eyes are represented. The appearance of h- here is
clearly due to the guttural pronunciation of >aleph in Semitic.
Linear A~ is virtually identical to Linear B lr· The origin of
the additional short line of top (1r'vs.1r) is not clear,
although it possibly arose in connection with the simplification
of the earlier picture of the ox (e.g.,~)
represents the
horns but not the two ears of the ox, and the additional short
line was possibly intended as a token representation of the ears.
If so, the Linear A form would be closer to the original than
Linear B
(short line is lost) .

;1r

1r

Note may also be made of the Chinese character for 'cow;
which displays a striking resemblance to the character
denot1ng ~ in the Aegean scripts. The Chinese character:
ox':~ · ,

(1)

retains the horizontal line denoting the top of the head
(ditto for Linear A, B).

(2)

has simplified the two lines portraying the face to a single
vertical line perpendicular to the line denoting the head
(ditto for Linear A, B).

(3)

has removed one of the horns.

The bottom horizontal line of~ represents either the
(removed) horn or the simplified face (two lines to one; the
second line might have been rearranged) .
The Greek letter E is also recognized as coming from a
Semitic source, viz. Phoenician~ (= ~; name of letter: he),
which in turn is taken from 8 (= Qet;~ originally a picture of a
fence) . In order to render the sound /e/ the Greeks ignored the

1

2

The Phoenician form <( is assumed to derive from an earlier
~(not attested), which represents the face, horns, a nd
ears of an ox. The letter was turned on its side in
Phoenician and then turned sideways again when it entered
Greek.
(= h; bottom two bars of
Cf. Hebrew ~ (= h), derived from
the fence are lost in Hebrew) .

n

~
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initial £ of he and took the following vowel.
The same development apparently occurred in Linear B, except that here the sign
for~ <A) was derived directly from Semitic ~·
Phoenician B
is the same as Linear B ~ excluding two changes:
in Linear B the
top of the character has become pointed {hence the top bar of the
fence is ~one) , and the remaining two bars have been raised
somewhat.
The pointing of the top of this letter also occurred
in Ethiopic 11\ (= l)) •
There is no character for e in Linear A. We therefore
clearly see in ~ a feature of Linear B that is not derived from
Linear A (or a hieroglyph) and which can be traced directly from
Semitic.
The letter I in Greek is recognized as being derived from the
Semitic letter ~-{yod; hence Greek iot-a), with the slight change
of the consonantal y to its vocalic equivalent (i). 2he Semitic
letter yod could represent the hand or the whole arm;
cf.
Phoenician~, which portrays the arm and (at the top) two fingers. Linear B f likewise represents the hand and arm. The
vertical line represents the arm, and the three lines at the top
represent the fingers. The short horizontal line between the
fingers and arm is problematical, although this problem is paralleled by If = u (discussed below) , which also contains an additional short line not found in the Semitic original.
(As for
Linear A Y' = l, this sign seems to be a later distortion of the
hand) .
Greek U is known to be from Semitic wau {= /w/; originally a
picture of
hook). The Phoenician letter-{Y) entered Greek both
as a consonant (j= = w; 'digarnma') and its vocalic equivalent,
viz. u, for which the vertical line of y was lost. Linear B ~
and Linear A ~ clearly resemble Phoenician wau and Greek
digamma, and they are therefore clearly derived from a Semitic
writing system. The only unclear point here is the origin of the
short vertical line at the top of the character j+(cf. a similar
problem for ~ ; discussed above) .

a

1

Note may also be made of the varieties of ~ in Linear B:
ft -f-T -A f-t . Scholars may wish to see one of these forms
as original, but until such a view is put forth and defended,
I prefer to regard these forms as secondary to 1t.

2

Ullman (1927:
317) writes: 'Yod means not only the hand, but
sometimes the wrist (Gen. 24:---22), sometimes the whole arm
(Je. 38: 12). The related Assyrian word td(u) means the arm
with the hand.
The Byblos inscriptions make it quite clear
that yod comes from the hieroglyph of a side view of the bent
right hand, together with the forearm and a part of the upper
arm.'
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Of the vowels, only the letter for o is a puzzle to me.
Semitic has no letter denoting o, and Greek does not provide much
help here. Greek £ is known to-be derived from Semitic ~yin,
originally a picture of the eye. There is no o sound in <ayin,
however, and Greek £ apparently arose by a blend of two factors:
Semitic letter ~yin (= eye) + the Greek word for 'eye'
(ophthalmos), with the first sound of the Greek worq (rather than
the Semitic one) being taken to render the sound o.
But all this
information seems unable to shed any light on Linear B C1 = o
(Linear A does not have a character for o). As a result, the
origin of this sign must currently be labeled an unsolved problem.
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INTERJECTIONS AS A SOURCE OF STANDARD MORPHOLOGICAL ELEMENTSl
Gerald Cohen
It is already well recognized that some morphological
elements derive from interjections, e.g., Russian eto 'this'
< e (English Hey!) +to 'that'; semantically 'hey that!'>
'this'.
Spanish he aqUI (=French voici) means literally
'hey here!' Hittite ebu is an interjection meaning 'up!,
over here!', which can also be used as the usual 2 pers. sg.
imper. of u~a 'to come'; see Friedrich (1960: 90), who adds
that ehu in its verbal meaning can even take prefixes, e.g.
kattan eQu 'come down'.
But such items have received only passing mention in
various reference works -- apparently due to the widespread
assumption that interjections are only peripherally important
as a source of morphological elements. A comparative look at
the available evidence, however, may call this assumption into question:
interjections may in fact turn out to be the
source of many morphological features whose origin is supposed
to be hopelessly lost in prehistory.
A detailed treatment of the whole subject will ultimately
be desirable, but for the moment I will limit myself to an
initial step towards this goal:
the presentation of some relevant examples and a bibliography.
A.

EGYPTIAN WORDS FROM INTERJECTIONS

Egyptian apparently shows a greater tendency to form words
onomatopoetically or from interjections than most other languages do. Onomatopetically there are the obvious examples
mau 'cat,' au 'dog,' auau 'dog, jackal,' (cf. English childish
a-bow-wow and German childish ein Wauwau), ba 'ram•.2
Meanwhile interjections seem clearly to underlie oaa 'rejoice,' aa 'great•,3 ( < Ahhh!), and aau 'aged' (Budge 1971:
45; the picture portrays a man leaning on a staff; aau appar1 This article is revised from a working paper in Comments
on Etymology,
IX, #12-13, March 15/April 1 1980 .. -- I here
owe a considerable debt to Jacques Rosenman (Aust1n, Texas),
a medical doctor with a passionate interest in historical linguistics, who vigorously drew my attention to interjections and
onomatopoeia. My interest in the present article is limited
to interjections. Dr. Rosenman and I corresponded often in
the 1970s, but stopped in 1980 or 1981, when he was seriousl y
ill, and I do not know if he is still alive.
2 and possibly by extens1on
·
f rom ' ram ' : ba· 'calf. '
3 and by extension:

'elder. '
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ently derives .f rom a groan). .cf. also aaa 'to sleep, slumber,'
apparently from Ahhh, uttered as one lies-down after a hard
day's WOrk; > aaa I grave, tomb; I ah 'pain, grief 1 misery j I
aaiu 'praises', aaui 'adore', and ha 'hail.'
. ,-

Another possibility is Qe~ '•millions of years;' the hieroglyph portrays a man with his arms raised, apparently at the
thought of such a great number. His utterance was therefore
something like 'he-e-y-y!'
B.

TWO EXAMPLES FROM ENGLISH
'

1.
American
and to a much
not appear in
known to most

-0 IN SLANG DADDY-0

(perhaps British too) slang presents daddy-o
lesser extent mommy-o. Although these forms do
the dictionaries or Marchand 1969, they are
Americans. To cite just two examples I remember:

(1)

in a 1950s cartoon. A maternity-ward nurse has just
come out to the waiting room and announces to an
adolescent-looking boy:
'You're a daddy-a'.
(2) a 1950s New York City disk jockey's standard
introduction to his program:
'Hey, monuny-o!
Hey, daddy-a!
This is your engineer
Jock-OHH!
Back on the scene with his record machine .•• '
In daddy-o, we deal apparently with an original 'Daddy,
Oh daddy' ' -- first probably spoken by a child and then - imitated by_ an older child. The second daddy was dropped, leaving daddy Oh, which then quickly (or inunediately) became daddy-a. · Mommy-a is a little-used form that was obviously modeled after daddy-o.
2.

-POO (H) - SUFFIX OF ENDEARMENT

-poo (h) is a suffix of endearment in English, ·used virtually only by women and usually dripping with exaggerated tenderness. Examp~es I can remember encountering are:
(1) Time Magazine, March 19, 1976, p. 10. Gerald
Ford is campaigning in North Carolina·, and the
picture of him greeting the crbwd includes the
following sign held up by a well-wisher:
Smackaroo
Jerry-poe
and
one for
Jack
too.
(2)

New York Daily News, July 19, 1978, p. 19 (last
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item of editorial column):
'The absolute ultimate in sex discrimination complaints has been filed by three men who
claim that they were denied a chance to become
Los Angeles Rams cheerleaders.
We wish the guys luck.
If nothing else, a
decision in their favor might force the Rams to
change the cutesie-pooh name of the rah-rah squad
--the Embraceable Ewes.
Ugh!'
(3)

St . . Louis Post Dispatch, Sunday, May 7, 1978.
Comics section, 'Steve Roper and Mike Nomad. Mike
Nomad's former girlfriend is saying to her new
fiance:
'Maybe Mike would like a little drinkiepoo, honey-buns!'

(4)

icky-pooh!
exclamation uttered by a TV comedienne
during her act - upon taking a drink of something
that tasted very bad.

(5)

stinky-pooh - I have a vague recollection that this
term exists but cannot recall a specific instance
when it was used. A few of my departmental colleagues blushingly inform me that they are only
hazily aware of its existence, and one says he believes it can be used among adults when engaging
in gushing baby-talk ('You stinky-poo'). My own
feeling - perhaps based etymologically - is that
the term refers lovingly to a baby - specifically
one who had just had a bowel movement (cf. the dialectal German reference to a baby as a Scheisserl).l
The -pooh part of stinky-poo is clearly originally
an interjection of m1ld disgust.

(6)

William Safire:
'On Language',:
specific title:
'Sunny Side Up'; NY Times Magazine Section: exact
date: ?; prior to Sept. 1982:
'Not a few is understatement for effect; it
really means a bundle.
It is also cute,
arch and itsy-poo.'

In any case, stinky-poo(h) seems to be clearly the starting point for the poo(h) suffix.
This explains both ickypooh above (example # 4), with substitution o f stinky b y the
semantically and phonetically similar icky, and drinkie-poo
(example #3); the appearance of this latter word in the Mike
Nomad comic strip is due both to the dripping tenderness expressed by poo(h) and the rhyme of drinkie-poo with stinkypoo(h).
1 used tenderly;

Grimm (1893: 2468; under Scheiszer)
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H OF INTERJECTION MAY EMERGE OFFICIALLY AS K

A few examples illustrate that forms with k may derive
from an original h and hence be classified with-other forms
in (h)a;
(1)

Finnish (Alanne 1968: 226): ka! = look! what do
you know? oh, (oh) my! bless-me!
ka kummaa =Well, I never, that's remarkable!
wonder of wonders!1
ka sinahan, sinakos se olet! - Why, it's you!
bless me, it's you!

(2)

(Budge 1971:

Egyptian: ka = verily, indeed.
E.g.
116): ka anx-a = verily I shall live.
D.

ARMENIAN AHA

Armenian aha (= French voici, voila) is clearly derived
from an interjection -- just as the he of Spanish he aqu{
(= French voici) is. The interjection is the same as in English 'Aha! I thought so!', and an illustration of its use as
voici/voila appears in Garibjan-Garibjan (1965: 95):
Aha
'
Here

handic

fro~ the
field

E.

galis e
1

comes

mi

hogagorc mard

I

a

I

farmer

VOCATIVE OF PIE 0-STEMS

It is of course well recognized that Q and (H)ey are used
as vocatives, but I am not sure that the use of -e for the PIE
vocative of -o- stems has been specifically stated to derive
from the interjection (H)ey.
In case such a specific statement has not yet been made, I would like to make it now.
Therefore, Latin puer-e 'O boy', Greek luk-e 'O wolf', etc.,
owe their -e to the humble interjection (h)ey. For a similar
developmen~ cf. Georgian vocative ~wilo 'O child' (nom.
swili), with -o here clearly derived from the interjection Oh.
And on _a purely speculative note, perhaps the origin of
the PIE o-stems is to be sought in a prehistoric vocative in
-o -- with this vocative ending being promoted to the nominative ( some\vha t like Eng. daddy-o) and thence to the other
cases. Since -o was no longer a clear marker of the vocative,
it \.vas entirelycrowded out from this case by an alternative
vocative interjection:
(h)ey.2
1

2

kununa = \vonder, marvel, surprise.

cf. also Samoan, where e is a particle indicating
the vocative case (Marsack 1970: 140).
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F.

INTERJECTION

> INTERROGATIVE
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PARTICLE

Chinese, Arabic, and Welsh all have an interrogative particle in a, while Hebrew presents a similar ha and Japanese has
ka. We might of course deal merely with coincidence, but in
the spirit of setting a different explanation on the table, I
would suggest that we deal with a slightly modified form of
the interjection huh? For example, in'you're going, huh?', this
huh could emerge as an interrogative particle to be used at
the end of the question.
If the question is repeated for emphasis, though, huh would be sandwiched between two questions
('You're going, huh? You're going?', permitting huh to emerge
as a question particle that precedes the question (if the first
question is dropoed; this is the converse of what haopened to
the -o of daddy-;, discussed above). Note that Chinese a is
both a particle of interrogation and direct address (Chan 1959:
158), which strengthens the assumption that we deal here with
a huh-type interjection.l
Furthermore, huh is not the only interjection used in
questions. At lea~one other, eh?, is also used, and hence
we should be alert to the possibility of the Hungarian interrogative -e deriving from this eh?; e.g., Megirod-e a
levelet? -- 'Are you going to write the letter?'; and since
this -e in Hungarian has broadened its meaning to include 'or'
and 'whether', we should be aware that these meanings may be
rendered in other languages by an original interrogative interjection.
Here now are some examples:
1.
(1)

Chinese

(Chan 1959: 164):
'as an interrogative particle [it)
is placed at the end of a question which is already adequately stated without it.'

1 The observation that many interrogative particles derive
from such interrogative interjections as huh? turns out to be
not original on my part. Dr. Rosenman had already treated
interrogative particles in his unpublished papers and kindly
sent me the relevant material upon receiving a preliminary
draft of my March 15/April 1, 1980 Comments on Etymology
issue; my own observations were reached independently though.
His examples are drawn from numerous languages (including
Chinese, Arabic, and Hebrew; cited in this section), and are
accompanied by such observations as 'Ha in various forms ...
is a universal indicating a question ••. ' and 'informants of
various Slavic dialects and modern Icelandic state that ha is
a particle of questioning whose meaning conforrns closely~o
English huh (a particle of questioning) ... '
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Examples (pp. 161-162):

(2)

(a)

. '
" n1" yu
. . , kungfu meivu a?
.h s1entsa1
not
'
,
' free
no\v
you
havet.
1me
h a ve )

(sentence # 3
'Do you have
free time now: '

question
p a rticle
(b)

' \ven' wo shenuna
/
' a?
... n1.... yao
hua

(sentence #4):
'Do you want to
ask me something?'

\

-~, --~,~ ·-· ~-- --- -~ -

you

want

ask me

something )

(quest. part.)

(c)

Hsientsai n{
(sentence #8):
'Do you have
something you
now you
don't understand
now?'

yu

shemma pu tung a?

~ave s~eth:~~ ~t \

understand )
J

(quest. part.)
2.

Welsh

Referring to modern written Welsh, Bowen-Jones (1960:
26) write:
'To ask a question the interrogative particle A
is substituted for YR with the verb BOD:

Yr wyf i

-

A wyf i

- am I

A ydych chwi
vn hoffi darllen?

- Do you like to read?

am

I

(or:

do I)

'Questions may be put in the past
And on p. 86 they add:
thus with AGOR (to open):
tense in the same way:
A agorasoch chwi'r ffenestr?

- Did you open the window?'

Meanwhile, Morris in his Welsh Grammar (1913: 424-425)
says:
'The interrogative particles are:
[soft] ... ,
e.g. , Middle Welsh: A

wS ost

(1) b e fore verbs,

~

ti. "Dost thou know?", '

and adds:
'These particles originated in indirect questions:
Ac amovyn a Pheredur a welsei y kyfryw varchawc
"and inquiring of Pheredur \vhether he had seen
such a knight."'
However, the development was almost certainly the opposite
to the one Jones gives; i.e. the interrogative was original,
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being at first nothing more than a huh?, and the indirect
usage ('whether') was secondary. C~ungarian below.
3.

Irish

Two examples from Dillon-Cro{n1n (1961: 27, 166):
An bhfuil an dinnear ullamh? - Is (the) dinner ready?
An dtuigeann sibh?- Do you understand? (~ibh- you).
4.

Albanian

Albanian has an interrogative

particle~'

e.g.:

(ti)

je - you are (du bist)
- are you?
(ai) ka - he has
a ka - does he have?

~

See e . g . Cama j

(1 9 6 9 : 9 , 1 0 8 ) .
5.

Assiniboine

The Assiniboine are an Indian tribe of the Great Plains
region, whose language belongs to the Siouan stock. We find
here an interrogative particle he, as illustrated by the following sentences from Levin 1964:
p.83:

~- he went.

fyahe - did he go?
kti - he came back.
kilhe - did he come back?
p.95:

Monday he? -(Is it) Monday?
6.

Osage

In La Flesche' s Dictionary of the Osage. Language one
finds as the first item:
a - an interrogative sign, used at the end of a sentence.
7.

Arabic

Cowan (1958: 11-12) writes:
'The interrogative of simple sentences such as [e.g., "the house is big"] is made by
prefixing the particles hal or ~ (spoken question marks) or
merely by the tone of the voice.
Ja ,anta rajulun ghaniyun?- Are you a rich man?'
8.

Hebrew

Blumenthal-Lewittes (1963:

51) write:

The word ha-im introduces a question ..• Questions may
also be introduced by placing the letter ha before the word
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about which .the question is asked:
hagadol habayit

Is the house big?

halom~d at~h ivrit

- Are you studying Hebrew?
9.

In Dunn-Yanada (1958:

Japanese
9) one finds:

'Questions are asked by putting the particle ka at the
end of the sentence, after the final verb, e.g.,
Is there a book here?- Koko ni hon ga-- ··arimasu
ka.'
--- --- - - ---- ~ - ---· -- ----- --

- -~

As mentioned earlier, h of an interjection can sometimes
emerge as k when the interj~ction formally enters the language as a particle.
10.

Finnish

Finnish presents a n interrogative -ko/-ko, and if Japanese -kamay derive from huh?, the similar Finnish particle may
do so too.
---Information on this particle is given in Whitney (1956:
27 4) ;

'-ko/-ko is the interrogative particle attached to that
word in the sentence about which the question is asked:
Tuleeko han huomenna?

Is he coming tomorrow?

Hanko tulee huomenna?

Is he coming tomorrow?

Huomennako han tulee?

Is he coming tomorrow?

11.

----

Mongolian

The Mongolian interrogative particle uu, seems derivable from huh? Examples of its use can befound in Hangin
1968; e.g.~.l:
(freely) How are you?

ta sairn bainuu

literally: ta 'you', saim 'good',
bain 'be, is~ uu (question particle).
12.

Hungarian

Hungarian presents an interrogative -e, which would derive from eh? rather than huh? Examples of its use are given
in Wojatsek:ll964: 156), with the original interrogative meaning clearly seen in the following sentence?
Megirod-e a levelet- 'Are you going to write a letter?'
Presumably, though, the -e originally appeared at the end o f
a sentence (You're going-,-eh?).
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This -e then came to mean 'or' and 'whether'. The movement towards 'or' possibly came in a sentence of the following type (Wojatsek ibid~ :
Ki ez? Tanar-e, orvos-e? - Who is it? A professor or
a doctor? Originally:
'Who is it? A professor, eh?
A doctor, eh?
The meaning 'whether' clearly arose from the interrogative via the shift of direct discourse to indirect discourse.
E.g., 'Tell me: is he going' if understood as indirect discourse would come out meaning:
'Tell me whether he is going.'
Cf. Russian li, which is both an interrogative particle (e.g.,
Budet li on doma? 'Will he be home?' and a particle meaning
'whether': My ne znaem budet lion doma 'We don't know whether he will be home'.)
Two Hungarian examples are:
Akarom tudni, szereted-e az almat? -

'I want to know
whether you like
apples.'

Mondja meg, kerem, edes-e az alma? -

'Tell me please
whether the apple
is sweet.'

13.

GREEK

Greek presents a particle e with several meanings, all
of which point to an original interjection. First, there is
a pure interjection itself:l ~, ~ siBpa 'what ho, be silent'.
Of course instead of Liddell-Scott's 'what ho', we really deal
with '(h)ey! (h)ey!'
Then one finds e with just a different
accent as (1) a strengthening/confirming particle ('in truth,
verily, of a surety') and an interrogative particle ('sometimes it may be rendered 'what?, pray?, can it be?'). An example (not in Liddell-Scott) is e epheres 'did you carry?'.
The Greek information seems to indicate that we deal
with an original interjection (h)ey, which became both a
strengthening particle ('He-e-e-y-y! That's really good')
and an interrogative particle ('Hey! Are you crazy?'). The
question could originally have easily been rendered by just
the tone of voice, and the Hey was later retained as an interrogative particle.
'OR',

'WHETHER'

In discussing the Hungarian interrogative -e above, I
mentioned that this particle extended its meaning to include
'or' , 'whether' •
1 The following Greek examples are mainly from LiddellScott.
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Since the situation seems fairly cl~ar in Hungarian,
this language may serve as a guidepost for other languages
where the development of 'or'/'whether' < interrogative particle < interjection may not be as evident.
The first language
is Greek, where ~ means both 'or' and 'whether' (the latter in
indirect questions, e.g., eipe ~ ... 'say whether ... ').
And secondly, there is Japanese (Dunn-Yanada 1958:

42):

' ... You have met ka as a particle at the end of a sentence to make i t interrogative; placed between nouns
it acts like the English "or", or like "either ... or".
Thus Hon ka zassi o yonde imasu.
book or a magazine n.'
G.

"He is reading either a

INTERJECTION) 'BUT'/'AND'l

It is known that Russian /eto/ 'this' rather than the
phonologically expected /jeto/2 is due to the e of this word
originally being an interjection. This observation is relevant to Russian a 'but', 'and', which also should have acquired an initial /j/; cf. jabloko 'apple'.
It therefore
seems possible that a 'but', 'and', like thee- of /eto/,
failed to acquire an-initial
/j/ because it was an interjection.
We would deal with an original situation of someone trying to remember several persons or things; one or two might
not come to mind at once, and then the speaker, after straining the memory a bit, would say:
'Ah! ... ' (e.g., 'Jack, Jim,
Bill .•• ah! John too!').
Here ah! =and. Or if his friend
v1ould provide the information ( 'Ahl you forgot John!'), ah could
mean 'but'.
All this might seem quite hypothetical were it not for the
presence of similar sounding words in a in several not-directly related languages.
For example, when one encounters Irish
ach 'but' and Hebrew >ab 'but', one might suspect that a similar linguistic process produced both forms (independently, of
course). One can always return to the standard explanation
that we deal merely with coincidence, but no harm can come
from at least temporarily considering an alternative possibility.
Other forms of note here (meaning 'and') are Luwian ha,
ac, and Finnish ka (in e.g., enka 'and not I').

Welsh~,

1

Rosenman (1982:
15-16) arrived independently at this
same suggestion (advanced by me in my April 1, 1980 Comments
on Etymology working paper).
2
rnitial e in Russian normally acquired a preceding /j/.
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One might also re-examine other words for 'and' in the
Indo-European languages.
Specifically words in e may be suspec~ed of deriving from a hey-type interjection.- This is especlally true of Slavic i ('and';< ei), for which Russian, at
least,presents many usages that have nothing to do with 'and'
but which may be plausibly derived from an original interjection.
E.g., i is sometimes used as a strengthening element,
as in Ja tak i znal 'I knew it!'.
I

I

so

I

knew

Cf. also Latin et ('and'; origin of-t here?)
uanian e 'but'.

and Old Lith-

Meanwhile, Greek kai 'and' might represent a blend of a
ha and a (h)ey-type interjection.
H.

RUSSIAN ETO ONCE MORE AND THE INDO-EUROPEAN 'DEICTIC
PARTICLEf"""E

A clear appreciation that Russian eto derives from (h)ey!
+a demonstrative pronoun (previously discussed)! permits one
to recognize that thee- of e.g., Greek e-keinos is none other
than the same interjection. At the moment this Greek e- and
its counterparts (in Russian, Oscan, etc.) are referrea-to as a
'deictic particle' or (Chantraine, under ekei) 'une vieille
particule demonstrative'. We deal, howev~not just with
some bloodless 'deictic particle' or a mysterious old demonstrative particle; we see rather the interjection hey! - an
observation that both clarifies the origin of e.g., theeof Greek ekeinos and justifies a researcher in his searc~
for other examples of particles emerging from interjections.
Cf. also Russian tak 'thus, so' etakii 'such: what (a)',
which are both colloquial variations of the more usual tak
and takoj.
Of interest too are Hungarian~ 'this' (e.g~~
heten 'this week';) and its variants ez and erne, and Etruscan
ec- 'this, the' (Stoltenberg 1950: 18). Late Sumerian also
presents at least one example of~ meaning 'this': alan-e
'this statue' (alan= statue), cited in D'jakonov (1967: 432434, item #35; on p.433 D'jakonov translates alan-e as

1 I am indebted to Anne Pennington, one of my professors
at Oxford University (1962-1963) for the information that
in Russian eto derives from (h)ey. A search for this derivation in print, meanwhile, leads to Vasmer, where the information can be found after a round-about trip: under eto he
calls e- a demonstrative particle beside ~ and refers the
reader~o vot (=French voici, voila), where the dialectal
variant oto is cited; and o- here is directly called an
interjection.

e-
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'this statue,' and on p. 434 says '-e here is a demonstrative
. pronoun. •1
I.

INTERJECTION (H)EY! >VERBAL FORMS IN

E~

-E

It is first of all possible that the IE imperative in
-e may derive from (h)ey:
'Run (h)ey, run!', with the (h)ey
then shifting back onto the verb. Cf. the -o of daddy-o (discussed above), which apparently underwent a-similar shift of
position. Hence, e.g., PIE *bhere 'carry!' (>Greek phere).
Cf. also the past tense in e-, e.g., Greek e-paideusa 'I
taught'. The original context might have been sonething like
'Hey, I did that already', or 'Hey! he fell!'
And if (h)ey
was being used in PIE to express both a command and a past
tense, we should not be surprised that one hey! gravitated toward the end (in the imperative) while the other remained at
the beginning. We would deal here with a case of semantic
differentiation according to position.
J.

INTERJECTIONS:

INDIRECT (

DIRECT DISCOURSE

For an example, see the treatment above on Welsh (p. 126),
and here is one more:
English hey as described in Hamp 1986.
Hamp draws attention to an interesting syntactic use of hey,
as illustrated by a sentence from the NY Times, l/13/1986.
'Up until that point, Pennzoil had been arguing that,
hey, they are reasonable people, the court in Texas is
reasonable, and they don't need any Federal action . . . . '
Hamp comments that this particle is an assent-seeking predicate whose complement is what immediately follows, and
I would just like to go a step further by suggesting the
origin of this sort of usage:
1)

The starting point is direct speech, where Hey! initiates a statement objecting to one just made, e.g.:
A.
B.

2)

Willie McGee should have scored on that hit.
Hey! Give him a break. His knees are still
weak from the operation.

Then by extension to indirect speech:
He argued that, hey, McGee's knees are still weak
from the operation.
1

.
He meant demonstrative adjective', though, as is
clear from his translation of alan-e on p. 433.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

At the moment I frankly have no idea how many of the
suggestions above will be accepted by other linguists, either right away or after further argumentation. Still, it
would be surprising if at least a particle or two are not
clarified when the dust settles.
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ORIGIN OF THE GREEK PARTICLE DEl
Gerald Cohen
The de particle appears independently with the meaning
'but; and' and as the final part of ho-de, he-de, to-de 'hie,
haec, hoc,' but in both cases its origin is thus far obscure.
Buck (1933: 224), for example, mentions that ho-de et al. are
derived from ho et al. plus the particle -de but is silent as
to its origin-.- Frisk 1960 follows Leumann's suggestion that
de arose from de, but the etymology of this latter form is itself unknown; cf. Chantraine:
'Et.: Ignoree; indo-eur. *de,
cf. lat de?'
I believe I see a possible solution, however: we may deal
with none other than the same (h)ey! interjection that is already recognized to appear as e- in Russian etot 'this' (<interjection (h)ey! + tot 'that'~ In Greek the interjection appeared after the (neuter) *tod rather than before it, very
possibly because of its intermediary role in the exclamation:
'That one.

Hey, that one!'

Then, through frequent use:
tode, which through metanalysis
was thought of as to + de.
I can envisage two possibilities
here:
(1) When -d of *tod dropped, resulting in attested to,
-de was vietvedas an emphatic particle added to this to--,-or:
(2) When tode arose, original *tod was incorrectly viewed
as a shortened form of tode. With -d- belonging to the particle -de, the -d of *tod must have seemed anomalous and was
dropped throug~hypercorrection.
In any case, -de was regarded as an emphatic particle and
its use was extended to the masculine and feminine: ho-de,
he-de.
A further step was made when this emphatic -de was used
after nouns as well as the demonstrative pronoun. E.g. 'You
take the chickens. The cows, they're not for sale.' The use
of an emphatic particle after 'the cows' here renders the notion 'but,' and de was now on its way to achieving its status
as an independen~particle.
As for the Greek particle de, this seems to have originated just as de did, but with a-bit more emphasis:
'he-e-y'
vs. 'hey' .

1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology, vol. 13,
no. 11-12, March 1/March 15, 1984, pp. 6-7.
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I.

PLURAL FIRST, THEN SINGULAR!
Gerald Cohen

Etymologists should be aware that a noun does not necessarily have to be borrowed in the singular; it may be borrowed in
the plural and then form a singular secondarily.2 For example,
one etymology for the controversial Greek pallakis 'concubine' is
that the word was borrowed from Hebrew pilege~ 'ibid.'. But it
would be more accurate to su~gest that this noun was borrowed in
the plural form: pilag~-im. The borrowers apparently recognized
-im as a marker of the Hebrew plural and discarded it, but the
first part was retained. Then a few changes occurred:
(1)

!

(2)

2

(3)

i-a > a-a: pallaks.
I have no explanation for this change
but ~vould note that a very similar change apparently occurred
in Greek agal-ma 'ornament'; see Cohen 1976 where I suggest
that agal- here derives from Hebrew or Phoenician cagil
'earring'.

(4)

The suffix -aks was then subject to some variations: -eks,
-ake, -akis,-although I do not know precisely how these variations arose.

> ~, as occurred regularly in Semitic borrowings into Greek,
since Greek did not have /s/.

> ks

by assimilation:

*pillaks

PROTO-GERMANIC *BOT 'HOUSE'
Secondly, there is an interesting example in Old Swedish and
Old Danish both 'hut, tent' (English booth - borrowed from Old
Danish). This form indicates that Proto-Germanic had -6- here,
and so *bot may be tentatively reconstructed.
I say tentatively,
because other forms point to -u-, e.g.:
MHG buode 'hut, hent'
NHG Bude 'dwelling'
Old Irish both < *buta
Lithuanian~as 'house'
But this u may be secondary arising under the influence of PIE
*bhu 'be'; i.e., a 'hut' is the place where one lives/is. Cf.
Kluge-Mitzka 1963, under Bude:
1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology, vol. 13, no. 15,
May 1, 1984, pp. 7-8.
2 r do not take credit for being the first to advance this
suggestion. John Fairman Brown mentions it in passing in some
unpublished pages he sent me in 1980 (I wi~l leave to.him the
discussion of the particular examples ment1oned there1n), and the
importance of the plural is touched upon by Levin 1971: 118-119.
3 This suggestion was also mentioned in Brown's unpublished
papers, although he then crossed it out. I am not sure of his
present position on this issue.
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'Der Vokal von anord. bu~
bua "\vohnen" . '

ist umgef~rbt durch

Anlehnung an

Scholars are presently agreed that the above words for 'hut/house/
dwelling' derive ultimately from PIE *bhu 'be' as reflected in
Germanic in e.g. Gothic bauan 'to live-,-.- But I would like to suggest another possibility:
Proto-Germanic *bot 'hut/dwelling'
bat-Im 'houses'.

<

Hebrew/Phoenician

In Proto-Germanic *a > *6 occurred, so the vowel poses no problem.
And for a discussion on-the possibility of Semitic borrowings into Proto-Germanic, see Cohen 1975.
ENGLISH LAD
And finally there's English lad, a word that first appears in
Niddle English and is considered to be of unknown origin.
But at
least one person (Meltzer 1969) has suspected that the term derives from Arabic walad and entered Middle English in connection
with the Crusades.
Reminding his readers of the intense commerce
and intercourse between Europe and the Near East of that age, he
adds, 'It is a well known fact that such contact brought "Tally
Ho! " into English parlance. '
Why, though, was the first syllable lost (walad >lad)? This
syllable was stressed, and stressed syllables are not usually lost.
Cf. 'taters for potatoes, skeeters for mosquitoes, where the lost
initial syllable was unstressed.
A solution may be found, though, by assuming that borrowing
occurred in the plural: awlad- 'boys'> ME ladde. It is even possible that the borrowing occurred as a vocative, with aw- of awladinterpreted as the interjection oh!; i.e., awlad- might have been
misinterpreted as 'Oh lads', and this aw- was therefore dropped
in the borrowing.
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CLARIFYING THE MEANING AND ORIGIN OF CAJUN FAIS-DOD0 1
Gary L. Bertrand
Department of Chemistry
University of Missouri-Rolla
In A Dictionary of the Cajun Language, Daigle lists 'Paisdodo, n.m. Country dance'.
This spelling is representative of
the most con~on pronunciation of the word, but this is somewhat
variable,and pronunciations such as 'fay-dih-do' and 'feh-do-do'
are not uncommon.
'Country dance' hardly does justice to the
word, which is usually reserved for a special celebration, usually outdoors, with music, dancing, drinking, and general socializing.
In times past, a country dance likely was such a special
occasion.
Daigle specifically relates the word to a phrase spoken to
a child at bed-time2 'go to sleep' , or the phrase might be sung
as a lullaby. While connections between sleeping and a boisterous party are possible - mothers putting their babies to sl eeo
while the party is in progress, or a more modern 'party until
you fall asleep' -these are weak. The connection to fete (n.f.
festival, holiday, birthday) is much more plausible and I would
suggest that we deal with a corruption of fete aux dehors (outdoor celebration, pronounced 'fet odor').
A corruption of this type would be unlikely in a written
language. However, the written form of the Cajun language is
a recent (and incomplete) development.
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(ed.): First appeared in Comments on Etymology, vol. 14,
no. 15, May 1, 1985.
Dr. Bertrand is a native Cajun and the
author of a brief article on Cajun nicknames · (Bertrand 1984).
His present article was prepared at my request.
2

Daigle gives 'dodo, n.m. childish word for sleep. Faire
dodo-- to go to sleep; fais-dodo, n.m. --a country dance'.
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WHY ZHIVAGO IN PASTERNAK'S DOCTOR ZHIVAG0?1
Gerald Cohen
f
~

c
r
n

n
e
t

The root of Zhivago is zhiv- 'live (verb; adj.)', and at
first glance this is troubling. Anyone who has read the book or
seen the movie may wonder why the main character should be given
a name connected with life, since so much of what goes on is connected with death.
The story begins with the funeral of Zhivago's
mother; it continues with the Russian Revolution and its aftermath; revolts, epidemics, irrational killings, etc. And at the
end, Zhivago and his mistress Lara, by whom he fathers a daughter,
both die.
So where is all the life in this story?

By way of an answer, Zhivago is first of all a medical doctor, and so giving him a name connected with 'life' is a bit like
the General Motors commercials featuring a Mr. Goodwrench as a
n mechanic.
But in Zhivago's case there is more to his name than
t his professional activity, and the first task now is to look at
t the end of the novel, usually regarded as merely an appendix to
t the story.
This appendix contains twenty-four short poems writt ten by Zhivago (actually, of course, by Pasternak).
The last seve eral poems are of a deeply religious nature, and the final one
t treats the theme of death and resurrection.
Here is a translation
c of the last five lines of the last poem:
t
t

•r

shall in voluntary torments, descend into my grave.
I shall descend into my grave. And on the third day
rise again.
And, even as rafts float down a river,
So shall the centuries drift, trailing like a caravan,
Coming for judgment out of the dark, to me.'
0

Also in chapter 3, part 3, Zhivago gives a sort of lecture
on resurrection, in which he says:
'Talent in the highest and broadest sense means talent
for life,'

a and a few lines down:
'What we need is something new, and that something new
is life eternal.'
So the main theme of the novel is death and resurrection,

w with the Russian Revolution and its aftermath representing death
a and resurrection coming only in a religious context.
The f inal
p poems in the book are therefore not merely an afterthought to the
n novel but are rather the culmination of the theme of death and
r resurrection.
The final few lines on this theme emp hasize that
i it was paramount in Pasternak's thoughts, and its complete abs sence from the movie results in the movie ending on a very dep pressing note.
The director cannot really be faulted here, howe ever, since on this aspect he was merely following the standard
i interpretation of the novel.

,

1 First appeared in Comments on Etymology, vol. 16, no. 7-8,
Jan. 1/Jan. 15, 1987, pp. 1-2.
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ANY CONCLUSIONS?
I.

BRIEF OBSERVATION

It is premature to talk of firm conclusions, but a few
reflections and general observations are possible. First,
Malkiel's call for etymological and general linguistic research to shed light on each other may be revolutionary, but
only within the context of modern linguistics. Etymology was
an integral part of linguistic research in the 19th and early
20th centuries, and its subsequent dramatic decline represents
change but not progress. Host linguists apparently assumed
that the possibilities for fruitful research in etymology had
been exhausted -- an inaccuracy which brings to mind a passage in T. S. Elliot's 'Little Gidding':
'We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.'
II.

IMPLICATIONS OF PURSUING INSIGHT

Secondly, though the call for the vigorous pursuit of
linguistic insight may seem trite, the implications of such a
pursuit are not:
(1)

The mass of questions which come to an observer of language becomes the starting point for most linguistic research/insight. Why does chew the fat mean 'chat'?
What triggered Grimm's Law? Nhy do some people say
Missouree, while others say Missouruh? Etc. etc. etc.

(2)

Comparative studies once again assume special importance.
Such studies are known to be an excellent source of insight in any field, but for some reason they have been
insufficiently carried out in linguistics. Note may also be made that they produce questions of their own, e.g.
why does Englishaccept foreign borrowings more readily
than French?

(3)

Etymology, defined loosely as the search for the origin
of linguistic features, becomes a central source of insight in synchrony as well as diachrony. An overall
view always brings more insight than a narrow one, and
diachrony embraces synchrony. The analogy of their being two sides of the same coin should be set aside in
favor of the analogy of a sausage, with diachrony representing the whole and synchrony the slices.

(4)

Any etymological treatment should be regarded as incomplete until some atte~pt has been made to draw out its
broader implications, which initiall~ may come in the
form of questions. For example, re arya-, is a theory
of tribal names possible? Could the principles of such
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a ' theory have averted the 150 years of guesswork that
went into ~he origin of this word? Besides producing
questions,arya- indicates that a tribe may name itself
for its migrations, and this small piece of insight may
be likened to a piece of a mosaic.
Indeed, all insights,
however tentative are like the pieces of a mosaic or perhaps of several mosaics.
Identifying the pieces, determining which mosaics they might belong to, and then collecting more such pieces should be an integral part of
general linguistic research. We deal here of course
with a long-term undertaking.
III.

ON MALKIEL'S TREATMENT OF TORBELLINO

Malkiel mentions at the start that he is chiefly concerned
with certain methodological implications, and the first one
which comes to mind is the principle of 'no pain, no gain' in
etymological research. Specifically, by scrutinizing all the
available evidence and wrestling with a variety of theoretical
issues, an etymologist may find a solution (or perhaps just a
good lead) to a tangle of problems. Even if the solution or
lead pertains to a point of detail, it may be used for a broader reconstruction; ~f. Malkiel's summation on p.66:
'From slivers of knowledge thus provided by the etymologists a whole newly-emerging landscape and seascape of
fine-meshed cultural relations--including the dimensions
of trade and navigation--can be painstakingly reconstructed. '
Note too a theoretical remark in Malkiel (1962: 201), abundantly illustrated by his torbellino item:
' ..• Every etymologist protests that he would prefer to
rely, in his reconstructions, on a vastly increased
stock of recorded forms; few would be candid enough
to admit that truly complete records would deprive the
etymologist's endeavors of their real charm, even of
their raison d'etre. The sparseness or even unavailability of critically needed material has fascinated
some workers (moulding, in the process, their personalities) and has, with equal power, repelled others.'
A piece of insight from Eric Hamp is relevant here:
'I am constantly amazed at what can emerge from the
careful study of a subject. ,1
Equally pertinent is a remark made to me by my colleague
Joseph Wallfield twenty years ago:
The first reaction one gets from looking through an etymological dictionary is that all the really important
work has been done, and the only thing left is to cross
the t's and dot the i's. A closer examination, however,
shows that major work remains to be done.
1

quoted in Cohen (1982b: preface).
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Also, bearing in mind all the detective work that went into Malkiel's treatment of torbellino, one may sympathize ~vith
his bewilderment at how profoundly his field can be misunderstood; two paragraphs from Malkiel (1962: 199) deserve requoting:
' ... Bloomfield's approach (1933) is equally unpromising.
His book contains no single section, let alone chapter,
on etymology pure and simple, but the Index leads one to
some relevant passages, as when etymology is identified
as ... a butt of Voltaire's sarcasm (p.6). More important
is the modern "precise" definition of the etymology (p.l6)
of a speech-form as "simply its history ... obtained by
finding the older forms in the same language and the forms
in related languages which are divergent variants of the
same parent form" (p.l5); the tracing of Engl. mother via
OE modor and its congeners to Prim. Gmc *moder, hence to
Prim. IE *mater serves as a prime example ..•.
The dual disadvantage of such a position consists in
this:
(a) ... ; (b) the reader remains unaware of the fact that
professional etymologists will rebel against problems
as transparent as the provenience of mother.
Surely,
it is no mere coincidence that a handbook as influential in this country (and later the world over) as
Bloomfield's has singularly failed to stimulate the
sliqhtest curiosity about genuine etymological research,
at its roost exciting e •
IV.

QUESTIONS AND REFLECTIONS

Finally, a variety of questions and reflections com.e to
mind from the items in this monograph. Here is a sample.
Can the general linguistic conclusions of my chapters on
blending and the Russian short adjectives be incorporated into any of the modern linguistic theories? My work on blends
questions the validity of the Law of Least Effort, the view
that language is a code, the supposed rigor of distributional
rules, and the article of faith that language has structure.
It also questions whether generative grammar can successfully treat blends and points out that not everything accidental
in language belongs to parole; the selection of which blends
are accepted into langue seems accidental.
Are these observations at least partially correct?
Meanwhile, the Russian short adjectives are invaluable
for indicating that sometimes there really is disorder in
language. Can there be a system that is no~systematic?
And is there evidence to support or contradict the rule I advanced on morphological change:
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tional to the frequency of occurrence of the forms in
question.
Interestingly, Manczak 1987 has as its thesis a diametrically
opposite rule with respect to irregular phonological change,
viz. that such change depends on the frequency of use of the
forms in question. Why is the situation different for morphology and phonology?
,

Incidentally, I included the treatment of the stress shifts
of the Russian short adjectives in this book because I regard
morphology as part of etymology; and the stress shifts of these
adjectives were motivated morphologically, not phonologically.
Also, how much more insight might emerge from an examination of the Serbo-Croatian and Slovenian short adjectives?
Their accentuation presents far more complexity than the Russian material does, and is increased complexity perhaps a sign
of increased potential insight?
*****
The identification of *-jo- in Slavic *nasjo- 'our' and
-ya- in arya- as specifically meaning 'who; which' leads to the
question of how many other suffixes derive from an original pronoun.
Not only can other instances of *-jo- be subjected to
examination with the idea that they might derive from relative
pronouns, but suffixes such as -1- in Hittite ammel 'of me'
might be suspected of a similar origin.
Did Primitive-IndoEuropean, or whatever preceded it in remote prehistory, possibly have several or even many relative pronouns, which are now
recoverable only as fossilized suffixes? And what would be the
further consequences of such a determination, should it in fact
be made?
*****
The realization that some standard morphological elements
derive from such humble interjections as huh, hey, and eh also
provides a glimpse into prehistory, although not as deep as
the suffixes < relative pronouns might. Note too the development of direct to indirect discourse in Hamp's 1987 article on
hey, as paralleled by Greek -sthai.
In Cohen 1981 I reconstruct *-sthai as a 2 pl. mid. ending, which became a mediapassive infinitive under conditions of indirect discourse.
*****
Assuming that Susskind's treatment of Yiddish daven- is
correct, are there any other instances of the indirect influence of children on a lexicon? How often does ~isinterpre
tation play a role in the etymology of a word? Why has ho~onymy been more acceptable in English than French?
What are
the principles waiting to be discovered in the origin and de-
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velopment of religious terminology?
Incidentally, in Cohen 1980 I discusqed various ways in
which language distinguishes homonyms and .advanced the following overall interpretation (p.44):
'There is a tendency in language to restore to each
meaning a form of its own; the distinctiveness of each
form is either phonetic or (more often) behavioral.'
For example, French aussi 'therefore' appears only_at the
beginning of a clause, and elsewhere it means 'also.'
This
sort of development represents compromise, whereby each member
of the homophonous pair continues to exist, albeit sometimes
with a slight phonetic modification; cf. Russian zamok 'castle'
vs. zamok 'lock,' and arya- 'Aryan' vs. arya- 'master.' However,
the elimination of one member of a homophonous pair represents,
relatively speaking, a violent linguistic act. Why is compromise possible in some instances but not others?

*****
Fete au dehors > Cajun fais dodo is an example of a term
emerging in the disguise of an already existing term. Are
there any other examples of this sort of development? The only ones I know concern a slightly related phenomenon, which
may be called 'blending of a borrowed word into the woodwork':
Greek pasxa 'Easter' < Aramaic pas~a, but incorrectly appearing
to be related to Greek pasx~ 'suffer'; German ausbooten 'to
boot out, kick out' ~ English boot out, but incorrectly seeming to derive from German Boot 'boat,' as if someone were being
thrown out of a boat. This feature is one of the many pitfalls
awaiting the unwary etymologist.
It is also noteworthy that the author of the item on Cajun
is not a linguist but a chemist. How much insight into language/linguistics can be provided by people outside linguistics,
and how can they be best encouraged to come forth with what
they know? I remember a visiting lecture given by Roman Jakobsen at Columbia University about 1966, in which he spoke
about various presentations to the literary circle he helped
run in pre-revolutionary Moscow. He spoke with pride of the
fact that some excellent papers on literature were delivered
by non-academics, and perhaps this spirit of cooperation between town and gown can be adopted in some areas of modern
linguistics.

*****
What has been the contribution of children to the standard language? Do their contributions differ from language to
language, and if so, why? How many of their contributions are
direct (e.g. mama, ~, biggie) vs. indirect (see Yiddish
daven~).
How promising is children's language as a source of
insight into the nature of language?

*****
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Zhivago illustrates the already well recognized principle
that etymology can help in understanding literature, although
the etymological work in this case is elementary:
Zhivago <
zhiv 'live (adj., verb)'.
This derivation helps clarify both
the theme of the novel, viz. death and resurrection, and whether the final poems of the book are an afterthought or an integral part of the novel. The final poem, dealing with resurrection, is clearly important to the novel's theme.

*****
The origin and development of the vowel characters illustrate how the underlying picture can change. Of particular
interest is the character for a, ~ , also ;:;-1:; , with its s impl ification of the lines of the ox's face to a single vertical li n e.
When taken with Chinese t:f 'ox; cow' we see a par a lle 1 d e -Je l o p ment in two distant and unrelated languages. My work on L inear
B may also serve as an illustration that the solution to a problem may lie at hand.
I did not need any special insight to advance my suggestion on the origin of Linear B 1r , etc.
I merely applied the well known principles of the development of the
Phoenician alphabet and Greek vowels to the Linear B vowel characters.

*****
By way of summary, a few general questions come to mind:
What is the nature of language? What are the principles that
lead to understanding the nature of language? What are the bits
of understanding that go into constructing the principles? How
do we know where to look for insight? How much insight into
general linguistic theory can come from the natural sciences?
From mathematics? From etymology? From other sources? How
can a linguist possibly absorb the enormous amount of material
required for speaking about language in its entirety? Is it
perhaps presumption bordering on arrogance to even attempt to
do so? How can one best judge the quality of general linguistic work? By the communis opinio? By the opinion of the
leading authorities? Is it precision that leads to insight
or insight that leads to precision? And what can emerge from
the single-minded pursuit of insight?
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